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Preface 

HIS VOLUME is intended to accompany the transcription of the codex TR-Iüne 203-1, a 
collection of 70 pieces from the Ottoman instrumental repertoire written in modern 
Armenian notation (‘Hampartsum notation’) during the first half of the nineteenth 

century. I am glad to be able to present a complete transcription of one of the earliest extant 
mss. in this notation system together with a critical commentary. I hope that the transcription 
will be of use not only to scholars of Ottoman music, but also to performers interested in 
rediscovering forgotten or neglected repertoire. In addition to the critical report, the present 
volume contains an introduction discussing the history of the ms., the methodology of 
transcribing the notation, and other editorial conventions. While it is not intended to be 
comprehensive, the discussion of methodology is also applicable to related mss. in early 
Hampartsum notation, and it is therefore hoped that it will be of use to other scholars 
interested in this corpus and in the history of the notation system.  

The concept and realization of the edition evolved over a period of five years (2015–2020) 
within the framework of the Corpus Musicae Ottomanicae (CMO) project. Thanks are due to 
Prof. Ralf Martin Jäger and to the members of the Academic Advisory Board for their support 
and suggestions. I am grateful to all of my CMO colleagues during this period, whose 
contributions collectively shaped various aspects of the publication. Above all, I express my 
warm thanks to Salah Eddin Maraqa, who contributed positively to almost every editorial 
decision, and whose detailed comments encouraged me to fundamentally reevaluate my 
understanding not only of Hampartsum notation, but of the Ottoman musical tradition.  

Access to a wide variety of sources was indispensable to the completion of the edition. I 
am especially grateful to the staff of İstanbul Üniversitesi Nadir Eserler Kütüphanesi, who 
generously allowed me to consult the original ms. in December 2017. Thanks are due to 
everyone who helped me to access to other sources or shared their specialist knowledge. As 
well as the staff of Türkiyat Araştırmaları Enstitüsü Kütüphanesi and current and former 
members of the CMO project, this includes especially Aram Kerovpyan, Haig Utidjian, Krikor 
Damadyan, Nilgün Doğrusöz, Salih Demirtaş, Harun Korkmaz, and Mehmet Uğur Ekinci. 
Owen Wright and Martin Stokes kindly read through the introduction and provided useful 
comments and corrections.   

I would also like to thank Vladimír Faltus for helping to develop the font VF 
OttoAneumatic, which is used throughout the edition. The font is based on an earlier version 
developed by Haig Utidjian, and modelled on the types for Hampartsum notation created by 
Yovhannēs Miwhēntisean (1810–1891) and used in the Tntesean hymnal (TNTESEAN 1934). 

T 
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Other fonts used in the edition are Türk Sanat Müziği (TSM), Bach Musicological Font, and 
Microtonal Notation by Andrián Pertout. 

J.O.
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Abbreviations 

General 

AEU Arel-Ezgi-Uzdilek  

AH Anno Hegirae 

anon. anonymous 

approx. approximate(ly) 

Arm.  Armenian 

Arm.-Tr.  Armeno-Turkish 

ca. circa 

cat. catalogue(d) 

CE Common Era 

cf. confer (compare with) 

cm centimeters 

CMO Corpus Musicae Ottomanicae 

CR Critical Report 

col., cols. column, columns 

cont. continued 

comp. compiled, compiler 

d. died 

div., divs.  division, divisions 

ed. edited, edition 

EHN early Hampartsum notation 

Eng. English 

facsim. facsimile 

fasc., fascs. fascicle, fascicles 

ff. and the following pages 

fig. figure 

fl. flourished 

fol., fols. folio, folios 

Fr. French 

H  hâne 

HMB Hübschmann-Meillet-Benveniste 
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ibid. ibidem (‘in the same place’)  

idem the same (author) 

l left (after page no.) 

l., ll. line, lines 

Lat. Latin 

lay. layer 

lit. literally 

M  mülâzime 

mf. microfilm  

ms., mss. manuscript, manuscripts 

no., nos. number, numbers 

n.p. no publisher; no place of publication 

omit.  omitted 

orig.  original(ly) 

p., pp. page, pages 

part. partial(ly) 

publ. published 

r recto (after folio no.); right (after page no.) 

r. reigned 

Rom. Romanian 

Russ. Russian 

SHN standard Hampartsum notation 

T  teslîm 

Tr.  Turkish 

trans. translated, translation 

transcr. transcribed, transcription 

translit. transliterated, transliteration 

TRT Türkiye Radyo ve Televizyon Kurumu 

v verso 

Library Sigla 

AK İstanbul Büyükşehir Belediyesi Atatürk Kitaplığı 

AM İstanbul Arkeoloji Müzeleri Kütüphanesi 

BL British Library, London 



 Abbreviations 
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BN Bibliothèque nationale de France, Paris 

YC Ełiše Č‘arenc‘i Anvan Krakanut‘yan ew Arvesti T‘angaran, Yerevan 

HH Haus-, Hof- und Staatsarchiv, Vienna 

İS Türkiye Diyanet Vakfı İslâm Araştırmaları Merkezi Kütüphanesi, 

Istanbul 

M  Millî Kütüphane, Ankara 

MI Mešrop Maštoc‘i Anvan Hin Jeṙagreri Gitahetazotakan Institut 

(Matenadaran), Yerevan 

NE İstanbul Üniversitesi Nadir Eserleri Kütüphanesi 

OA Devlet Arşivleri Başkanlığı Osmanlı Arşivi, Istanbul 

RY Raûf Yektâ archive (private collection; cat. in RYMA) 

S Süleymaniye Yazma Eser Kütüphanesi, Istanbul 

ST Surp Takavor Ermeni Kilisesi, Istanbul (private collection) 

TA İstanbul Üniversitesi Türkiyat Araştırmaları Entitüsü Kütüphanesi 

TM Tabar Müzik Kütüphanesi, Istanbul 

TN Sāzmān-e Asnād va Ketābḵāna-ye Melli-ye Jomhuri-ye Eslāmi-ye Irān, 

Tehran 

TS Topkapı Sarayı Müzesi El Yazmaları Kütüphanesi, Istanbul 

See Bibliography for detailed references and abbreviations of published works.
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Note on Transliteration 

Armenian words are transliterated according to the Hübschmann-Meillet-Benveniste (HMB) 
system. The transliteration of Armeno-Turkish follows a different system that reflects Turkish 
and Western Armenian pronunciation (Table 1). For further discussion, see 6. Names of 
Western Armenian individuals in the main text or catalogue information are given in 
simplified modern Turkish orthography, albeit with due respect paid to Western Armenian 
pronunciation. Thus, Hampartsum Limonciyan (for Համբարձում Լիմօնճեան) rather than 
Hamparsum Limonciyan or Hampartsum Limōncean. HMB versions (e.g. Hambarjum 
Limōnčean) may be supplied in parentheses, and are used for bibliographic references. The 
romanization of Ottoman and modern Turkish follows CMO guidelines.  
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Name Majuscule Miniscule HMB Arm.-Tr. Simplified 

ayb Ա ա a a a 

ben Բ բ b p p 

gim Գ գ g k k 

da Դ դ d t t 

eč‘ Ե ե e e e/y/ye 

za Զ զ z z z 

ē Է է ē ē e 

ət‘ Ը ը ə ı ı 

t‘o Թ թ t‘ t‘ t 

žē Ժ ժ ž j j 

ini Ի ի i i i 

liwn Լ լ l l l 

xē Խ խ x ḫ h 

ca Ծ ծ c dz dz 

ken Կ կ k g g 

ho Հ հ h h h 

ja Ձ ձ j ts ts 

łat Ղ ղ ł ġ ğ 

čē Ճ ճ č c c 

men Մ մ m m m 

yi Յ յ y y y/h 

nu Ն ն n n n 

ša Շ շ š ş ş 

o Ո ո o o o/vo 

č‘a Չ չ č‘ ç‘ ç 

pē Պ պ p b b 

ǰē Ջ ջ ǰ ç ç 

ṙa Ռ ռ ṙ ṙ r 

sē Ս ս s s s 

vew Վ վ v v v 

tiwn Տ տ t d d 

rē Ր ր r r r 

c‘o Ց ց c‘ ts‘ ts 

hiwn Ւ ւ w w w 

p‘iwr Փ փ p‘ p‘ p 

k‘ē Ք ք k‘ k‘ k 

ō Օ օ ō ō o 

fē Ֆ ֆ f f f 

Table 1. Transliteration of Armenian and Armeno-Turkish.
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1. Prelude 

1.1 Historical Background 

Hampartsum notation was developed shortly before 1812 as a reformed version of the 

notation system used in Armenian church music.1 It is generally referred to in Turkish as 

Hamparsum notası, and in Armenian as Hay ardi jaynagrut‘iwn (‘modern Armenian notation’) 

or ekełec‘akan jaynagrut‘iwn (‘church notation’). The system was invented by Hampartsum 

Limonciyan (Hambarjum Limōnčean, 1768–1839) in collaboration with the Mxit‘arist scholar 

Minas Pjşgyan (Minas Bžškean, 1777–1851), as well as their patrons Andon Düzyan (Anton 

Tiwzean, 1765–1814) and Hagop Düzyan (Yakob Tiwzean, 1793–1847). All of these figures 

belonged to the small but influential Catholic Armenian community of Istanbul, who had close 

ties to the monastery of San Lazzaro in Venice, the centre of a revival of Armenian scholarship 

and cultural production during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.  

The codex TR-Iüne 203-1 (henceforth NE203) is one of the oldest extant collections of 

Hampartsum notation. It contains 70 pieces (one of which is fragmentary) in the main 

Ottoman instrumental genres, the peşrev and the saz semâîsi. The ms. was written by an 

Armenian scribe in the first half of the nineteenth century. While an identification cannot be 

made with certainty, there is some evidence to suggest that the scribe was Limonciyan, who 

was trained as a church singer but also played the tanbûr (long-necked lute), and was a 

recognised performer of secular Ottoman music.  

Limonciyan was attached to the household of the Düzyans, the richest and most powerful 

Catholic Armenian family of the period, who were connected to the Ottoman court through 

their supervision of the imperial mint. However, Limonciyan was never employed by the 

court, and there is no indication that he had any direct contact with Selîm III (r. 1789–1807) 

or Mahmûd II (r. 1808–1839). Apart from the church, the main context in which he performed 

was probably private gatherings hosted by the Düzyan family or other Armenian notables. He 

may have learned the tanbûr by attending a Mevlevîhâne, perhaps the one in Galata, close to 

Pera where the Düzyans and the majority of Catholic Armenians had residences.  

Although Armenian musicians were marginal at the Ottoman court before the second half 

of the nineteenth century, the courtly repertoire was disseminated through the activities of 

                                              
1 Information on the historical background of Hampartsum notation is based on OLLEY 2017A. See also 
KEROVPYAN & YILMAZ 2010, pp. 83–105.  
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the Mevlevî order and the private patronage of Muslim and non-Muslim notables. The pieces 

in NE203 belong to this elite or courtly tradition, which was associated in the seventeenth 

and eighteenth centuries with composers (some of them Mevlevîs) such as Solakzâde (d. 

1658), Nayi Osman Dede (1652–1729), Kantemiroğlu (1673–1723), and Arabzâde Alî Dede 

(1705–1767). A significant proportion of pieces is found in earlier notated collections, and 

the versions in NE203 therefore present an opportunity to analyze processes of repertoire 

transmission across different periods (and perhaps also different social environments).2 Other 

pieces are attributed to more recent figures such as Tanbûrî İsak (d. after 1807), Numân Ağa 

(d. after 1830), and Kemânî Alî Ağa (d. 1830), and thus provide valuable documentation of 

versions that were known in the time of the composers.   

Like almost all mss. in Hampartsum notation, NE203 was mostly likely compiled for private 

use, in order to conserve in written form repertoire already memorized by the scribe, or 

perhaps also in order to collect new pieces. Unlike many later collections, however, which 

were partly or wholly copied from written sources, the pieces in NE203 are more likely to 

have been transcribed from memory or from an oral source, since it was one of the first 

collections to be notated. NE203 is complemented by two further mss. in the same hand, 

OA405 and TA110. It is almost certain that Limonciyan (or whoever the scribe was) compiled 

additional collections that are no longer extant or accessible. Together, the three extant mss. 

contain around 270 pieces (excluding duplications), representing a large portion of the 

Ottoman instrumental repertoire as it existed in the early nineteenth century. While NE203 

encompasses a relatively small selection, its significance lies in the fact that it is one of the 

first documentations of this repertoire in Hampartsum notation. Furthermore, although it is 

possible that it was not compiled by Limonciyan, it can nevertheless be considered generally 

representative of the corpus of early collections of Hampartsum notation compiled by 

Armenian scribes, in terms of both repertoire and notational characteristics. 

1.2 Early Hampartsum Notation 

The main source of information on the original system of Hampartsum notation is Pjşgyan’s 

treatise of 1812, entitled ‘Music, that is brief information concerning musical principles, the 

scales of the modes and the written signs of the notes’ (Eražštut‘iwn or ē hamaṙōt tełekut‘iwn 

                                              
2 See OLLEY 2018B, 2017B for further discussion. See also WRIGHT 2007, 1988; EKİNCİ 2019, 2012. 
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eražštakan skzbanc‘ elewēǰut‘eanc‘ ełanakac‘ ew nšanagrac‘ xazic‘).3 This is adopted as the 

principal external point of reference for understanding the notational conventions used in 

NE203, though a variety of other sources have also been consulted. 

The conventions used in NE203 correspond in large measure Pjşgyan’s description of the 

notation system, though there are some important differences in the ways that certain symbols 

are applied. With regards to pitch, the usage in NE203 conforms exactly to the information 

provided by Pjşgyan, in which each pitch symbol corresponds to a individual fret of the 

tanbûr. With regards to duration, although Pjşgyan provides a clear set of proportional 

indicators, these do not all appear in NE203, and the meaning of those which do appear is 

often ambiguous or inconsistent.  

The absence of clear and strictly proportional markers of duration constitutes the salient 

difference between the early form of the notation system as it was used in NE203 and other 

mss. (rather than as it was described by Pjşgyan) and its later form, which emerged in the 

third quarter of the nineteenth century. NE203 is therefore representative of early 

Hampartsum notation (henceforth EHN), as opposed to standard Hampartsum notation 

(henceforth SHN), in which the vast majority of extant mss. are written. However, while there 

are commonalities across the corpus of mss. in EHN, distinctions may also be observed 

between individual scribes and lines of transmission. One of the most significant of these 

differences is the presence of particular symbols (described by Pjşgyan and others) to 

represent tertiary degrees, which are found in NE203 as well as other early mss. compiled by 

Armenian scribes.   

NE203 is important as a witness to the usage of Hampartsum notation in its earliest phase 

of development. Hampartsum notation was invented not only for use in the Armenian church, 

but also to notate secular Ottoman music. NE203 therefore provides insights into the musical 

concepts and practices of the period in which it was written, the most significant of which 

concern the pitch system and the structure of semâî-type cycles, as discussed in more detail 

in later sections. 

1.3 Previous Literature and Methodology 

NE203 was consulted closely by the musicologist Suphi Ezgi (1869–1962), who left 

annotations on the ms. dated to 1941. 11 pieces appear in near-identical versions in his 

                                              
3 The treatise was intended for publication in 1815 but remained in manuscript until an edition was 
published by Aram Kerovpyan (BŽŠKEAN 1997). The original mss., comprising a draft and a fair copy, 
are housed in the archive of the monastery of San Lazzaro, Venice. 
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magnum opus, Nazarî ve Amelî Türk Musikisi (NATM, 5 vols., 1933–53), and it seems likely 

that they were transcribed from NE203. A few other pieces, probably also derived from 

NE203, appear in the first canonical published collection of Turkish classical music, Dārü l-

Elḥān Küllīyātı (TMKLII, ca. 1926 – ca. 1935). These early publications were intended more as 

exemplary representations of the repertoire than as objective transcriptions of written sources, 

and were therefore adapted to contemporary stylistic and theoretical norms, or to a 

prescriptive concept of an ‘original’ performance style that was believed to have been 

preserved in the oral tradition. Moreover, they contain little detailed explanation of editorial 

methodology, and the sources – which may be both written and oral – of notated versions are 

rarely specified.  

The present edition aims to offer a more accurate and transparent interpretation of NE203, 

which respects historical differences in performance practice that are indicated by the original 

notation and provides clear documentation of editorial decisions. Furthermore, the majority 

(54) of the pieces in NE203 are either unknown in the modern repertoire or exist in 

substantially different versions, and they are made available to researchers and performers 

for the first time in this edition.  

In a general sense, the edition follows the work of scholars such as Owen Wright, Yalçın 

Tura, Mehmet Uğur Ekinci, and Judith I. Haug in their editions of notated manuscripts from 

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.4 However, as well as providing documentation of 

the repertoire in an otherwise somewhat underresearched period, the present edition attempts 

to tackle the particular interpretational problems of EHN. It is hoped that the solutions 

suggested will not only be applicable to a larger corpus of mss., but will also contribute to an 

understanding of the development of the notation system and its relation to musical practice. 

The existing literature on Hampartsum notation, whether in Armenian, Turkish or western 

languages, is overwhelmingly concerned with SHN.5 An important exception is Ezgi’s brief 

                                              
4 See KANTEMİROĞLU 2001, 1992; WRIGHT 2000; KEVSERÎ 2016; HAUG 2019–20.  
5 The first Armenian notation tutors (excepting Pjşgyan’s treatise) were published in the late nineteenth 
century and are concerned with SHN: see T‘AŠČEAN 1874; ERZNKEANC‘ 1880; TNTESEAN 1933. For other 
technical discussions by Armenian scholars see KOMITAS 1897; HISARLEAN 1914, pp. 65–8; AT‘AYAN 1950; 
ŠAHVERDYAN 1959, pp. 329–51; T‘AHMIZYAN 1969; MURADYAN 1970, pp. 37–42; KEROVPYAN 1991, 2001, 
2003; K‘EROVBEAN 2017, pp. 127–39; K‘UŠNARYAN 2008, pp. 294–8; BAŁDASARYAN 2010; UTIDJIAN 2017. 
The earliest explanation of SHN in Turkish is ALÎ RİFAT 1895–6. Other cursory discussions include 
SABUNCU 1948 and CAN 1968.  For recent examples of approaches to transcription, see KARAMAHMUTOĞLU 

1999; AYDIN 2003; TAŞDELEN 2014; YENER 2015A, 2015B. For western scholarship, see AUBRY 1901–3, pp. 
136–46; ERTLBAUER 1985, pp. 249–88; SEIDEL 1973–4; CHABRIER 1989, 1986–7; JÄGER 2017, 1998, 
1996A, 1996B. 
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discussion in the final volume of NATM, which not only continues to be the main source of 

information on Hampartsum notation in Turkish, but is also explicitly concerned with the 

interpretation of EHN.6 Ezgi refers to the latter as ‘without signs’ (‘işaretsiz’) or ‘with hidden 

signs’ (‘gizli işaretli’). He provides a table of pitch symbols transcribed according to modern 

Turkish comma theory, a comparison of duration signs in EHN and SHN, and a few notated 

examples. Although the sources are not explicitly disclosed, Ezgi describes several mss. that 

he had consulted, including one that corresponds to NE203 (see 3.2). The examples are most 

likely derived from RYB4, which was originally part of the Necîb Paşa collection and is closely 

related to NE203 and other mss. in the same hand.7  

Ezgi was certainly conscious of processes of historical change in the Ottoman repertoire, 

and attempted to restore what he regarded as the original form of the pieces he studied.8 But 

although collections of EHN were one of the principal resources marshalled in this endeavour, 

he initially struggled to interpret the notation. As he confessed: ‘Although I had knowledge of 

[standard] Hampartsum notation, reading the contents of the aforementioned three 

manuscripts containing [early Hampartsum] notation was really quite difficult.’9 He therefore 

appealed for guidance to the oral tradition, as represented by his tanbûr teacher Şeyh Halîm 

Efendi (1824–1897).  

According to Ezgi, the repertoire had been corrupted due to the arbitrary and uninformed 

habits of performers. Based on Halîm Efendi’s renditions, which are presented as part of a 

conservative oral tradition extending back to İsak, Ezgi believed he was able to solve the 

interpretation of EHN, and thus to restore pieces to their earlier, uncorrupted state: 

By comparing and studying the peşrevs and semâîs I learned from Halîm Efendi, transmitted from 

İsak and Oskiyan, with those I copied from the Necîb Paşa manuscripts, I succeeded in finding the 

                                              
6 NATM/V, pp. 530–35. 
7 RYB4, which is currently in private hands, was copied into TA249 (stamped ‘N’) by Arel in 
collaboration with Ezgi (RYMA, pp. 81–5; OLLEY 2018A, pp. 364–6, 372–9). The example of a peşrev in 
Arazbâr (NATM/V, pp. 532–3) corresponds to TA249, p. 2131–2. An almost identical version of the 
piece, which may be the earliest exemplar, is found at TA110, pp. 21–2. The Arazbâr semâî (NATM/V, 
p. 535) corresponds to TA249, p. 2151 (cf. TA110, p. 50). The short excerpt from a semâî in Acem 
aşîrân that follows is possibly based on TA249, pp. 2007–8 (stamped ‘B’). 
8 Cf. WRIGHT 1988, pp. 91–100. 
9 ‘İşaretli Hamparsum notasına vukufum var idise de işaretsiz notaları hâmil mezkûr üç kitabın 
muhteviyatını okumak cidden pek güç idi.’ NATM/[I], p. 4.  
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key to [early] Hampartsum notation. Through this study, I found the originals of most of the peşrevs 

and semâîs authored by composers who came after Selîm III.10 

Hence, Ezgi’s transcriptions of EHN are based on a combination of notated and oral sources. 

To be sure, this methodology may have had important advantages, and some of Ezgi’s 

conclusions, based on information imparted orally by Halîm Efendi, are borne out by the 

documentary evidence. For example, the notion that yürük semâî, although ostensibly written 

as a six-unit cycle, may actually have been performed in 10 units is supported by a variety of 

other sources.11 Nonetheless, it is hard to avoid the fact that the performance aesthetic of the 

late nineteenth century, even in the supposedly conservative lineage represented by Halîm 

Efendi, was separated by several generations from the tradition documented in NE203 and 

related sources. In addition, Ezgi’s editorial decisions were informed by his own personal 

conception of what constituted a ‘corrupted’ (‘bozuk’) or ‘original’ (‘asıl’) version of a piece, 

and beyond the general approach described above it is hard to know exactly how he arrived 

at a particular interpretation.  

Following from the attempt to adhere more closely and transparently to the original 

notation, the transcriptions in the present edition diverge from those of Ezgi in several 

respects. While Ezgi often ignores or adjusts durational indicators in order to provide 

smoother rhythmic phrasing, in the present edition they are always understood to have a 

specific meaning that is represented as consistently as possible in the transcriptions (see 7.2). 

This sometimes leads to more staccato or syncopated rhythmic phrasing, particularly in 

semâîs, which are characterized by a complex and dynamic interplay between melody and 

usûl, rather than the more regular and sedate style of today’s classical tradition. Relatedly, 

embellishments are preserved in the transcriptions, rather than being merged into the main 

melodic line as they are by Ezgi.12 

Ezgi takes for granted a direct correspondence between the pitch symbols of Hampartsum 

notation and the pitches of the modern Turkish comma system, which first emerged in the 

1890s (through a revival of Systematist theory) and was institutionalized during the twentieth 

century. This approach is adopted in almost all subsequent transcriptions of Ottoman music 

                                              
10 ‘İsak ve Oskiyamdan menkulen Halim efendiden geçtiğim peşrev ve sem[a]îleri Necip Paşanın 
defterlerinden yazdıklarımla mukabele ve tetkik sayesinde gizli işaretli Hamparsum notasının 
anahtarını bulmağa muvaffak oldum. Bu mutalea ile Selimi Salisten sonra gelmiş olan bestekârların 
telif ettikleri peşrev ve semaîlerin ekserisinin asıllarını buldum.’ Ibid, p. 5. 
11 NATM/V, p. 534. See EKİNCİ 2018. 
12 Cf. OLLEY 2017B, pp. 184–7. 
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in Hampartsum notation, including those by both Turkish and western researchers.13 The 

approach adopted in the present edition is based instead on concepts of pitch that existed 

amongst Ottoman musicians prior to the invention of the comma system, as documented in a 

wide range of primary sources.  

The adoption of the comma system necessitates an adaptation of the pitch symbols of 

Hampartsum notation to a pre-conceived theoretical framework with its own specific 

notational conventions. A single pitch symbol might therefore be transcribed in several 

different ways according to its melodic context and the theoretical definition of the mode, and 

the fact that the pitch distinctions stipulated by the comma system cannot be clearly 

represented in Hampartsum notation is understood to be a defect of the latter.14 By contrast, 

it is assumed in the present edition, on the basis of the primary literature, that the original 

system of Hampartsum notation was intended to correspond precisely to the general scale as 

embodied by the frets of the tanbûr. Hence, each pitch symbol is consistently assigned a single 

equivalent value (which may also be represented enharmonically) in the transcriptions (see 

7.1). 

Before discussing in more detail the methodology of transcription, the following sections 

address the physical characteristics, provenance, contents, and intertextual relations of 

NE203. Frequent reference is again made to NATM, which is the main source of information 

on the circulation of collections of Ottoman music in Hampartsum notation during the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. While some information is supplied indirectly by 

Ezgi, the only other work to offer detailed treatment of NE203 is Ralf Martin Jäger’s catalogue 

of manuscripts in Hampartsum notation (KHNM), which includes a list of contents as well as 

a physical description and some remarks on provenance. The following offers a more in-depth 

discussion of the ms., and in doing so attempts to correct some long-standing inaccuracies in 

the scholarly record.

                                              
13 See the literature cited in footnote 5. Some Armenian scholars take western equal temperament as a 
basis for the interpretation of Hampartsum notation, while others have developed more sophisticated 
models based on on Pythagorean or just intonation. The latter overlap to some extent with the Turkish 
comma system. For a detailed critique, see OLLEY 2021. 
14 See e.g. JÄGER 1996A, pp. 253–5; SEIDEL 1973–4, pp. 85–7. 
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2. Codicology 

2.1 Physical Description 

The measurements of the binding of the ms. are 47 x 33.5 cm. The width of the textblock is 

34 cm, and thus it protrudes slightly. The binding is made of cardboard covered with brown-

yellow marbled paper. The spine and corners are reinforced with brown leather. The binding 

is very worn; a purple adhesive strip was added to the spine at a later stage.  

The ms. contains several former and current shelfmarks. There is a sticker with ‘Y/1’ on 

the purple strip adhered to the cover spine. The front fly leaf has the stamp ‘B[ELEDIYE] 

KONSERVATUVARI KÜTÜPHANESİ’ followed by handwritten numbers in pen: ‘no. 2900’ 

(later struck out), ‘1617’ (later struck out), and ‘356’. At the bottom right of p. 1 is the stamp 

‘İ[STANBUL] KONSERVATUVARI KÜTÜPHANESİ’, again followed by ‘no. 2900’, which is 

struck out with red pencil and replaced with ‘1617’. The back fly leaf likewise bears the stamps 

‘B[ELEDIYE] KONSERVATUVARI KÜTÜPHANESİ’ (followed by ‘no. 2900’ [struck out]), and 

İ[STANBUL] KONSERVATUVARI KÜTÜPHANESİ’, followed by ‘no. 1617’, which is struck out 

and replaced with ‘9’.    

The textblock consists of nine leaves, which have been bound together at their edges (rather 

than in gatherings of folded bifolios) using a combination of stitching and adhered strips of 

paper. All of the leaves are filled on both sides. Pastedowns at the front and back appear to 

have been inserted later (only the recto of the back fly leaf, which contains a note by Ezgi, is 

visible in the digital copy). They are of a different paper to the main textblock and are glued 

in so that the notation is obscured on the gutter side on p. 1 and p. 18. An additional strip of 

paper is glued to the inside joint (between the pastedown and the fly leaf) at both front and 

back. Strips of paper have also been glued into the gutter (evidently after the creation of the 

ms., since they obscure the notation) at pp. 4–5, 8–9, 10–11 and 12–13 in order to hold the 

textblock together. The textblock as a whole is in poor condition. The gutters and other edges 

are heavily worn, with small tears in several leaves. Larger tears on pp. 9–10, 13–14, and 17–

18 have been repaired with transparent tape. All leaves are degraded by foxing to a greater 

or lesser extent.  

The machine-made, glazed paper of the textblock is of two different types, each of which 

has a distinctive watermark: an eagle with outstretched wings above the initials LAF (pp. 1–
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4, 9–14), and a crescent moon forming a face in profile (pp. 5–8, 15–18).15 The fact that two 

different paper types are intermixed is one of several indications that the codex was originally 

a collection of loose leaves that were later bound together.  

Each page is divided into two columns by a pencil line, or rather two adjacent lines, which 

on some pages are shaded in. Horizontal ruling is added in pencil. Both the ruling and dividing 

lines were presumably added by the scribe as a guide for the notation. On pages where the 

dividing lines are shaded in (3–10, 13–14, 17–18), the ruling is continuous across both 

columns, probably indicating that it was entered first. On pages where the dividing lines are 

not shaded in (1–2, 11–12, 15–16), the ruling in the two columns does not match up, 

indicating that it was added afterwards. The dividing lines are usually some way off centre 

and are not perpendicular, perhaps indicating (at least on pages where the ruling is 

continuous) that they were added after the first column of notation on the page had already 

been entered. Alternatively, it may be that the scribe did not take particular care to create 

even columns. 

Narrow pencil margins are visible on all pages, but on some pages (1–4, 9–10, 13–14, 17–

18) the notation was entered with the head and tail of the folio inverted (the margin is 

therefore at the fore-edge on the recto and the gutter edge on the verso). On these pages the 

scribe disregards the margin and fills the entire width of the page with notation. On other 

pages (5–8, 11–12, 15–16) the margin falls correctly (i.e. at the gutter edge on the recto and 

the fore-edge on the verso) and is used by the scribe to align the left-hand column of notation. 

The inverted position of the margins on some leaves is another indication that they were 

originally unbound.  

The large format of the leaves and the small size of the hand means that a single page 

contains between three and five pieces (Fig. 1). There are on average around 43 lines per 

filled column, including headings (these are not counted in the line numbers given in the 

                                              
15 Papers bearing variants of the ‘moonface’ watermark (often framed by a shield, though this is not the 
case in NE203) were manufactured in the Veneto region and exported in large quantities to the Ottoman 
Empire and the wider Islamic world during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries (JONES 1998; WALZ 

2011; BIDDLE 2017). Eagle watermarks and the initials LAF are likewise associated with Habsburg-
controlled Italian cities (JONES 1998, pp. 119–20; WALZ 2011, p. 88). A moonface-and-shield watermark 
is visible on the back fly leaf of TA107. Jäger describes a loose leaf found in NE218 that bears a similar 
watermark, which is not included in the digital copy provided by the library (KHNM, p. lxiv). He does 
not appear to have noticed the watermarks in NE203 (ibid, p. xxii). For examples of similar moonface 
watermarks found on Ottoman chancellery documents (dating from 1698 and 1797), see VELKOV 2005, 
pp. 21, 343–4. 



 

 

 

Figure 1. NE203, p. 1.
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transcriptions). The right-hand column is not 

always completely filled. Except in two cases (pp. 

5–6 and 13–14), the scribe avoids writing pieces 

across two sides of a folio, and leaves a swirl and/or 

an empty space at the bottom of the second column 

if another piece will not fit there. On p. 3, the scribe 

has filled the space with a drawing of a face (Fig. 

2). In no case is a piece written across the span of 

two leaves, which again reflects their originally unbound state. This also explains why the 

fragmentary piece (no. 41) at the bottom of the second column on p. 10 was abandoned after 

two lines. 

The main hand uses at least two different inks, applied with a reed pen. Brown (or oxidized 

black) ink is used on pp. 1–2, 11–12, and 15–16. Darker (or less oxidized) black ink is used 

on pp. 3–4. Blue ink (which appears black in the digital copy) is used on pp. 5–10, 13–14, and 

17–18. The final piece on p. 6 is written in brown (or oxidized black) ink. Annotations are 

sometimes added by the main hand in the same ink as the notation. At the bottom of p. 6 are 

references in pencil to two pieces found in another ms. in the same hand as NE203, which 

may have been added by the scribe or by a later Armenian hand. There are minor emendations 

to the notation in pencil on p. 8, probably by a later Armenian hand.  

Each piece is preceded by a heading in Armeno-Turkish, which provides the name of the 

makâm (mode) and usûl (rhythmic cycle), in many cases accompanied by a composer 

attribution, and in some cases also a poetic title. As in the majority of collections of 

Hampartsum notation by Armenian scribes, the headings are in the modern cursive šłagir 

script.16 The end of a piece is marked by a swirl (see Fig. 1). A loop (visible in Fig. 1 at the 

bottom of col. a and the top of col. b) indicates that the piece continues in the next column or 

on the verso. The notation of the final piece (no. 70) on p. 18 is followed by two further 

headings that were subsequently struck out. The first reads ‘ırasd bēnli sak‘il’, while the second 

reads ‘sazk‘ear musinin bu pēşrēf ik‘i dēfa [eazılmış] amma bu ēyisidir’, and is thus almost 

identical to the heading of no. 68. 

Two further hands (both in pencil) have transcribed the original headings into Arabic and 

Latin script respectively. The headings in Arabic script (rıka) are added to all pieces (except 

                                              
16 Not ‘normangir’, as given by Jäger (KHNM, p. xxii and passim), which refers to a font type rather 
than a script. See AAP. Kouymjian dates the origins of the šłagir script to the end of the eighteenth 
century (KOUYMJIAN 2013, p. 27). 

Figure 2. NE203, p. 3 (detail). 
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the fragmentary no. 41), while those in Latin script are omitted for pieces 17, 22, 25, 41, and 

47. The Latin-script hand, which uses idiosyncratic orthography, belongs to Ezgi, who has left 

signed annotations on p. 16, p. 18, and the end fly leaf (see 3.2). Arabic-script headings for 

pieces 1–4 and 10 are overwritten by Ezgi in thin black pen, which is also used for the 

annotation on the end fly leaf and a symbol (a cross with hooked ends) added to the heading 

of piece no. 62 (p. 16).  

Pagination in Arabic numerals is added in pencil at the top of each page by a later hand. 

The same pagination has been repeated by another hand in faint pencil following the end of 

the notation on each page. While this pagination reflects the current state of the ms., traces 

of an older pagination (which has been struck out or overwritten) indicate differences in the 

previous order and extent of the leaves. The older pagination appears to be in the same hand 

as the newer pagination, but is written with a denser, thinner pencil (also at the top of each 

page). The Arabic numerals used in both are similar in style to those used by the main scribe 

and in other collections in Armenian script, suggesting that they were added by an Armenian 

hand. This hand may also be responsible for the references on p. 6, though these are written 

in a lighter pencil. 

There is an older ‘1’ overwritten by ‘4’ in the newer pagination, while ‘2’ is obscured by 

the heading of the first piece on p. 3. The recto and verso are therefore reversed in the older 

pagination. The older pp. 5–6 correspond to pp. 9–10 in the newer pagination. Pp. 13–14 are 

numbered with the denser pencil used for the older pagination. Pp. 19–20 in the older 

pagination appear in reverse order on pp. 7–8. Pp. 23–4 in the older pagination correspond 

to pp. 5–6 in the newer pagination. There appears to be a ‘1’ on p. 18 that was subsequently 

rubbed out, but no older pagination is visible on the recto (p. 17). Pp. 1–2, 11–12, and 15–16 

do not bear the older pagination (see Table 2 for a summary). 

2.2 Previous States of the Ms. 

An analysis of the physical characteristics of NE203 demonstrates that it went through several 

stages before it attained its present state. The absence of correlations between watermarks 

and other features indicates that the scribe used a single fund of blank leaves that contained 

two different paper types. Margins were drawn on both sides of each leaf. However, these 

were subsequently disregarded as some leaves were reoriented along their head-to-tail axis. 

Horizontal ruling may have been added at the same stage as the margins on leaves where it 

is continuous. On leaves where it is broken by the central dividing lines, it is more likely to 

have been added at the same stage as the notation. 
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There is a correlation between ruling and ink colour which suggests that two sets of loose 

leaves were notated at different times. Leaves with continuous ruling are notated in black or 

blue ink, while those with discontinuous ruling are written in brown ink. One possible 

indication of chronology is the change from blue to brown ink at the bottom of p. 6, which 

suggests that leaves with black or blue ink (pp. 3–10, 13–14, 17–18) were completed before 

those with brown ink (pp. 1–2, 11–12, 15–16).  

In the next stage, pieces from some of the loose leaves were transferred (generally in an 

identical form) into two other codices in the same hand (OA405 and TA110). The order of 

pieces in the three mss. suggests that the loose leaves served as drafts for the two codex 

collections. There are two main reasons for believing that the pieces in OA405 and TA110 

were transferred before the leaves were bound, and that they were copied from NE203 rather 

than vice versa. Firstly, pieces appear in a different sequence from the current order of NE203, 

but nonetheless reflect the order of pieces on individual folios (sometimes with those on the 

verso preceding those on the recto). Secondly, erroneous groups or passages that are struck 

out in NE203 do not appear in OA405 or TA110. On the whole, OA405 and TA110 are cleaner 

manuscripts that were planned and executed in a more careful manner than NE203.  

Among the folios that were copied, pp. 1–4, 11–12, and 15–16 were transferred into 

OA405, and pp. 16–18 into TA110. Hence, only p. 16 was copied into both collections. Pp. 5–

10 and 13–14 were not copied into either collection. All of the folios in brown ink (pp. 1–2, 

11–12, 15–16) were copied into OA405, in addition to one folio in black ink (pp. 3–4). One 

folio in blue ink (pp. 17–18) and one side in brown ink (p. 16) were copied into TA110. This 

suggests that, although they may originally have been written at different times, both sets of 

leaves existed (and were to some extent mixed together) when the codices were notated.  

The leaves were most likely unnumbered when they were copied. Therefore, the current 

sequence of folios and sides (recto or verso) in NE203 is not reflected in the order of pieces in 

OA405 or TA110. The pieces on pp. 1–2 appear in OA405 with those on the verso preceding 

those on the recto (pp. 33–43), likewise those on pp. 3–4 (pp. 52–61). The pieces on pp. 11–

12 were copied into OA405 in the same order (pp. 5–14). The pieces on p. 15 were copied 

into OA405 (pp. 1–5) prior to and separately from the pieces on the verso (p. 16), only two 

of which were copied, and then at a later stage (pp. 74–6). The pieces on pp. 17–18 were 

copied into TA110 in the same order (pp. 73–7). These are followed by the pieces copied from 

p. 16 (TA110, pp. 77–8).  

The apparently disjointed order in which pieces from NE203 appear in OA405 and TA110 

suggests, firstly, that the current sequence of pages does not reflect their original order (if 

indeed there was one), and, secondly, that the original collection of leaves was more extensive. 
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Copies of pieces from NE203 appear on pp. 1–14, 33–43, 52–61, and 74–6 in OA405 (in which 

the original notation extends to p. 87). If it is assumed that the remaining parts of OA405 

were also transferred from loose leaves, the gaps in this sequence would indicate that several 

(five or six, according to the approximate no. of pages required to copy a single folio from 

NE203) are now missing.  

Since only the final pages of TA110 were copied from extant folios in NE203, it is less clear 

that the rest of the codex was based on loose leaves. However, there is a note on p. 75 referring 

to another version of the same piece, which exists in TA110 (pp. 37–8) but not NE203. As p. 

75 (including the note) was copied from NE203 rather than vice versa, this indicates that 

other parts of TA110 were indeed copied from loose leaves. If the entire codex was based on 

loose leaves, this would imply that a much larger number are now missing. 

If OA405 and TA110 are fair copies of the loose leaves from which NE203 was compiled, 

the fact that many are now missing would not necessarily constitute a great loss. Of nine 

extant folios, five were copied in near-identical form into one or both of the codex collections. 

The remaining four (pp. 5–10, 13–14) were not copied into OA405 or TA110, and thus 

currently preserve the only extant copies of these pieces made by the scribe. It is possible, 

however, that these folios were copied into a third codex, which may yet come to light. The 

scribe does in fact refer in TA110 (p. 37) to another codex (‘ōbir t‘efdēr’ [Tr. öbür defter]), 

which cannot be identified with either OA405 or NE203.  

It seems most likely that both the older and the newer pagination were added to NE203 

after the scribe’s death, and certainly after the loose leaves had been copied into OA405 and 

TA110. Since it does not reflect the current order of the ms., the older pagination must have 

been completed before the loose leaves were bound. The folios with black or blue ink 

(including pp. 17–18) all bear older pagination, whereas those with brown ink do not, 

suggesting that they were perceived as two distinct sets. The older pagination includes the 

following numbers: 1–2, 5–6, 13–14, 19–20, 23–24. The first pages in this sequence are the 

only ones in black ink, while the highest number (24) coincides with the change from blue to 

brown ink (p. 6 in the newer pagination). The gaps in this sequence are a further indication 

that the original collection of loose leaves was more extensive. Thus, 14 pages (3–4, 7–12, 

15–18, and 21–22), or seven folios, are missing from the sequence. Since the older pagination 

is unclear on pp. 17–18 (in the newer pagination), it may be that this folio belonged to the 

same sequence, and therefore that there are only six missing leaves. But in any case, in terms 

of ink colour and ruling pp. 17–18 should be considered part of the same set. 

The leaves were subsequently reordered and the older pagination was replaced with the 

current pagination, apparently by the same hand. Folios in brown ink, which were previously 
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unnumbered, were paginated and integrated into the same sequence. If the current pagination 

was added before the leaves were bound, the sequence may have extended beyond 18 pages. 

Alternatively, the current pagination may have been added at the same time as, or after, the 

binding. As the change from the older to the newer pagination coincided with the loss of 

several folios, this may imply that a significant period of time elapsed between the two stages. 

Apart from the disrupted order and missing material, a further indication that the pagination 

and binding were undertaken posthumously is that the leaves were bound in a somewhat 

careless manner which obscures the notation. On the other hand, the cover of NE203 is similar 

(with regards to both format and materials) to those of OA405 and TA110, possibly indicating 

that the binding was undertaken in proximity to the scribe’s lifetime and/or by somebody 

connected to him.  

In summary, the physical features of NE203 testify to its checkered history. Unlike the 

companion collections OA405 and TA110, NE203 is not a carefully planned and executed 

codex, but originally an assemblage of draft notations created at different stages with little 

regard for posterity or other potential readers. In its present form, the ms. is a haphazard 

compilation of remnants from the scribe’s workshop by a later owner. The alternative order 

of pieces found in the codex collections as well as in the older pagination demonstrate that 

the current order is largely fortuitous, and contains numerous gaps due to the missing leaves. 

There is, then, no particular merit in transcribing or performing the pieces in their current 

order, and the collection could just as well have been notated, paginated, and bound in a 

different order.  

Nonetheless, there may still be some benefit – or at least scholarly interest – in attempting 

to recreate an alternative order that reflects, to a limited extent, the previous state (or rather 

one of the previous states) of the ms. Table 2 provides an alternative sequence of pages based 

on the criteria detailed above. The leaves are grouped into two sets corresponding to ink 

colour (black and blue, or brown) and ruling (continuous or discontinuous). The prior set is 

then ordered according to the older pagination, including the reversal of recto and verso in 

some cases. Pp. 17–18 is included in the same set although the older pagination is unclear. 

Folios in brown ink are ordered according to the sequence of pieces copied into OA405, again 

including the reversal of recto and verso. Pp. 15 and 16 are given separately to reflect the 

sequence of pieces in OA405. Other physical features (margins and watermarks) are listed in 

the remaining columns. The resulting sequence is only one possibility, and it should be 

reemphasised that the leaves may originally have had no particular order. The corresponding 

alternative order of pieces is given in Table 3. 
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Older 

pagination 

Newer 

pagination 

Copies Ink Ruling Margins Watermark 

1–2 4–3 OA405, pp. 52–61 Black Continuous Inverted Eagle 

5–6 9–10 – Blue Continuous Inverted Eagle 

13–14 13–14 – Blue Continuous Inverted Eagle 

(?) 17–18 TA110, pp. 73–7 Blue Continuous Inverted Crescent 

19–20 8–7 – Blue Continuous Correct Crescent 

23–24 5–6 – Blue, 

brown 

Continuous Correct Crescent 

– 15 OA405, pp. 1–5 Brown Discontinuous Correct Crescent 

– 11–12 OA405, pp. 5–14 Brown Discontinuous Correct Eagle 

– 2–1 OA405, pp. 33–43 Brown Discontinuous Inverted Eagle 

– 16 OA405, pp. 74–6; 

TA110, pp. 77–8 

Brown Discontinuous Correct Crescent 

Table 2. Alternative order of pages. 
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Page Current no. Alternative no. Page Current no. Alternative no. 

4 12 1 8 29 36 

4 13 2 8 30 37 

4 14 3 7 23 38 

4 15 4 7 24 39 

3 8 5 7 25 40 

3 9 6 7 26 41 

3 10 7 7 27 42 

3 11 8 5 16 43 

9 31 9 5 17 44 

9 32 10 5 18 45 

9 33 11 5 19 46 

9 34 12 6 20 47 

9 35 13 6 21 48 

10 36 14 6 22 49 

10 37 15 15 57 50 

10 38 16 15 58 51 

10 39 17 15 59 52 

10 40 18 15 60 53 

10 41 19 11 42 54 

13 49 20 11 43 55 

13 50 21 11 44 56 

13 51 22 12 45 57 

13 52 23 12 46 58 

13 53 24 12 47 59 

14 54 25 12 48 60 

14 55 26 2 4 61 

14 56 27 2 5 62 

17 64 28 2 6 63 

17 65 29 2 7 64 

17 66 30 1 1 65 

17 67 31 1 2 66 

18 68 32 1 3 67 

18 69 33 16 61 68 

18 70 34 16 62 69 

8 28 35 16 63 70 

Table 3. Alternative order of pieces.
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3. Provenance 

3.1 Scribe and Dating 

Like most manuscript collections of Hampartsum notation, NE203 is undated, untitled, and 
unsigned. There are, however, indirect indications of the identity of the scribe. Piece no. 24 
(p. 7) includes in the heading the word ‘k‘eat‘ibin’ (քեաթիպին), i.e. ‘the scribe’s’ (Tr. kātibiñ) 
(Fig. 3). This is given in abbreviated form (‘k‘ea’) in the heading of piece no. 12 (p. 4). These 
or similar signatures also appear – sometimes supplemented by the letter ho (Հ) – in the two 
companion codices in the same hand (OA405 and TA110). The letter ho is also given following 
the notation of pieces 26 and 27 (both on p. 7) (Fig. 4). Since the letter is used in the headings 
of pieces in OA405 and TA110 to refer to the scribe and does not have any known meaning 
as a notational convention, these instances may also be understood as signatures, though 
perhaps referring to the transcriber rather than the composer. 

As I have argued elsewhere, in the absence of another plausible candidate (i.e. an Armenian 
performer, scribe, and composer of instrumental music who was active in the first half of the 
nineteenth century and whose name begins with H) it seems reasonable to assume that the 
signatures belong to the main inventor of the notation system, Hampartsum Limonciyan 
(1768–1839).17 If this is provisionally accepted, it would mean that NE203 was created before 
1839. The terminus post quem is provided by Pjşgyan, who states that the notation system 
was finalized in 1812.18 Pjşgyan mentions in the same passage that Limonciyan had attempted 
to develop a notation system before this 
date. However, given that the system of 
NE203 is more or less identical to that 
presented in Pjşgyan’s treatise (itself 
written in 1812), it seems unlikely that 
the ms. predates the latter.  

The composer attributions in NE203, 
OA405, and TA110 support the claim 
that these collections were created 
before 1839. The latest composers 
mentioned in the mss. whose 

                                              
17 OLLEY 2018A, pp. 361–71. For Limonciyan’s biography and his role in the development of 
Hampartsum notation, see OLLEY 2017A, pp. 80–90. 
18 BŽŠKEAN 1997, pp. 73–4. For a translation and discussion of the passage, see OLLEY 2017A, pp. 88–
90. 

Figure 3. Heading of no. 24: ‘sēgeah sēmayi k‘eat‘ibin’. 

Figure 4. End of no. 27: 

‘t‘e[sli]m’ followed by ‘H’. 
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biographical details are known with any certainty (apart from Limonciyan himself) are Numân 
Ağa (curiously and consistently spelled as ‘lüman aġay’ [լիւման աղայ]), who may have died 
in the 1840s, and Kemânî Alî Ağa (‘ali aġa’), who died in 1830 (see 4.3). There are attributions 
in TA110 (‘nayi ali dēdē’, p. 26) and OA405 (‘nēyzan başı ali bēy’, p. 15) to Sernâyî Alî Dede, 
who died in 1829.19 The other composers in NE203, OA405, and TA110 who can be securely 
identified mostly flourished in the eighteenth century, with some active in earlier periods.20 
There are no attributions to famous instrumental composers of the mid-nineteenth century, 
such as Sâlih Dede (1823–1887) or Tanbûrî Osmân Bey (1816–1885), who are well 
represented in other collections of early Hampartsum notation. 

An additional reason for believing that NE203 and its companion codices were written in 
the early nineteenth century is the compositional style of the pieces, which are characterized 
by relatively low melodic density. This feature (amongst others) distinguishes NE203, OA405, 
TA110, and related Armeno-Turkish mss. from the extant Arabic-script collections in early 
Hampartsum notation, and indicates a closer relationship with the pre-nineteenth-century 
instrumental repertoire.21 

While it seems likely that NE203, OA405, and TA110 were written in the period between 
1812 and 1839, a more precise chronology is elusive. It was suggested in the previous section 
that the loose leaves from which NE203 was compiled served as drafts for OA405 and TA110. 
This would imply that NE203 (in its unbound form) was completed before the codex 
collections. However, it is also possible that some of the loose leaves were notated during the 
process of compiling the codices. This may explain why p. 15 and p. 16 were copied into 
OA405 at different stages, i.e. the verso (p. 16) may have been notated only after the other 
loose leaves had been copied into the codex. Alternatively, the scribe may have selected some 
folios or sides to copy (in no particular order) while leaving others uncopied.  

                                              
19 KAYA & KÜÇÜK 2011, pp. 408–9. 
20 The attribution to İsmâîl Ağa (‘ismayil aġay’) in TA110 (p. 72) may refer to several individuals. The 
composer known in modern Turkish sources as Kemânî İsmâîl Ağa is given the death date ‘1870?’ by 
Öztuna, while another İsmâîl Ağa is given the epithet ‘Tanbûrî’ and the death date ‘1880?’ (TMAS/I, p. 
393). However, no further biographical details are provided for either musician (apart from that 
Kemânî İsmâîl was of gypsy origin [‘çingene asıllıdır’]). The attribution in TA110 may refer rather to 
an earlier İsmâîl Ağa (given the epithet ‘Kara’ by Öztuna), who died in 1724 and was known as a 
performer of the kemân and ney as well as a singer and composer (TMAS/I, pp. 392–3; cf. NE6204, 
fols. 6v–7r [ed. and facsim. in BEHAR 2010, pp. 229, 352–3]). There is also an attribution in TA110 (p. 
9) to Çömlekçi Bedros Ağa (‘ç‘ömlēgci bedros aġay’), a student of Limonciyan’s who died in 1840 
(HISARLEAN 1914, pp. 34–8). However, the attribution is an emendation of the original composer name, 
‘bardak‘cı zadē’ (Bardakçızâde Mehmed Çelebi, fl. ca. 1700), and may have been added by a later hand. 
21 OLLEY 2018B. 
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Apart from two pieces copied from NE203 and some accidental concordances (i.e. pieces 
notated in two different versions, probably unwittingly), no other pieces are shared between 
OA405 and TA110. They were therefore conceived as independent collections, and there is 
no way to securely establish the priority of either ms. Neither do the names and titles of the 
composers in NE203, OA405, and TA110 provide any reliable indication of internal 
chronology.22 In short, although there is some evidence to suggest that NE203 is the earliest 
of the three mss., this cannot be proven beyond doubt, and it is equally possible that the 
collections were written simultaneously or in overlapping time periods. The likelihood of the 
latter scenario is supported by the fact that such practices are observed in the output of other 
scribes, most notably Râşid Efendi.23 However, a fuller reconstruction of this process for 
NE203, OA405, and TA110 would only be possible if the missing loose leaves and additional 
codex referred to above were to be rediscovered.  

3.2 Owners and Consulters 

Following the death of the scribe, NE203 was owned or consulted by several other individuals 
and institutions. As discussed above, pagination was added to some of the loose leaves before 
they were bound. The person responsible for this may also have added the emendations on p. 
8, as well as the note in Armeno-Turkish on p. 6, which refers to two pieces in TA110 and 
indicates that whoever added the note had access to the latter ms.24 The current pagination 
was added by the same hand as the older pagination, probably at the time the loose leaves 
were bound. Based on the similarity of the cover of NE203 to those of OA405 and TA110, it 

                                              
22 As noted above, Alî Dede is referred to as ‘chief neyzen’ (‘nēyzan başı ali bēy’) in OA405 (p. 15), and 
as ‘nayi ali dēdē’ in TA110 (p. 26). According to the chronicle of Yenikapı Mevlevîhâne, Alî Dede (‘ʿAlī 
Beğ, neyzen’) joined the Mevlevî order in 1797–8 (1212 AH; KAYA & KÜÇÜK 2011, pp. 66–7), and became 
chief neyzen of the lodges of Galata, Kâsımpaşa, and Beşiktaş in 1812 (‘Dervīş ʿAlī Beğ’; Zîlkade 1227; 
ibid, pp. 190–91). This would seem to contradict Ezgi’s statement (NATM/[I], p. 70), based on a seal 
that he claims was found on a collection of early Hampartsum notation, that Alî Dede was already chief 
neyzen in 1808–9 (1223 AH), unless this was at another lodge. He is first referred to with the title dede 
(‘Neyzenbaşı Seyyid ʿAlī Dede’) in relation to the death of his wife in 1817 (Zîlhicce 1232; KAYA & 

KÜÇÜK 2011, pp. 340–41). However, since dervîş and dede may indicate the same level of seniority in 
the Mevlevî order (ULUDAĞ 1994), this does not provide any clear chronology for the titles given in 
OA405 and TA110.  
23 See the introduction to MARAQA 2020. 
24 The note reads ‘62 nazunieaz / 36 mavērayi nihir’, and corresponds to the headings of two pieces in 
TA110: ‘Saba nazunia [sic], u[suli] dēvrik‘ēbir’ (p. 62) and ‘mavērayi nihir u[suli] faht‘ē k‘e[a]t‘[i]bin’ 
(p. 36). It is possible that the note was added by the first hand rather than a later hand, which would 
support the hypothesis that NE203 and TA110 were created simultaneously.  
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may have been bound during the nineteenth century. The person responsible for the older and 
newer pagination as well as the binding, who was probably Armenian, may have been known 
to the scribe.  

If NE203 is indeed an autograph of Limonciyan, one possible trajectory after his death is 
suggested by an account published in 1903:  

The most part of [Limonciyan’s] musical compositions [i.e. notated manuscripts], consisting of 380 
peşrevs and semâîs, was sold after the death of his son Neyzen Zenop to Hampartsum Çerçiyan; but 
they did not remain with him long, because they were [then] sold to Edhem Paşa for 25 liras. Later, 
the Ottoman imperial music band bought them, but because European notation was being taught 
[at that time], they were considered unimportant and sold to the Egyptian Prince Halîm Paşa for 50 
liras. A part of his works was conveyed to the Mxit‘arist monastery in Venice by Father Minas 
Pjşgyan, while a small part also remained in the music schools [in Istanbul].25 

According to this narrative (which admittedly cannot be verified), NE203 may have been 
inherited by Limonciyan’s son Neyzen Zenop (1810–1866), before being sold to the musician 
Hampartsum Çerçiyan (1828–1901).26 One of these individuals may have been responsible for 
the pagination, binding, and other emendations. Subsequently, the ms. may have been owned 
by one or both of the elite Ottoman music collectors and patrons of the late nineteenth 
century: the statesman Edhem Paşa (d. 1886), or the son of the Egyptian viceroy, Abdülhalîm 
Paşa (1830–1894). It may also have been acquired by the director of the imperial band 
(muzika-yı hümâyûn), Necîb Paşa (1815–1883), another well-known music collector. 
Alternatively, it may have been owned by an Armenian music school in Istanbul. Since the 
ms. was still in Istanbul in 1941 (see below), it was presumably not among those transferred 
to the monastery of San Lazzaro in Venice.  

NE203, OA405, and TA110 may still have been part of the same collection during the 
peregrinations described above. By the middle of the twentieth century, however, the mss. 
had been dispersed. OA405 was acquired by the Armenian musician Levon Hancıyan (d. 

                                              
25 ‘Իր երաժշտական հեղինակութիւններէն մեծագոյն մասը 380 կտոր բէշրէվներ եւ սէմայիներ իր 
որդւոյն՝ Նէյզան Զենօփի մահէն  յետոյ Համբարձում Չէրչիեանի վաճառուեցան, բայց մինչեւ վերջը 
ասոր քովը չմնացին, վասն զի 25 ոսկիի վաճառուեցան Էտհէմ փաշայի: Յետոյ Օսմ. կայսերական 
նուագածուաց խումբը գնեց, բայց որովհետեւ եւրոպական նօթայով կը դասախօսուէր, անկարեւոր 
նկատուելով 50 ոսկիի Եգիպտացի Բրէնս Հալիմ փաշայի ծախուեցաւ: Իր գործերէն մէկ մաս մըն ալ 
Վենետիկ Մխիթարեանց վանքը փոխադրուած է Հ. Մինաս Բժըշկեանի ձեռքով, իսկ փոքր մաս մըն 
ալ երաժիշտ դասատուներու քով կը մնայ:’ (ANGEŁEAY 1903, p. 91). 
26 Neyzen Zenop emigrated to Cairo in 1863, where he died three years later (HISARLEAN 1914, pp. 38–
42; KEROVPYAN & YILMAZ 2010, p. 96). Hampartsum Çerçiyan (Hambarjum Č‘ērč‘ean) was a student of 
Arisdages Hovhannesyan (Aristakēs Yovhannēsean, 1812–1878), one of Limonciyan’s main disciples 
(HİSARLEAN 1914, pp. 87–90; KEROVPYAN & YILMAZ 2010, p. 100).   
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1947), whose collection became part of the TRT (Türkiye Radyo ve Televizyon Kurumu) 
archive in the 1940s and was recently transferred to the State Ottoman Archive. TA110 was 
acquired by Hüseyin Avni Aktuç (1888–1961), who donated it to Sadettin Arel (1880–1955) 
in 1951.27 Together with the rest of the Arel archive, it is currently housed in the library of 
the Turkology Institute of Istanbul University. NE203, meanwhile, became part of the holdings 
of Istanbul Conservatoire. However, the path by which the ms. ended up in the conservatoire 
library is less than clear.  

As previously noted, NE203 was studied by Ezgi, who transcribed the headings into Latin 
script and left several annotations. The two annotations on p. 16 are undated and signed ‘Dr 
Suphi Ezgi’.28 Two annotations on p. 18 and one on the back fly leaf are dated ‘9/2/[1]941’ 
and signed ‘Dr Suphi Ezgy’.29 The first annotation on p. 18 reads: ‘God willing, I will write the 
key to this notation at the beginning of the collection of Necîb Paşa’s notations which I ordered 
to be copied for the conservatoire.’30 This may possibly be related to the large collection of 
loose leaves now in the Arel archive (TA249), which includes over 300 pieces copied from 
Necîb Paşa’s library probably in the 1920s or 1930s (although it does not currently include a 
key to Hampartsum notation).31  

The note on the back fly leaf reads: ‘The key and explanation of this notation are written 
in the history section of Türk Musikisi, and at the beginning of the [collection] of peşrevs and 
semâîs that I copied from Necîb Paşa’s library, a copy of which I also gave to the conservatoire 
library’.32 This presumably refers to the explanation of Hampartsum notation in the final 
volume of NATM, which was published some years later in 1953.33 He may therefore already 
have written a draft version in 1941. The reference to the Necîb Paşa collection may again be 
connected with TA249. 

The second note on p. 18 reads: 

                                              
27 OLLEY 2018A, pp. 361–2. 
28 The first annotation on p. 16 is next to the heading of piece no. 62 and reads (in Ezgi’s idiosyncratic 
orthography): ‘halbuki Isakĭn ğülizarĭdĭr’. The second is next to the heading of no. 63 and reads ‘ğülizar 
semai’. 
29 Jäger mistakenly gives the date as ‘9.2.[19]24’ (KHNM, p. xxii). 
30 ‘Bu notanĭn anahtarĭnĭ, konservatuvar için yazdĭrdĭgĭm Necib Paşa notalarĭ mecmuasĭnĭn baştarafĭna 
inşallah yazacagĭm’. The word ‘inşallah’ (‘god willing’) is inserted above. Ezgi seems originally to have 
intended the final word to be ‘yazdĭracagĭm’ (‘I will have it written’), but altered it it to ‘yazacagĭm’ (‘I 
will write it’). 
31 OLLEY 2018A, pp. 372–9.  
32 ‘Türk musikisinde, tarihce kĭsminde, ve Necib paşanĭn kütübhanesinden yazĭdĭgĭm ve bir kopyasĭnĭ 
konservatuvar kütüphane[sine] verdiğim peşrev ve semailerin baştarafĭnda bu notanĭn anahtarĭ ve 
tafsĭlatĭ yazĭlĭdĭr’. 
33 NATM/V, pp. 530–35. 
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In this notebook are written 64 [sic] peşrevs and semâîs; because the handwriting is the same as the 
handwriting in the manuscripts that we took from Necîb Paşa, and it was confirmed by his grandson 
B. Necmeddîn Koca Reşîd that this manuscript was also given by Hampartsum to Koca Reşîd Paşa, 
we have accepted that this manuscript was written by Hampartsum.34 

The same information is given in an expanded form in the final volume of NATM: 

Of the six manuscripts in Hampartsum’s handwriting, three of them were entrusted to me by my 
teacher Zekâî Efendi [1825–1897], who took them from the library of Necîb Paşa, the director of 
the Imperial Band. Only peşrevs and sâz semâîsis were written in these books. On the first page of 
all three books was the seal of Nâyî Alî Dede, indicating that they belonged to him. I made a copy 
of this and gave one copy to the Sadettin Arel library. Of these manuscripts, one subsequently passed 
into the hands of Raûf Yektâ and is [currently] among his books. The other two were burned in a 
fire in the house of Necîb Paşa’s son. Apart from these, there is one manuscript with the same 
handwriting belonging to Sadettîn Arel, and two are in the library of Istanbul Conservatoire. One of 
them is small and opens from the [shorter] side, and is among the notations of Nâyî Baba Râşid. 
The other was transferred to the library of Istanbul Conservatoire from one of the grandsons of 
Grand Vizier Koca Reşîd Paşa, the late Necmeddîn Koca Reşîd, thanks to the poet Yahya Kemal 
Beyatlı (with the information that it was presented to the Grand Vizier by Hampartsum). Together 
with these words of Mr Yahya Kemal, the fact that the handwriting of the six collections is the same 
proves that the handwriting in those manuscripts is Hampartsum’s.35   

                                              
34 ‘Bu Defterde 64 parça peşrev ve semai yazĭlĭdĭr, Necib paşadan aldĭğĭmĭz defterlerdeki yazĭnĭn aynĭ 
hat oldugu ve bu defterinde Hamparsum tarafĭndan Koca Reşid paşaya verilmiş oldugunu onun Torunu 
B. Necmeddin Koca reşid tarafĭndan beyan edilmiş oldugundan, bu defterin Hamparsum tarafĭndan 
yazĭlmĭş oldugunu kabul ettik’.  
35 ‘Hamparsumun el yazılı, elimize geçen altı defterinden üçünü üstadım M. Zekâî Efendi Muzika-i 
hümayun nazırı Necip Paşanın kütüphanesinden alıp bana tevdi etmiş idi. Bu kitaplarda yalnız peşrev 
ve saz semaileri idi. Kitapların üçünün baş sahifesinde Nâyî Ali Dedenin mühürü var idi ki onun malı 
olduğunu bildirmektedir. Bunun mevcudunu istinsah ettim ve bir kopyesini Sadettin Arel 
kütüphanesine verdim. Bu defterlerden bir tanesi sonradan Rauf Yektâ Beyin eline geçerek onun 
kitapları arasındadır. Diğer ikisi Vezneciler yangınında Necip Paşanın oğlunun evinde yandı. Bunlardan 
başka Sadettin Arelde ayni yazı ile bir defter vardır; ve iki adet de İstanbul Konservatuarı 
kütüphanesinde vardır; biri ufak, yandan açılır, Nâyî Baha [sic; Baba] Raşid notaları arasındadır; 
diğerini de Sâdrâzam Koca Reşid Paşa torunlarından merhum Necmeddin Koca Reşid, şair Yahya Kemal 
Beyatlı vasıtasiyle (Hamparsum tarafından Sâdrâzam takdim edilmiş olduğu beyaniyle) İstanbul 
Konservatuarı kütüphanesine nakledilmiştir. Bay Yahya Kemal’in o sözleri ile, ve altı mecmuadaki 
yazının birbirinin aynı oluşu, o kitaplardaki yazının Hamparsumun olduğunu isbat etti.’ (NATM/V, p. 
530; cf. ibid/I, p. 4). 
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Thus, Ezgi claims to have seen a total of six mss. in Limonciyan’s own hand, three of which 
came from Necîb Paşa’s library and bore the seal of Sernâyî Alî Dede (d. 1829). Two of the 
latter were destroyed in a fire, while the third (although it does not in fact bear Alî Dede’s 
seal) still belongs to the private Raûf Yektâ archive (RYB4).36 Of the other three mss., the one 
belonging to Arel refers to TA110, the second to NE211, and the third to NE203. Despite Ezgi’s 
assertion that all of the mss. are Limonciyan autographs, RYB4 and NE211 are in different 
hands both from each other and from the hand of NE203 and TA110.37  

According to Ezgi, NE203 was given by Limonciyan to the Grand Vizier Mustafâ Reşîd Paşa 
(1800–1858). This is, however, a highly improbable scenario. As described above, NE203 is a 
collation of draft notations on loose leaves that were probably bound after the scribe’s death, 
i.e. not something that one would present to the highest ranking official of the Ottoman 
government. Furthermore, Limonciyan was several decades older than Reşîd Paşa and had no 
connection to the court or Sublime Porte. Although it is not beyond the realm of possibility 
that Reşîd Paşa procured the ms. after Limonciyan’s death, there is no supporting evidence to 
suggest that he had an interest in music, let alone notated manuscripts in Armenian script. 
How Reşîd Paşa’s descendants acquired NE203 is therefore unclear, and nothing further is 
known about Necmeddîn Koca Reşîd.38  

Based on a misreading of Ezgi’s note, Jäger writes of NE203 that ‘the manuscript comes 
from the collection of Koca Reşîd Paşa, before it went to Necîb Paşa, whose heirs, finally, 

                                              
36 OLLEY 2018A, pp. 364–5. For a description of the ms. including a list of contents, see RYMA, pp. 81–
5.  
37 Jäger accepts Ezgi’s attribution of NE211 to Limonciyan despite the fact that the hand differs (and 
indeed uses a different script) from NE203, which he also accepts as an autograph. Furthermore, based 
on a misreading of the passage quoted above, he claims that NE211 belonged to Alî Dede, and on this 
basis dates the ms. to ‘before 1820’ (JÄGER 2015, p. 40; idem 1996A, pp. 31, 266–7). These errors are 
reproduced by Başer, though without providing a reference (BAŞER 2014, p. 810). Uslu confuses matters 
further by claiming (supposedly on the basis of KHNM) that NE211 is an autograph of Alî Dede (USLU 

2014, pp. 89–90, 257). Wright correctly observes that NE203 and NE211 are by different hands, but 
nonetheless accepts (tentatively) the dating of the latter to the first half of the nineteenth century 
(WRIGHT 2007, p. 8). NE211 in fact bears the seal of Râşid Efendi (d. ca. 1903), and dates from the 
second half of the nineteenth century (OLLEY 2017A, pp. 159, 191–4). For other doubtful claims 
regarding Limonciyan’s autograph mss., see OLLEY 2018A, pp. 367–9. 
38 Apparently extrapolating from Ezgi’s comments, Jäger describes several other mss., including NE205, 
NE207, NE208, and NE213, as ‘probably from the collection of Mustafâ Reşîd Paşa’ (‘vermutlich aus 
der Sammlung des Mustafa Reşid Paşa’) (KHNM, pp. xxvii, xxxi, xxxiii, liii; cf. JÄGER 1995, p. 191n47). 
However, the internal characteristics of the mss. (which were all compiled by Râşid Efendi) show that 
they cannot have been written before 1860, and they probably date from the last quarter of the century 
(OLLEY 2017A, pp. 203, 210–11). For further discussion of Râşid Efendi’s output, see MARAQA 2020. 
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bequeathed it to Istanbul Municipality Conservatoire.’39 However, NE203 was not (according 
to Ezgi at least) among those stemming from Necîb Paşa’s library, and it was a descendant of 
Reşîd Paşa, rather than of Necîb Paşa, who made it available to the conservatoire. The ms. 
was apparently transferred on the initiative of the poet Yahya Kemal (1884–1958), whose 
involvement in musical circles is documented in his autobiography.40 It is perhaps significant 
that the story of the Grand Vizier’s ownership of NE203 seems to have been related to Ezgi 
not by Reşîd Paşa’s descendants, but by Yahya Kemal. 

Istanbul Conservatoire was established in 1926 as the successor to the Dârülelhân (founded 
in 1917).41 It officially adopted the name İstanbul Belediye Konservatuvarı (Istanbul 
Municipality Conservatoire) in 1944. Ezgi refers to NE203 as part of the conservatoire library 
in the final volume of NATM, published in 1953, but does not mention the ms. in the first 
volume, published in 1933. Although Ezgi’s notes in NE203 (dated 1941) refer to the 
conservatoire, they do not explicitly indicate that the ms. belonged to the institution at that 
date. Thus, while it is certain that NE203 was transferred to the conservatoire before 1953, 
and probably after 1933, it is not possible to establish a more exact date of acquisition. 

 However, even if it was not yet part of the conservatoire’s holdings, there are indications 
that NE203 was consulted by Ezgi and other Turkish musicologists during the 1920s and 
1930s. Since the Turkish music department was inactive from 1926 until 1943, the main 
institutional context for preserving and transmitting the Ottoman repertoire during this period 
was the so-called Classification Committee (Tasnif Heyeti), which was formally part of the 
conservatoire.42 The Tasnif Heyeti was founded in 1926 and originally headed by Raûf Yektâ 
(1871–1935). Ezgi became a member in around 1932, and was the head of the Committee 
from 1943. The main purpose of the Tasnif Heyeti was to select, transcribe into staff notation, 
and publish the classical repertoire of Turkish music. A large proportion of works were 
transcribed directly from manuscripts in Hampartsum notation, though they were routinely 

                                              
39 ‘Einer auf den 9.2.[19]24 [sic] datierten handschriftlichen Notiz Suphi Ezgis auf S. 18 zufolge stammt 
das Manuskript aus der Sammlung Koca Reşid Paşas, bevor es an Necib Paşa ging, dessen Erben es 
schließlich dem Konservatorium der Stadt İstanbul vermachten.’ KHNM, p. xxii. The transferral of the 
ms. to the conservatoire is not mentioned in Ezgi’s original note, so this is presumably based on a 
conflation with the account given in NATM. 
40 YAHYA KEMAL 1973, pp. 71–3. Yahya Kemal mentions in this context that he was well acquainted with 
Kânûnî Hacı Ârif (1862–1911), who acquired another of the ‘Limonciyan’ mss. (RYB4) from Necîb Paşa 
around this period, and subsequently sold or gave it to Raûf Yektâ (NATM/I, p. 4; cf. RYMA, p. 81).   
41 PAÇACI 1994A.  
42 The body was officially known as the Committee for the Classification and Fixing of Turkish Music 
(Alaturka Musiki Tasnif ve Tespit Heyeti). See PAÇACI 1994A, pp. 141–2; idem 1994B, pp. 81–3. In this 
context, tespit (tesḇīt, lit. ‘fixing’, ‘establishing’) has the connotation of ‘canonizing’. 
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‘corrected’ in order to conform to the aesthetic and theoretical conventions decided by the 
Committee members. 

Thus, near-identical versions of several pieces in NE203 were published in the canonical 
Dārü l-elḥān küllīyātı (TMKLII; fascicles in Arabic script published in ca. 1926–8) as well as in 
every volume of NATM (see 5.2). Since Ezgi states in the first volume of NATM that he had 
worked on the book for 15 years previously, some of these transcriptions were probably made 
in the 1920s.43 While it is possible that they were transcribed from another ms., the fact that 
NE203 was studied closely by Ezgi and belonged to the conservatoire library makes it highly 
likely that it was the source for some of the pieces published in TMKLII and NATM.  

NE203 was also copied (with the exception of three pieces) into the large collection of 
loose sheets (TA249) compiled by Arel (in collaboration with Ezgi), again probably in the 
1920s or 1930s.44 The copies are designated as stemming ‘from the collection found in Istanbul 
Conservatoire and understood to have been written by the inventor of the notation, 
Hamparsum’.45 This may indicate that NE203 was transferred before 1940, though the dating 
of TA249 itself is uncertain. TA249 was an attempt to systematically gather exact copies of 
musical works (in multiple versions) from the most important collections of Hampartsum 
notation, and thus part of the larger project of creating an authoritative musical canon. The 
fact that NE203 was copied by Arel, studied closely by Ezgi, and used as a source for the 
publications of the Tasnif Heyeti demonstrates that early Republican musicologists were 
conscious of its historical significance. 

The transcriptions of the original headings in NE203 into Arabic script may have been 
made during the period when the ms. was utilized by the Tasnif Heyeti. The transcriptions 
into Latin script were made by Ezgi in 1941, and are based on those in the Arabic script rather 
than on the original Armeno-Turkish headings. The Arabic-script headings were therefore 
made before 1941. Both Arabic- and Latin-script headings contain omissions and misreadings 
of the original headings.  

Jäger attributes the Arabic-script headings to Refik Fersan (1893–1965), but does not 
provide any evidence or argumentation to support this statement.46 Fersan learned 
Hampartsum notation from Levon Hancıyan (d. 1947), whose manuscript collection was sold 

                                              
43 ‘Nazarî amelî bir Türk musikisi kitabı yazmak musiki dileklerimizden birisi olduğu için onbeş 
senedenberi hazırladığımız ve ikmaline çalıştığımız kitabın Belediye konservatuvarınca tab’ı ...’ 
NATM/[I], p. 271.  
44 OLLEY 2018A, pp. 372–9.  
45 ‘İstanbul ḳonservatuvarında bulunan ve noṭa mūcidi Ḫamparsum ṭarafından yazıldıġı añlaşılan 
mecmūʿadan.’ TA249, p. 185. 
46 KHNM, p. xxii. 
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to Ankara Radio before his death47 and remained in the TRT archive until it was recently 
transferred to the State Ottoman Archive. He worked closely with Hancıyan’s library when he 
was employed at Ankara Radio in the 1940s, and left annotations dated 1945 on two mss. 
(OA400 and OA474).48 From around 1950 Fersan was the head of the Tasnif Heyeti, and 
continued to transcribe pieces from manuscripts in Hampartsum notation.49 Signed 
annotations dating from 1954 appear on OA535, also part of the Hancıyan collection sold to 
Ankara Radio, and NE206, which includes a note on the front fly leaf indicating that it 
originally belonged to Hancıyan. Two further mss. which are now in the Cüneyt Kosal archive 
(İS2 and İS3), but which do not indicate a connection with Hancıyan, have annotations by 
Fersan dating from 1951. 

Hence, unlike the Arabic-script annotations in NE203, which are anonymous and date from 
before 1941, the known annotations by Fersan are signed and dated to the period between 
1945 and 1954. Furthermore, most are in Latin script (although Fersan did use Arabic script 
for some annotations in NE206) and are found in mss. stemming from the Hancıyan collection. 
In any case, the Arabic-script hand in NE203 differs from the available samples of Fersan’s 
handwriting.50 Since Ezgi studied NE203 thoroughly and transcribed pieces from it possibly 
as early as the 1920s, it might seem plausible that he was also responsible for the Arabic-
script headings, but the hand likewise seems to differ from Ezgi’s.51 Ezgi was not necessarily 
familiar with the Armenian script, and may have asked somebody else (who, judging by the 
faulty readings, was not Armenian) to transcribe the headings.  

The same hand transcribed the headings of TA110, which has been part of the Arel 
collection since 1951, and in fact closely resembles Arel’s own hand.52 Arel taught at the 
Dârülelhân and maintained a close working relationship with Ezgi from 1913 until his death 

                                              
47 TMAS/I, p. 327. 
48 See also the letter dated 1944 referring to Fersan’s work with the Hancıyan collection, in BARDAKÇI 

1995, p. 38. 
49 See BARDAKÇI 1995, p. 35, where Fersan states that he continued this work after he retired from 
Istanbul Radio in 1957. Bardakçı takes this to mean that Fersan began to transcribe pieces from 
Hampartsum notation only in 1957 (ibid, p. 8), but the evidence discussed above makes clear that he 
had already begun to make transcriptions in the 1940s. 
50 See e.g. BARDAKÇI 1995, pp. 39, 44, 90 and NE206, pp. 87, 92–3, 97, 104–5 (note in particular the 
form of kef in medial and final positions).  
51 See e.g. the loose leaves N-219 and N-401–3 in the Arel archive (the numbering follows the 
forthcoming catalogue of the collection by Harun Korkmaz; see also KORKMAZ 2017). 
52 See the various annotations in TA249, as well as the index of the latter prepared by Arel (TA90). The 
fact that the headings in TA249 (H) and the corresponding index entries in TA90 contain the same 
errors as the Arabic-script headings in NE203 also strongly suggests that Arel was responsible for the 
latter. 
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in 1955.53 Furthermore, Arel must have studied NE203 intensively, since he copied it into 
TA249, which he compiled in collaboration with Ezgi. It therefore seems likely that Arel 
transcribed the headings of both NE203 and TA110 into Arabic script, and that his headings 
in NE203 were the basis for Ezgi’s later transcriptions into Latin script.  

In 1986, Istanbul Municipality Conservatoire was assimilated to Istanbul University and 
renamed as Istanbul University State Conservatoire (İstanbul Üniversitesi Devlet 
Konservatuvarı).54 According to Jäger, the conservatoire library holdings including NE203 
and other mss. in Hampartsum notation were ‘rediscovered’ (‘wiederentdeckt’) in the same 
year.55 The historical part of the collection was transferred by Ruhi Ayangil to a separate room 
in the conservatoire library in 1990, and a catalogue of the mss. in Hampartsum notation was 
published by Jäger in 1996.56 Together with other documents, the mss. in Hampartsum 
notation including NE203 were transferred to the Rare Works Library (Nadir Eserler 
Kütüphanesi) of Istanbul University in 2004.57

                                              
53 ÖZTUNA 1986, pp. 83, 88–9. According to Öztuna’s account, Arel, Ezgi and Yektâ systematically 
studied collections of Hampartsum notation as early as the 1910s:  ‘Working together for seven years 
from 1913 until 1920, they researched all of the music treatises, all of the works in ebced, Hampartsum, 
and western notation that were available to them, [and] French musicological books.’ (‘1913’ten 
1920’ye kadar 7 yıl birlikte çalışarak bütün edvârları ve ellerinde ebced, hamparsum, batı notaları ile 
yazılmış eserleri, Fransızca müzikoloji kitaplarını … incelediler.’) Ibid, p. 88.  
54 PAÇACI 1994A, p. 141. 
55 KHNM, p. ix. 
56 Ibid, p. x. 
57 Ralf Martin Jäger, personal communication. 
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4. Contents 

NE203 contains 69 complete pieces and one short fragment (no. 41). There are 42 peşrevs 

(including the fragment) and 28 semâîs. As discussed above, the codex was assembled from 

an originally larger collection of unbound leaves, and the present order of the contents has no 

special significance. Following the standard format of the Ottoman performance cycle (fasıl), 

around half (32) of the pieces are grouped in pairs consisting of a peşrev and a semâî in the 

same makâm (including nos. 47 and 48, in Zîrgûleli hicâz and Hicâz). The peşrevs in Büzürg 

(nos. 32 and 33) are notated consecutively, as are those in Hüseynî and Gülizâr (nos. 29 and 

30). Some semâîs which do not have an accompanying peşrev are grouped together (nos. 23–

4, 38–40, 50–51). The remainder of the pieces are randomly distributed.  

4.1 Makâms 

There are 43 different makâms represented in the collection, as shown in Table 4 (semâîs are 

indicated with an asterisk). There are four pieces in Uzzâl, although two of these (nos. 56 and 

66) are versions of the same piece, attributed to different composers. There are three pieces 

each in Acem aşîrân, Râst, Segâh, and Şehnâz. These are all common makâms that are well 

represented in other Ottoman music collections. There are two pieces each (mostly consisting 

of a peşrev and a semâî) in Acem, Baytâr sabâ, Büzürg, Bûselik aşîrân, Evc, Evc mâye, Hisâr, 

Isfahân, Muhâlif-i ırâk, Nişâbûr, Nişâbûrek, Sazkâr, Şevk u tarab, Türkî hicâz, and Uşşâk. 23 

makâms are represented by one piece each. 

Given the relatively small number of pieces in the source, the stock of modes is remarkable 

for its variety. Several makâms (including Dilkeş hâverân, Dügâh bûselik, Horâsân, Muhâlif-i 

ırâk, Muhayyer zîrgûle, and Türkî hicâz) are rarely encountered in modern sources. The 

makâm name ‘payt‘ar saba’ (Tr. baytâr sabâ), which makes little sense either etymologically 

(bayṭār means ‘veterinarian’) or in terms of modal progression (the pieces in question not 

displaying any characteristics of Sabâ), is found only in Armeno-Turkish sources. The two 

pieces assigned to this makâm in NE203 (nos. 62 and 63) are annotated by Ezgi to indicate 

that the makâm is rather Gülizâr, which is the designation given in some other sources. 

Nonetheless, the scribe of NE203 designates no. 30 as being in Gülizâr (‘hüsēyini gülüzar’), 

and so apparently regards this as a different makâm. The heading of no. 31 reads ‘araban 
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k‘ürdi şēfk‘i cēdid’, which may indicate that şevk-ı cedîd was an alternative name for Arabân 

kürdî.58 Alternatively, it may be a poetic title (meaning ‘new ardour’). 

A small number of other peşrevs have poetic or descriptive titles (which might also be 

understood as relating to modal content), including ‘place of violets’ (‘mēnēk‘şēzar’, no. 9); 

‘iron chickpea’, i.e. ‘difficult to handle’ (‘dēmir lēblēbi’, no. 11); ‘sweetheart’s lovelock’ 

                                              
58 This is the view taken by Öztuna (TMAS/II, p. 357) on the basis of a piece (in the rhythmic cycle 
zencîr) in a collection of Hampartsum notation compiled by Mandoli Artin (fl. ca. 1870). The piece in 
NE203 is recorded (in some cases assigned to the usûl düyek rather than fâhte) with the same composite 
designation in ST1; with ‘şevḳ-ı cedīd’ in OA377, TA107, and two concordances in TA249 (N) (though 
a later hand has added  ‘ʿarabān kürdī’ in parentheses); and with ‘ʿarabān kürdī’ in another concordance 
in TA249 (N).       

 Makâm Piece no. Makâm Piece no.  

 Acem 10*, 54 Hüseynî 29  

 Acem aşîrân 4, 5*, 39* Hüseynî aşîrân 53  

 Acem kürdî 35 Isfahân 44, 45*  

 Arabân kürdî 31 Muhâlif-i ırâk 20, 21*  

 Arazbâr 28 Muhayyer zîrgûle 51  

 Baytâr sabâ 62, 63* Nişâbûr 13, 14*  

 Bestenigâr 34 Nişâbûrek 42, 43*  

 Beyâtî 52 Pençgâh 61  

 Bûselik 1 Râst 9, 38*, 64  

 Bûselik aşîrân 57, 58* Sabâ 70  

 Büzürg 32, 33 Sazkâr 68, 69*  

 Çârgâh 25 Segâh 15, 24*, 46*  

 Dilkeş hâverân 41 Sultânî ırâk 2, 3*  

 Dügâh bûselik 50* Sûz-ı dil 22*  

 Evc 6, 7* Sünbüle 23*  

 Evc mâye 26, 27* Şehnâz 12, 16, 17*  

 Evcârâ 60* Şevk u tarab 49, 65*  

 Ferahfezâ 55 Türkî hicâz 36, 37*  

 Gülizâr 30 Uşşâk 8, 59  

 Hicâz 48* Uzzâl 11, 56, 66, 67*  

 Hisâr 18, 19* Zîrgûleli hicâz 47  

 Horâsân 40*    

Table 4. Distribution of makâms. 
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(‘zülfünigear’, no. 15); ‘land of roses’ (‘gülüst‘an’, no. 61); and ‘coquetry and entreaty’ 

(‘naznieaz’, no. 70). Nos. 4 and 57 are labelled as ‘old’ (‘ēsgi’) and ‘little’ (‘k‘üç‘üg’) 

respectively. 

4.2 Usûls 

There are 13 usûls represented in the collection (Table 5). Among the peşrevs, the most 

frequent is devr-i kebîr (10 pieces), followed by darb-ı fetih and düyek (6 pieces each); 

berefşân (5 pieces); fâhte (4 pieces); darbeyn, hafîf, muhammes, and sakîl (2 pieces each); 

and çenber, remel, and zencîr (1 piece each). Of the six pieces assigned to düyek, three (nos. 

35, 55, and 64) are written in a manner that suggests rather çifte düyek. Based on the number 

of groups per division, the majority (16) of the semâîs are written entirely in aksak semâî. 

Five are written in aksak semâî but modulate to yürük semâî in H4, while three modulate to 

yürük semâî in H3 and H4. The remaining four pieces each show a different sequence of usûl 

patterns (Table 6).  

 Usûl Piece no. 

berefşân 8, 20, 25, 30, 53 

çenber 59 

darbeyn 32, 68 

darb-ı fetih 1, 6, 11, 18, 29, 47 

devr-i kebîr 2, 4, 34, 36, 49, 52, 54, 56, 66, 70 

düyek 9, 15, 35, 55, 61, 64 

fâhte 12, 31, 41, 42 

hafîf 16, 62 

muhammes 28, 33 

remel 44 

sakîl 13, 57 

semâî 3, 5, 7, 10, 14, 17, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, 27, 37, 38, 39, 

40, 43, 45, 46, 48, 50, 51, 58, 60, 63, 65, 67, 69 

zencîr 26 

Table 5. Distribution of usûls. 
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Usûl Piece no. 

aksak semâî 5, 10, 14, 17, 23, 24, 27, 38, 39, 40, 43, 

48, 51, 58, 63, 67 

aksak semâî; yürük semâî in H4 7, 21, 45, 60, 65 

aksak semâî; yürük semâî in H3 and H4 3, 22, 69 

aksak semâî; sengîn semâî in H3; yürük semâî in H4 19 

aksak semâî; sengîn semâî in H4 46 

aksak semâî; yürük semâî in H2 50 

sengîn semâî; yürük semâî in H4 37 

Table 6. Distribution of semâî-type usûls. 

4.3 Composers 

The majority of pieces (43, or 61%) are anonymous. Only 5 out of 28 saz semâîsis are 

attributed to a composer, while 22 out of 42 peşrevs have an attribution. The most popular 

composer is Tanbûrî İsak with four pieces, followed by Nâyî Osmân Dede with three pieces, 

and Arabzâde Alî Dede and Numân Ağa with two pieces each. Two pieces are by the scribe 

himself, who is identified here as Hampartsum Limonciyan. It is possible that some of the 

pieces without an attribution were also composed by Limonciyan. All other composers are 

represented by one piece each, as shown in Table 7. As noted above, the majority of the 

composers were active between the late seventeenth and early nineteenth centuries. The 

reliability of the attributions cannot, of course, be taken for granted. However, a thorough 

assessment in the light of other sources is beyond the scope of the present edition, and the 

attributions given in the ms. are therefore provisionally accepted. 

Birth and death dates of composers, and in some instances identities, differ from Öztuna’s 

encyclopedia (TMAS) in the majority of cases, albeit sometimes only marginally.59 These 

differences are as follows: 

Arabzâde is identified in TMAS with Abdurrahmân Bâhir Efendi (1689–1746), who is 

known for his vocal compositions. However, instrumental works attributed to ‘Arabzâde’ are 

more likely to have been composed by the Mevlevî musician Arabzâde Alî Dede (not to be 

confused with Sernâyî Alî Dede), who became head neyzen at Kâsımpaşa Mevlevîhâne in 1760 

                                              
59 Consequently, they also differ from the information given in KHNM, which is derived mainly from 
TMAS. 
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and died in 1767.60 This is most likely the same individual referred to by Fonton in 1751 as 

the dervish ‘Arab-Oglou’, whom he lists one of the most prominent contemporary musicians.61 

Behrâm Ağa’s date of death is given as ‘1560?’ in TMAS. He was employed at the court 

during the early part of the reign of Süleymân I (r. 1520–1566), and so flourished in around 

the second quarter of the sixteenth century.62 

                                              
60 İA2/II, pp. 385–6. 
61 ‘Ceux qui passent aujourd’hui pour y être les plus habiles, sont un Grec de nation, aveugle depuis 
vingt ans, nommé Georgy, deux derviches, l’un appelé Umer, l’autre Arab-Oglou, un Juif connu sous le 
nom de Moussy, et quelques-uns encore d’un rang inférieur.’ BN4023, pp. 35–6 (ed. and facsim. in 
FONTON 1999, pp. 40–41, 139–40). 
62 UZUNÇARŞILI 1977, p. 85. 

Composer Dates Name in heading Piece no. 

Arabzâde Alî Dede 1705–1767 arabzadē; arab zadē 16, 17* 
Behrâm Ağa fl. ca. 1525 bēhram aġa 52 
Esad Efendi 1685–1753 ēsad ēfēndi 48* 
Hampartsum Limonciyan 1768–1839 k‘ea; k‘eat‘ib 12, 24* 
Kantemiroğlu 1673–1723 k‘ant‘emir ōġlu 44 
Kemânî Alî Ağa d. 1830 ali aġa 53 
Kemânî Hızır Ağa d. after 1794 ḫıdır aġay 45* 

Küçük Ahmed Bey fl. ca. 1650 ahmēd bēy 64 

Mahmûd Râif Efendi d. 1807 mahmud ēfēndi (rēyiz 
ēfēndi) 

39* 

Musi fl. ca. 1750 musi 68 
Muzaffer fl. ca. 1675 müzafēr 29 
Nâyî Osmân Dede 1652–1729 nayi ōsman ēfēndi; şeḫ 

ōsman ēfēndi 
33, 66, 70 

Numân Ağa d. after 1830 lüman aġay 31, 34 
Sâatci fl. ca. 1740 saat‘cı musdafa 35 
Solakzâde d. 1658 sōlak‘ zadē 13 
Sultân Veled 1226–1312 sult‘an veled 54 
Tanbûrî İsak d. after 1807 isak‘ 5*, 42, 59, 62 
Tatar unknown t‘at‘ar 28 
Vardakosta Ahmed Ağa d. 1794 ahmēd aġa 56 

Table 7. Composer attributions. 
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Limonciyan’s biography is documented in several sources from the late nineteenth and 

early twentieth centuries.63  

Kantemiroğlu is known as Dimitrie Cantemir in western sources. The year of his death is 

erroneously given as 1727 in TMAS. 

The date of Kemânî Alî Ağa’s death (14 Zîlhicce 1245 = 6 June 1830) is given in Hızır 

İlyas’s diary of palace life Leṭāʾif-i veḳāyiʿ-i enderūnīye, which covers the years 1812–1830.64 

The date of Hızır Ağa’s death is given as ‘1760?’ in TMAS. However, his treatise Tefhīmü l-

maḳāmāt fī tevlīdi n-naġamāt was written after 1761.65 According to Uzunçarşılı, he was still 

employed as a ‘senior’ (‘sakallı’) court musician at the accession of Selîm III in 1789.66 

Furthermore, he is mentioned as a boon companion in Abdülbâkî Nâsır Dede’s Tedḳīḳ ü taḥḳīḳ, 

written in 1794–5.67 Since he was already an established musician in the mid-eighteenth 

century, Hızır Ağa must have been well advanced in age by this date, and presumably died 

soon afterwards. 

A piece is attributed to Küçük Ahmed Bey in Alî Ufkî’s Mecmūʿa-yı sāz ü söz (ca. 1650), and 

he is therefore assumed to have flourished (rather than died, as suggested in TMAS) in around 

1650.68 

Tanbûrî Musi was famous in around 1750, as attested by Fonton.69 This is presumably the 

same individual referred to elsewhere as a celebrated Jewish player of the tanbûr who was 

patronized by Mahmûd I (r. 1730–1754).70 His date of death (given as ‘1780?’ in TMAS) is 

unknown. 

Muzaffer is identified with Sâatci Mustafâ Dede in both TMAS and NATM.71 However, the 

fact that these names are given separately in NE203, as they are in several other sources, 

indicates that they refer to two unrelated individuals. As far as could be determined, there is 

                                              
63 See especially HIWRMIWZEAN 1873 and HISARLEAN 1914. 
64 HIZIR İLYÂS 1859, p. 490 (ed. in HIZIR İLYÂS 2011, p. 537). 
65 DALOĞLU 1986. See also EKİNCİ 2012, p. 206. 
66 UZUNÇARŞILI 1977, p. 108.  
67 ‘ḥālen muṣāḥib-i ḥażret-i şehriyārī Ḫıżır Aġa’ (S1242-1, fol. 23r). See USLU 2014, p. 54. The word 
‘ḥālen’ appears to have been added afterwards, possibly implying that the sentence originally referred 
to Hızır Ağa as a former boon companion. However, since he was still alive in 1789, it is not implausible 
that he lived until the mid-1790s. 
68 BL3114, fol. 51r. The attribution in NE203 may, of course, refer to a different individual, such as 
Mıskâlî Ahmed Bey, who is also mentioned in the same source (fol. 60v). 
69 See footnote 61. 
70 BN4023, pp. 114–15 (ed. and facsim. in FONTON 1999, pp. 71–2, 218–19). 
71 NATM/V, p. 338. 
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no source in which the two names appear together. The misidentification may stem from a 

piece copied into TA249 which bears the title ‘muẓaffer’ (‘victorious’) and is attributed to 

‘Sāʿatci Muṣṭafā Aġa’.72 Muzaffer is mentioned only once in Alî Ufkî’s Paris ms. and does not 

appear in BL3114.73 However, 19 pieces are attributed to him in the Cantemir collection 

(TA100), dating from ca. 1703. He therefore seems to have become established during the 

second half of the seventeenth century. ‘Sāʿatci’ is first mentioned in the Kevserî collection 

(ca. 1720 – ca. 1740) as the composer of a Kürdî peşrev in düyek, but no notation is 

provided.74 He became well established during the following decades, however, since 11 

instrumental works are assigned to ‘Sāʿatci’ or ‘Sāʿatci Dervīş Meḥmed’ in Mecmūʿatü l-leṭāʾif 

ṣandūḳatü l-maʿārif, commonly attributed to Hekîmbaşı Abdülazîz Efendi (1736–1783).75    

Nâyî Osmân Dede’s birth and death dates are given in TMAS as ‘1652?–1730?’. The dates 

1652–1729 are supplied from ÇAKIR 1999. 

Numân Ağa was active at the court of Mahmûd II (r. 1808–1839) and his name appears 

several times in Leṭāʾif-i veḳāyiʿ-i enderūnīye.76 Since his death is not mentioned, he was 

presumably still alive in 1830. Based on Hızır İlyas’s account, Ezgi writes that ‘it may be 

assumed that he lived in the period between 1180 and 1250 AH [1760 and 1834 CE]’.77 This 

                                              
72 The piece is copied in four different exemplars. The heading of two of these (TA249, pp. 1271–2, 
1279–81) reads only ‘Rāst Muẓaffer żarb-ı fetḥ’. The source of the second copy is TA107, pp. 279–82 
(later foliation: 139v–141r; later pagination: 377–80), the heading of which which is identical. 
Likewise, NE211 (pp. 102–4) and NE205 (pp. 53–6) both supply ‘Rāst Muẓaffer ūṣūli [sic] żarb-ı fetḥ’, 
while TA110 (pp. 17–18) gives ‘rasd müzafēr, us[uli] zarbifēt‘’. While these headings might be 
understood as referring to the composer, the genitive suffix that is normally used for composer names 
is omitted. Furthermore, the index heading in NE205 reads ‘Rāst Muẓaffer pīşrevi ūṣūli [sic] żarb-ı 
fetḥ’, in which ‘muẓaffer’ is clearly to be understood as a title. This is also the case for the two other 
exemplars in TA249 (pp. 1291–3, 1319–20), which both have the heading ‘Rāst Muẓaffer uṣūl żarb-ı 
fetḥ Sāʿatci Muṣṭafā Aġa’. The first of these probably stems from a part of İS1 that is now lost, while 
the source of the second is unknown. 
73 BN292, fol. 180r. Some of the pieces attributed to Muzaffer by Cantemir appear in the Alî Ufkî 
collections without attribution: see HAUG 2019–20/I, p. 508. 
74 RYB2, fol. [67r]. For the dating of the collection, see EKİNCİ 2012, pp. 205–8. The theoretical part of 
the ms. was probably completed at a later date, since it paraphrases Hızır Ağa’s treatise (or possibly an 
earlier version thereof). 
75 NE3866, fols. 389r–393v. The attribution to Hekîmbaşı Abdülazîz is uncertain. On the basis of the 
contents, Korkmaz dates the ms. to the 1750s (İÜK, p. 89).  
76 HIZIR İLYÂS 1859. 
77 ‘Buna nazaran (1180 ilâ 1250) hicrî tarihleri müddeti içerisinde yaşamış olduğu tahmin edilebilir.’ 
NATM/[I], p. 133. 
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seems to be the source of the dates (‘1750?–1834’) given in TMAS. Numan Ağa became a boon 

companion (musâhib) in 1816, but was already active as a court musician (with the title çavuş) 

in 1812.78 Assuming he was promoted when he was still relatively young (i.e. that he was 

around the same age as the sultan, who was born in 1785), he may well have lived into the 

1840s.   

Tanbûrî İsak was employed at the court until 1222 AH (1807–1808 CE).79 Presumably on 

this basis, Ezgi suggests that he died around 1230 AH (1814–1815 CE).80 This speculation is 

probably the origin of the date of 1814 given (without qualification) in TMAS. 

Tatar is commonly identified with the Crimean ruler Gâzî Giray Hân (1554–1607).81 This 

identification is supported by some earlier sources, including the Cantemir collection (though 

the attributions themselves are unreliable).82 This is presumably the intended meaning of the 

attribution ‘t‘at‘arhan’ in TA110 (p. 59). However, the epithet Tatar may refer to a number of 

other musicians with Crimean origins, including Tatar İbrâhîm Çelebi83, Tatar Abdî84, Tatar 

Ahmed Ağa85, or Ahmed Kâmil Efendi (d. 1820)86. Given this variety of possibilities, the 

attribution in NE203 is left open.  

The death date of Vardakosta Ahmed Ağa, a Mevlevî musician and a boon companion of 

Selîm III, is recorded in Esrâr Dede’s contemporary biographical dictionary.87  

Esad Efendi, Mahmûd Râif Efendi, Solakzâde, and Sultân Veled are major historical figures 

whose biographies are well known.

                                              
78 HIZIR İLYÂS 1859, pp. 16, 120 (ed. in HIZIR İLYÂS 2011, pp. 16, 130). 
79 UZUNÇARŞILI 1977, p. 106. 
80 ‘…ölüm zamanı takriben 1230 hicrîdir.’ NATM/[I], p. 144. 
81 TMAS gives 1608 as the date of his death. The date 1607 is supplied by İA2. 
82 See e.g. TA100, p. 109 (ed. in KANTEMİROĞLU 1992, no. 206). 
83 TA100, p. 194 (KANTEMİROĞLU 1992, no. 344). 
84 NE3866, fol. 390r. 
85 TRTS, p. 40. 
86 TAYYÂRZÂDE 2010/III, pp. 37–9; İA2/II, p. 96. 
87 ESRÂR DEDE 2000, p. 458. 
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5. Relations 

NE203 is not an isolated source, but exists in relation to a large corpus of notations spanning 

the seventeenth to twentieth centuries. While a comprehensive account of the relations 

between NE203 and these other sources will not be attempted here, it is appropriate to discuss 

some intertextual connections that are directly related to editorial methodology. The 

information given below concerns general relations with other sources, while more detailed 

discussion of their use in the transcriptions and critical report (henceforth CR) is found in the 

following sections.  

The notated collections consulted for the edition can be grouped into the following 

categories: 1. Mss. in EHN; 2. Mss. in SHN; 3. Pre-nineteenth-century notations; 4. Modern 

printed sources in staff notation. A large number of sources have been completely excluded, 

including mss. and printed sources in Middle Byzantine and Chrysanthine notation; mss. in 

staff notation from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries; printed sources in staff notation 

published before 1928 (with the exception of TMKLII); and isolated transcriptions of Ottoman 

music in western sources. 

Table 8 provides a summary of consulted collections and their relation to NE203 (including 

the first three categories listed above, i.e. omitting printed sources in staff notation). Mss. 

 1640–1740 1810–1840 1840–1870 1870–1900 

Autographs:  OA405, TA110   

Closely related:  RYB4, TA249 

(N), TA249 (H)  

ST1  

Similar versions:  OA466 OA355, OA356, 

OA421, OA503 

 

Different 

versions: 

  OA353, OA374, 

OA377, TA107, 

TA249 (B) 

 

Most distant 

versions: 

BL3114*, 

BN292*, TA100*, 

RYB2* 

 AM1537, AK56, 

NE211, NE214, 

TA249 (S) 

OA369, İS1*, 

NE205*, ST2*, 

TA108*, TA249 

(A)* 

Table 8. Summary of consulted collections and relations. 
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compiled by Armenian scribes are given in bold, and those that are not in EHN are marked 

by an asterisk. The degree of filiation of a group of sources to NE203 is indicated by its vertical 

position. This broadly correlates with chronology, as indicated by horizontal position. This is 

intended as an approximate guide only, and individual pieces may be more or less closely 

related to the versions in NE203, independently of the filiation or date of the source as a 

whole. The various components of TA249 are assigned according to the date of the source 

collection, which is indicated by a letter in parentheses (see Bibliography). The assignation of 

AK56 is also based on the presumed characteristics of the source ms. it was copied from. 

5.1 Mss. in EHN 

Of the four categories listed above, mss. in EHN are the most closely related to NE203 in terms 

of both chronology and content. Within this category, however, further distinctions may be 

made regarding the degree of filiation with NE203. The most closely related mss. are OA405 

and TA110, which were written by the same scribe and together include exact copies 

(disregarding minor differences in the headings or scribal lapses) of around half (36) of the 

pieces in NE203. Thus, nos. 1–15, 42–8, 57–60, and 62–3 exist in an identical form in OA405, 

and nos. 61–70 in TA110. In addition to these copies, nos. 19 and 44 are found in alternative 

versions in OA405, while nos. 32, 58, and 68–70 are found in alternative versions in TA110. 

An alternative version of no. 56 is found in NE203 itself (no. 66). 

Amongst the other mss. in EHN, a distinction can be made between those compiled by 

Armenian scribes, which generally display a closer relationship to NE203, and those compiled 

by Muslim scribes, which are more distantly related. The most closely related to NE203 are 

ST1 and TA249 (N). The latter refers to the pieces in TA249 that were copied from the Necîb 

Paşa library. While this probably comprised several different mss., the main source appears 

to have been RYB4, which was most likely written by an Armenian scribe. (Since RYB4 is 

currently in private hands, concordances are not included in the CR.) 67% of pieces (47 out 

of 70) in NE203 are found in TA249 (N). While a small number of pieces are given in different 

versions, they are for the most part identical in terms of musical content, but display some 

differences in notational conventions. Similarly, 46% of pieces (32 out of 70) are found in ST1 

in near identical versions. ST1 appears to have an even closer relationship to NE203 than 

RYB4/TA249 (N), though again it displays some differences in notational conventions. TA249 

also contains direct copies of almost all pieces in NE203, stamped ‘H’. However, since these 

add nothing to the exemplars and, on the contrary, contain scribal errors and misreadings, 
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they are disregarded (except in a single instance where the original notation is obscured by 

the binding). 

Several other Armenian collections in EHN dating from the mid-nineteenth century were 

consulted. OA353, which was probably compiled by an Armenian scribe or copied from an 

Armenian source, contains 16 concordances, which are closer to the versions in Arabic-script 

collections of EHN than to those in NE203. A small number of concordances are found in 

OA421 (4), OA466 (5), and OA503 (4). Of these, OA466 appears to be the earliest and most 

closely related to NE203. OA436 and OA441 do not contain any concordances. AK56, a small 

collection copied by Arel (at least partly from an Armenian source), contains one unrelated 

concordance. OA355 and OA356 are both mixed collections containing a large number of 

pieces in EHN by Armenian scribes. 21 concordances are found in OA355 and 8 in OA356, 

mostly in versions similar to those in NE203. However, since these mss. were made available 

at a late stage in the editing process and are problematic in terms of pagination they are not 

included in the CR. 

Amongst the mss. in EHN compiled by Muslim scribes (mostly dating from the third quarter 

of the nineteenth century), the highest proportion of concordances is found in OA374 (31) 

and OA377 (27). TA107 and TA249 (B) each contain 19 concordances. Smaller numbers of 

concordances are found in NE211 (9), TA249 (S) (7), NE214 (6), and AM1537 (6). (Later 

additions in SHN in NE211 and NE214, including duration signs, are ignored.) OA369, which 

is mostly written in staff notation, contains three concordances in EHN, which are not included 

in the CR. Likewise, concordances scattered amongst the loose leaves in the Arel archive (with 

the exception of TA249) and the Kemal Batanay archive (housed at İSAM) are not included.88 

Generally speaking, concordances in EHN written by Muslim scribes are not directly related 

to the versions in NE203, and apparently represent a separate stream of textual transmission 

(though there are also distinct lineages within this group). Nonetheless, in many cases they 

provide valuable information regarding durational values, formal structure, or missing 

material, and are therefore included in the CR. 

If the number of concordances in EHN can be taken as a rough measure of the popularity 

of particular compositions in the early to mid-nineteenth century, the most popular (those 

with seven or more concordances) are nos. 2, 13, 14, 20, 34, 45, 68, and 69. Conversely, nos. 

5, 24, 25, 55, and 56 (as well as its alternative version, no. 66) do not have any concordances 

(apart from those in OA405 and TA110), while nos. 3, 19, 28, 37, 40, 49, and 67 have only 

one concordance each, and may therefore be considered rare. However, concordances of some 

                                              
88 See OLLEY 2018A, pp. 379–81 for a list of loose leaves in Hampartsum notation in the Arel archive. 
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of these pieces may be found (usually in different versions) in later sources in SHN or staff 

notation. 

5.2 Other Sources 

The extensive corpus of mss. in SHN is mostly excluded from the present edition, since these 

date from a later period and represent a more distant line of transmission. However, a limited 

number of concordances in SHN were used to help interpret durational values in semâî-type 

cycles (see 7.2.4). Sources in SHN consulted for this purpose include İS1, NE205, ST2, TA108, 

and TA249 (A) (excluding from the latter pieces copied from TA107). Numerous other 

concordances in SHN are omitted from the CR and were not taken into account during the 

editing process. Furthermore, 12 out of 28 saz semâîsis (nos. 5, 7, 10, 19, 24, 27, 37, 39, 48, 

50, 51, and 67) do not have concordances in the available collections of SHN. 

Likewise, pre-nineteenth-century concordances were consulted in order to clarify the 

relation between the melodic line and the usûl pattern in the saz semâîsi. Consulted sources 

include Alî Ufkî’s Mecmūʿa-yı sāz u söz (BL3114) as well as published editions of the Cantemir 

(TA100) and Kevserî (RYB2) collections.89 However, only 7 out of 28 saz semâîsis have 

concordances in pre-nineteenth-century collections. Of these, five (nos. 3, 7, 10, 38, and 46) 

are found in the Cantemir collection, and two (nos. 17 and 58) in different versions in the 

Kevserî collection. Nos. 46 and 58 are also found in BL3114. While a larger proportion of 

peşrevs (20 out of 42, or 48%) have concordances in earlier sources, these are less useful for 

editorial purposes due to the extensive process of historical transformation that occurred in 

this genre.90 Concordances of peşrevs in pre-nineteenth-century sources are therefore omitted 

from the CR. 

Concordances in modern printed sources have been excluded from the CR, except in one 

case (no. 31) where they were used to support a structural emendation. However, it will be 

useful to comment briefly here on the relations between these sources and NE203. 16 pieces 

                                              
89 KANTEMİROĞLU 1992; KEVSERÎ 2016. Concordances in the Kevserî collection are listed only when they 
differ from the version in the Cantemir collection. See Ekinci’s introduction and commentary in KEVSERÎ 

2016 and EKİNCİ 2012 for further details.  
90 For an analysis of this process in relation to the peşrevs in NE203 as well as a list of concordances, 
see OLLEY 2018B and idem 2017B. Concordances of nos. 9, 52, and 61 (all of which are peşrevs with 
concordances in BL3114) are also found in Alî Ufkî’s Paris ms. (BN292; ed. in HAUG 2019–20). There 
are no concordances (whether of peşrevs or semâîs) amongst the additional pieces in the Tehran copy 
of the Cantemir collection (TN2804). See EKİNCİ 2015 and NEUBAUER 2018 for details. 
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have been published in versions that were probably transcribed directly from NE203 or a 

closely related ms. The majority of these concordances (of nos. 1, 16, 17, 22, 28, 31, 35, 47, 

53, 60, and 67) appear in NATM, reflecting the fact that Ezgi had direct access to NE203. 

Closely related concordances (three of which are identical to those in NATM) are also 

published in TMKLII (NE203 nos. 17, 33, 45, and 46), TMKL (NE203 no. 1), and TMNVE 

(NE203 no. 31). Nos. 20 and 21 appear on the online TRT archive (TRT-NA) in closely related 

versions (disregarding versions that are facsimiles of or otherwise directly derived from 

printed sources).91 Apart from these 16 pieces, another 26 pieces are found in published 

sources (also including TMKL-AYİ and TMKL-ZEK) in unrelated versions. The remaining 28 

pieces are not found in any modern printed source.

                                              
91 Versions of some pieces may be found in other online repositories, including Türk Müzik Kültürünün 
Hafızası (TMKH), Dîvân Makam (DM), and Neyzen (NZ). However, in most cases the versions on these 
websites are the same as those found on TRT-NA or in printed sources. They are therefore excluded 
from the present discussion. 
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6. Text 

The original headings in NE203 are written in Armeno-Turkish (i.e. Turkish in Armenian 

script). As there is no commonly agreed standard for the transliteration of Armeno-Turkish, 

the system adopted in the present edition is based on a combination of conventions (see Table 

1).92 To a large extent it follows modern Turkish orthography and should be readily 

comprehensible by Turkish speakers. Thus, for example, ճ and ջ are transliterated as c and ç 

(rather than č and ǰ, or j and ch) respectively. Likewise, the back vowel ը is transliterated as ı 

rather than ə or ě. Turkish vowels that are represented by digraphs in Armenian script are 

given in their modern forms, thus ü for իւ and ö for օէ. 

However, an effort has also been made to retain aspects of original pronunciation or 

orthography that may be unfamiliar to modern readers. Letters corresponding to Ottoman 

Turkish phonemes which no longer exist in modern standard Turkish are romanized according 

to Ottomanist conventions. Thus, the gutturals խ and ղ are transliterated as ḫ and ġ 

respectively. Armenian aspirated letters are indicated with an apostrophe, e.g. ç‘ for չ and t‘ 

for թ. The vowels է and օ are indicated with a macron, as ē and ō respectively. The letter ե is 

always transcribed as e, although it may be pronounced as /y/ or /ye/ in certain contexts, as 

in e.g. sazkear (սազգեար) or düek (տիւեգ). Likewise, յ is always transcribed as y, although it 

may be pronounced as /h/ in initial position, and is silent is final position, as in aġay (աղայ).  

Bearing in mind these conventions, the transliterated headings are intended to reflect the 

original orthography as closely as possible. Inconsistencies and errors are commented on or 

emended only in cases where it is necessary to clarify the intended meaning. The šłagir script 

used by the scribe is almost entirely without majuscules or punctuation, which is also 

reproduced in the transliterations.  

A small number of words are used within the notation to indicate aspects of formal 

structure. Hânes are labelled with an Arabic numeral followed by ‘h[a]nē’, the omitted vowel 

being indicated with a horizontal line (pativ) above the word, i.e. հնէ՟. The teslîm is indicated 

with the abbreviation ‘t‘e[sli]m’ (թեմ). Repetition is signalled by a stylized ken (for krknum; 

see Fig. 18), which is given above the melody staff in the transcriptions as կ. 

                                              
92 For discussion of the relevant issues and examples of approaches to transliteration, see RIGGS 1856; 
KÖMÜRJIAN 1981; HETZER 1987; DANKOFF 1990; VARTAN PAŞA 1991; TIETZE 1994.  
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Later annotations in Arabic or Latin script are transcribed in the CR. Those in Arabic script 

are transliterated according to CMO conventions, while those in Latin script are given in the 

original orthography.
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7. Notation 

The present section provides information about the interpretation and transcription of the 

musical contents of NE203, which to some extent is also relevant for other mss. in EHN. In 

order to provide a general overview of the method of transcription, the first hâne of no. 26 

(in Evc mâye) is shown overleaf in the original notation (p. 7b, ll. 17–21) and in transcription. 

The following sections provide more detailed explanation of particular aspects of 

transcription. 

As the purpose of the discussion is not to convince the reader of a particular interpretation 

but to explain in general terms the conventions used in the edition, detailed argumentation 

and references regarding specific editorial decisions are omitted. Nonetheless, it will be useful 

to first provide an overview of the main sources on which the interpretation of the notation 

is based. This concerns above all the pitch system, but is also relevant for other aspects 

including rhythmic and formal structure. 

The system of notation described by Pjşgyan and used in NE203 embodies musical practices 

and theoretical concepts that were shared among different Ottoman communities, as attested 

by sources not only in Armenian, but also in Turkish, Greek, and other European languages. 

Fundamental elements of the musical tradition as it existed in the time of Limonciyan were 

already established by the early eighteenth century, as documented in Dimitrie Cantemir’s 

Kitābu ʿilmi l-mūsīḳī ʿalā vechi l-ḥurūfāt (ca. 1703).93 Other theoretical works of this period 

include an Armeno-Turkish treatise by Tanbûrî Artin94 and two Greek-language works.95 

While the basic elements described in these sources remained stable, new developments 

occurred in the following decades (most notably the use of tertiary degrees) that were 

integrated into the original system of Hampartsum notation. These are described (in more or 

less detail) in Hızır Ağa’s Tefhīmü l-maḳāmāt fī tevlīdi n-naġamāt (ca. 1765)96, Dervîş Mehmed 

 

                                              
93 TA100. The treatise is available in facsimile in KANTEMİROĞLU 2001 and BEHAR 2017. See also the 
theoretical section of RYB2. Descriptions of many of the sources mentioned in the present section, 
including further details of extant copies and published editions, are available in SCTM and OMLT.  
94 MI9340. Ed. in TANBÛRÎ ARTİN 2002. 
95 POPESCU-JUDETZ & ABABI SIRLI 2000. 
96 TS1793. Another copy (S291) is edited in TEKİN 2003. 
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Figure 5. First hâne of no. 26. 

 

Example 1. Transcription of first hâne of no. 26.  
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Example 1 (cont.). Transcription of first hâne of no. 26.
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Emîn’s Der beyān-ı ḳavāʿid-i naġme-yi perde-yi ṭanbūr (ca. 1770)97, and two works by Abdülbâkî 

Nâsır Dede (1765–1821), Tedḳīḳ ü taḥḳīḳ98 and Taḥrīrīye99 (both written in 1794–5).  

These sources are complemented by contemporary accounts in western languages, 

including Charles Fonton’s Essai sur la musique orientale comparée à la musique européenne 

(1751)100, Franz Joseph Sulzer’s Geschichte des transalpinischen Daciens (1781)101, and 

Giambattista Toderini’s Letteratura Turchesca (1787)102. Also important is a treatise by the 

Catholic Armenian dragoman Antoine de Murat (ca. 1739–1813), originally titled Essai d’un 

traité sur la mélodie orientale, ou explication du système, des modes et des mesures de la musique 

turque, which was published in German translation in 1867.103 

The only Turkish-language work on music from the first half of the nineteenth century is a 

chapter in an encyclopedic work published in 1806, which was, however, written in the 1780s 

and is based largely on Hızır Ağa’s treatise.104 In addition to Pjşgyan’s Eražštut‘ıwn (1812), 

information on Ottoman music in the early nineteenth century is provided by a treatise on 

Middle Byzantine notation by Apostolos Kōnstas (d. 1840)105, as well as treatises on the New 

Method including Theōrētikon mega tēs mousikēs (1832)106 and Ermēneia (1843)107. While these 

works use different theoretical conventions that are particular to the Greek scholarship of the 

nineteenth century, in important respects they corroborate the information found in sources 

in other languages. Greek-language sources of the later nineteenth century include the notated 

collection Apanthisma, first published in 1856 and containing an introductory essay on usûls 

in Greco-Turkish108, and Panagiōtēs Kēltzanidēs’s treatise of 1881109. 

                                              
97 The treatise exists in two versions (HH389 and M131-3). Transliterations of both are available in 
BARDAKÇI 2000. See also DOĞRUSÖZ 2012 for an edition of M131. 
98 S1242-1. The supplement (ẕeyl) is S1242-2. Both are translated into modern Turkish as NASIR 

ABDÜLBÂKÎ DEDE 2006. 
99 S1242-3. Ed. in NASIR ABDÜLBÂKÎ DEDE 2009. See also S3898. 
100 BN4023. Ed. and facsim. in FONTON 1999. 
101 SULZER 1781–2/II, pp. 430–54 (Tr. trans. in AKSOY 2003, pp. 322–35). 
102 TODERINI 1787/I, pp. 222–52 (Tr. trans. in AKSOY 2003, pp. 335–47). 
103 ADELBURG 1867. The location of the original manuscript is unknown. 
104 MEHMED HAFÎD 1806, pp. 437–54. Ed. in MEHMED HAFÎD 2001. Cf. TS1793. 
105 The treatise also exists in a Greco-Turkish version: see PAPPAS 2007. 
106 CHRYSANTHOS 1832. Eng. trans. in CHRYSANTHOS 2010. 
107 DOMESTIKOS 1843. 
108 MM1. 
109 KĒLTZANIDĒS 1881. Tr. trans. in PAPPAS 1997. 
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Several works on Hampartsum notation were written during the later nineteenth century. 

These include two unpublished mss.: an undated treatise by Limonciyan’s student Hovhannes 

Mühendisyan (Yovhannēs Miwhēntisean, 1810–1891)110, and an Armeno-Turkish work by 

Asdik Ağa (Astik Hamamčean, d. 1912) entitled Mētōd: Usulların zarb hēsabı üzērinē (1890)111. 

Both of these works include discussion of EHN as well as SHN. The first attempt to provide 

exact frequencies for the Ottoman pitch system as represented in Hampartsum notation is 

found in an essay by Yeğia Dndesyan (Ełia Tntesean, 1834–1881) published in 1874.112 

Didactic works by Tntesean113, T‘aščean114, and Erznkeanc‘115 have been used to establish 

standard nomenclature for notational symbols. Hagopos Ayvazyan’s Arewelyan Eražštut‘yan 

Jeṙnark (‘Handbook of oriental music’, 1901) provides many examples of Ottoman music in 

Hampartsum notation, together with verbal descriptions.116 A chart showing the pitch signs 

of Hampartsum notation and their Ottoman Turkish and western equivalents, which is of 

uncertain provenance but is commonly attributed to Giuseppe Donizetti (1788–1856), was 

first published in 1911.117   

For general information on Ottoman music, Turkish-language works from the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries have been consulted. These include the theoretical 

introduction to Hâşim Bey’s song-text collection (1864)118, as well as to Bergüẕār-ı edhem 

(1890)119, Ḫānende (1901)120, and Gülzār-ı mūsīḳī (1906)121. Didactic works include Hacı 

Emîn’s Noṭa muʿallimi (1884)122, Mehmed Kâmî’s İrāʾe-yi naġamāt (1888)123, Kâzım’s Taʿlīm-i 

mūsīḳī (1894)124, and Tanbûrî Cemîl’s Rehber-i mūsīḳī (1903)125. More explicitly theoretical 

                                              
110 YC751. 
111 OA490. 
112 TNTESEAN 1874, pp. 44–65. For detailed analysis, see OLLEY 2021 and KEROVPYAN 2003, pp. 198–205. 
113 TNTESEAN 1933. 
114 T‘AŠČEAN 1874. 
115 ERZNKEANC‘ 1880. 
116 Publ. in Russ. trans. as AYVAZYAN 1990. 
117 BACOLLA 1911. Tr. trans. in AKSOY 2003, pp. 349–58. 
118 HB2. The introductory treatise is edited in HÂŞİM BEY 2016. 
119 BE. 
120 ḪĀ. 
121 GM. The second printing (published in 1323/1907) is edited in HASAN TAHSÎN 2017. 
122 HACI EMÎN 1884. Translit. in EROL 2003. 
123 MEHMED KÂMÎ 1888. Facsim. and translit. in GÜNAYDIN 2016. 
124 KÂZIM 1894. Ed. in UZ 1964. 
125 TANBÛRÎ CEMÎL 1903. Ed. in TANBÛRÎ CEMÎL 1993. For details of other printed music tutors and 
theoretical works in Ottoman Turkish, see ALİMDAR 2016, pp. 629–30 and PAÇACI 2010, pp. 117–65. 
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writings by Kâzım126, Alî Rifat127, and Raûf Yektâ128 have also been consulted, though with 

the proviso that the pitch system described in these works is more a prescriptive ideal than a 

descriptive record of late Ottoman musical practices. 

7.1 Pitch 

7.1.1 Pitch Symbols and Nomenclature 

There are seven basic pitch symbols in Hampartsum notation, which correspond to the 

primary degrees (tamâm perdeler) of the Ottoman pitch system from yegâh to çârgâh (Table 

9). In the following discussion as well as in the CR, Armenian nomenclature is used to refer 

to the graphic symbols while Ottoman Turkish names are used to refer to the pitches they 

represent. Transcribed values in staff notation are referred to with lowercase letters (with 

alteration signs where applicable) for the central octave beginning from râst (g). The lower 

                                              
126 KÂZIM 1895. See also the articles published by Kâzım in Maʿlūmāt (translit. and facsim. in ARPAGUŞ 

2004). 
127 ALÎ RİFAT 1895–6. Translit. and facsim. in ARPAGUŞ 2004.  
128 RAÛF YEKTÂ 1924; idem 1922 (Tr. trans.: RAÛF YEKTÂ 1986). See also the numerous articles on music 
theory published by Raûf Yektâ in İḳdām (ed. in ÇERGEL 2007). For detailed bibliographies, see ERGUNER 

2003, pp. 64–81 and KESKİNER 2009, pp. 383–404. 

Table 9. Basic pitch symbols. 

  Sign Name Pitch  

  p‘uš yegâh  

  ēkorč aşîrân  

  vernaxał ırâk  

  benkorč râst  

  xosrovayin dügâh  

  nerk‘naxał segâh  

  paroyk çârgâh  
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octave is indicated with uppercase letters (G), and higher octaves with subscript numbers (g1, 

g2 etc.). 

Following widely established convention, p‘uš (or yegâh) is transcribed on D. Since the 

intervals represented by Hampartsum notation and by Ottoman pitch names are relative, this 

is not intended to give any indication of absolute pitch. Higher octaves are indicated in 

Hampartsum notation by the addition of a tail or a short oblique line below the basic pitch 

symbol (e.g.  →  or  → ), and lower octaves by a horizontal line or kisver below (e.g.  

→  or ). The name of the basic pitch symbol is used to refer to all cognate symbols within 

the same pitch class. 

7.1.2 Secondary and Tertiary Degrees 

The kisver () may be placed above a basic pitch sign to indicate the secondary (nîm, lit. ‘half’) 

degree above, e.g.  (râst [g]) →  (zîrgûle [gs]). Although the interval between a primary 

degree and an adjacent secondary degree may correspond to an approximate half step, in 

other cases (e.g. between segâh and bûselik) the kisver represents a smaller interval. The 

kisver may also be placed below a pitch symbol (e.g.  [ga]), in which case (if it is not used to 

indicate a lower octave) it indicates a raising by ‘half of a half’ (nîmin nîmi) or a ‘quarter’ 

(çeyrek). These degrees may also be referred to as dib nîm (‘lower nîm’) or şûrî. They are 

referred to here as tertiary degrees.  

Tertiary degrees are located between every primary degree and the adjacent upper 

secondary degree from aşîrân (E) to hisâr (ds). They do not occur in the upper register from 

hüseynî (e) onwards (see Fig. 7). As an extension of the hierarchical ordering of primary and 

secondary degrees, the tertiary degrees represent a further subdivision of the ‘half-step’ (nîm) 

interval. However, since the secondary degrees are themselves irregularly spaced, the tertiary 

degrees do not correspond to regular or equal-tempered quarter-step intervals, but simply to 

a pitch below the adjacent secondary degree (as implied by the term dib nîm). 

The description or visual representation of the tertiary degrees in a wide variety of sources 

from the mid-eighteenth to mid-nineteenth centuries indicates that they were an integral part 

of the Ottoman pitch system during this period. However, it is mainly in early Armenian 

collections of Hampartsum notation that the tertiary degrees are indicated within the notated 

repertoire. In later sources, symbols representing tertiary degrees are usually replaced by an 

adjacent primary or secondary degree. Whether this is simply a notational shorthand or 

represents a change in the underlying pitch system is difficult to determine.  

There are 11 pieces in NE203 that use tertiary degrees (nos. 7, 20–22, 25, 43, 56, 59, 60, 

63, and 65). An excerpt from no. 20 in Muhâlif-i ırâk (p. 6a, ll. 36–8), which uses the tertiary 
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degrees above dügâh and çârgâh (represented by  and  respectively), is shown in Fig. 6. 

Secondary degrees (represented by  and  ) are used in the same passage. The transcription 

includes only the repeated cycle at divs. 47–50 (the beginning of which is marked in the ms. 

by an opening parenthesis in div. 47), with the second ending also omitted.  

7.1.3 Alteration Signs 

Most of the alteration signs used in the present edition are also found in the Arel-Ezgi-Uzdilek 

(AEU) system. However, they are not intended to represent the same types of interval, which 

are based on the division of the Pythagorean (9:8) whole tone into nine commas. Rather, they 

provide an approximate indication of interval size and the relative distribution of degrees 

according to the primary sources.  

Figure 6. Secondary and tertiary degrees in no. 20. 

Example 2. Transcription of secondary and tertiary degrees in no. 20. 
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The alteration signs represent four gradations of heightening or lowering: three quarters, 

half, quarter, and less than a quarter. While this is intended to reflect to some extent the 

conceptualization of pitch in the primary sources, in which the smallest recognized interval 

is a ‘quarter’, the conventional requirements of staff notation, as well as the ambiguity 

between ‘interval’ and ‘degree’ in the Ottoman system, mean that the correspondence is 

imperfect. Thus, for example, although both are ‘whole’ degrees in the Ottoman system, the 

interval between segâh and çârgâh is represented in transcription as a three-quarter step. 

Consequently, the secondary degree above segâh (i.e. bûselik), which is a ‘half’ step in the 

Ottoman system, is represented as a quarter step, and the intermediate tertiary interval as less 

than a quarter.  

The alteration signs used in the edition are given in Table 10. Approximate values in 

commas are provided for comparison with AEU system. Alteration signs in the key signature 

of a transcription (as well as accidentals) apply to all pitches in the same pitch class. 

Accidentals are valid until the end of a division (see 7.2.2) unless cancelled by a subsequent 

alteration sign. However, an accidental that first occurs in conjunction with a grace note (see 

7.2.3.9) is reapplied if the same note subsequently occurs within the same div. in the main 

melodic line.  

7.1.4 General Scale 

The two octaves from yegâh (D) to tîz nevâ (d1) are transcribed as in Fig. 7. Primary degrees 

are represented by empty noteheads and their names given in bold. Black noteheads represent 

secondary or tertiary degrees. Unlike primary and secondary degrees, tertiary degrees are not 

individually named. Horizontal brackets below the staff indicate enharmonic equivalents. 

Enharmonic pitches may be transcribed differently depending on modal context (e.g. gs or ae), 

but are not intended to differ in terms of intonation.  

Contrary to existing interpretations of Ottoman music, no intonational distinction is made 

between hicâz (cs) and sabâ (de), or between hisâr (ds) and bayâtî (ee). This reflects, firstly, 

Sharp Flat Type of step Approx. value 
d r three quarters 6–7 commas 
s e half 4–5 commas 
a w quarter 2–3 commas 

Õ q < quarter 1–2 commas 

Table 10. Alteration signs. 
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the fact that a single sign is used in Hampartsum notation for both degrees in each of these 

enharmonic pairs (  and  respectively). Secondly, it is assumed that a variety of names were 

applied to the same pitch (played on the same fret of the tanbûr) depending on melodic 

direction and modal context, without implying a difference in intonation. For example, the 

secondary degree between çârgâh and nevâ is known as sabâ when it occurs in combination 

with çârgâh (to the exclusion of nevâ), but as hicâz when it occurs in combination with nevâ 

(to the exclusion of çârgâh). An intonational difference between sabâ and hicâz or between 

bayâtî and hisâr is attested only in the second half of the nineteenth century, and is therefore 

not relevant to NE203 or related sources. 

The degrees ırâk ( ) and segâh () are understood to have been intoned lower than in 

present-day practice, i.e. around 2–3 commas (rather than 1 comma as in the AEU system) 

below the adjacent secondary degrees geveşt ( ) and bûselik (). They are therefore 

transcribed as Fa and bw respectively. There are some indications that geveşt and bûselik were 

intoned higher in the nineteenth century (i.e. less than 4 commas below the adjacent primary 

degrees râst and çârgâh), but in accordance with convention bûselik is nonetheless transcribed 

as bz, and geveşt as Fs a perfect fourth below. 

7.2 Duration 

7.2.1 Usûl and Time Units 

The usûl staff is an editorial addition. The stroke patterns (including div. lines) are derived 

from Pjşgyan’s treatise, with two minor adjustments.129 Firstly, the penultimate two divs. of 

darbeyn are given in reverse order by Pjşgyan, probably erroneously. They are given in the 

correct sequence (i.e. corresponding to the pattern of berefşân) in the transcriptions. Secondly, 

the pattern for çifte düyek is taken from the first two divs. of zencîr, rather than from the 

independent version also supplied by Pjşgyan, which spans only one div. (with the stroke 

pattern D T – T D D T TK [D = düm; T = tek; TK = teke]). The pattern supplied for çifte 

düyek in Pjşgyan’s zencîr is given as the independent version (and vice versa) in NE211 (end 

fly leaf).  

While for most peşrevs the designated usûl and the relation of the notation to the 

underlying stroke pattern is clear, there are a few exceptions. Nos. 2 and 4 (devr-i kebîr), 31 

(fâhte), 32 (darbeyn), and 68 (no usûl given, but assigned to darbeyn on the basis of the 

concordances) are notated partly or wholly in continuous divs. of four time units each, rather 

                                              
129 BŽŠKEAN 1997, pp. 165–7. 
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than in the more usual distribution of divs. stipulated by Pjşgyan and observed in other pieces 

in the same cycles. No usûl is mentioned in the heading of no. 53, which is assigned to berefşân 

on the basis of the concordances, and the div. signs are also irregular. Based on the distribution 

of div. signs, three pieces assigned to düyek (nos. 35, 55, and 64) are transcribed as çifte 

düyek. For semâî-type cycles, see 7.2.4.  

The number of time units is not stated by Pjşgyan, who refers rather to the number of 

divisions (žamanak) required to notate an usûl cycle. The numerator supplied at the beginning 

of each transcription is therefore based on the total number of divs. per cycle, where each 

standard div. comprises four time units. A single time unit is assigned the value of a half note 

in peşrevs, indicated above the system as 1 =  . This is not intended to give a precise 

indication of tempo, and is adopted mainly in the interests of legibility. An indication of 

performance tempo is supplied by Pjşgyan, who states that a single time unit (vēzin) is 

equivalent to one second of a pendulum clock.130 Hence, a suggested average tempo for 

peşrevs is  = 60 per minute, though of course tempi may vary considerably according to 

factors such as the particular rhythmic cycle or performance context. Smaller note values are 

assigned in aksak and yürük semâî, reflecting the fact that they should be performed in a 

relatively faster tempo. 

7.2.2 Divisions and Groups 

Long and medium usûl cycles are divided into shorter units in Hampartsum notation by means 

of the verǰakēt (). These are referred to as divisions or divs. The verǰakēt is normally 

represented in the transcriptions by a dotted bar line. In shorter usûls, the verǰakēt may 

coincide with the end of the cycle, which is indicated by a solid bar line. In long and medium 

usûls, the end of the cycle is indicated by the k‘aṙakēt (), which may designate the end of a 

formal section or subsection in shorter cycles. Divs. are numbered in the transcriptions (with 

the number following the div.) in order to facilitate navigation. 

A div. normally consists of four time units, with each time unit corresponding to a group. 

Groups are indicated in the transcriptions with corner brackets (˹  ˺). Divs. may sometimes 

consist of fewer or more than four groups or time units. The distribution of divs. and groups 

plays an important role in the interpretation of durational values. Unless they are clear scribal 

errors, irregularities in the distribution of groups or divs. are retained in the transcriptions. In 

some cases, this means that the div. lines in the melody staff do not coincide with the those 

in the usûl staff (which are supplied from Pjşgyan).  

                                              
130 Ibid, p. 148. 
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The assignation of nos. 35, 55, and 64 to çifte düyek is based on the fact that the k‘aṙakēt 

occurs at the end of alternate divs. rather than at the end of sections and subsections as in 

nos. 9, 15, and 61. 

7.2.3 Duration and Articulation Signs 

Perhaps the most problematic aspect of NE203 and related mss. is the interpretation of 

durational values. This is due mainly to the fact that a minimal number of signs are used to 

indicate duration in EHN, which, unlike in SHN, do not have fixed or directly proportional 

values. Moreover, even with a small stock of duration signs a large variety of combinations is 

possible. Durational indicators in NE203 and related mss. are closely connected to 

articulation. The usage of duration signs to express aspects of articulation, embellishment, or 

instrumental technique is therefore also discussed in the present section, in addition to 

symbols that explicitly represent types of embellishment.  

The following does not aim to provide definitive solutions to the interpretation of duration 

in NE203, which might only be possible, if at all, with a large-scale systematic comparison of 

concordances. Instead, it outlines a general approach based on internal evidence and 

consultation of a limited number of other sources. The basic methodological assumption is 

that none of the duration signs encountered in the ms. are superfluous, but were purposefully 

added by the scribe and therefore have a specific meaning (even if that meaning is sometimes 

difficult to discern from the present vantage point). The transcriptions therefore aim to convey 

the level of detail found in the original notation, and to provide different durational values 

for different combinations of signs. Where two combinations result in the same durational 

values, a visual distinction is nonetheless made in transcription or a comment provided in the 

CR.  

Duration signs are not, of course, always consistently applied by the scribe. The fact that 

some combinations seem to represent essentially the same durational values implies that in 

certain contexts a symbol may be redundant. Conversely, the absence of duration signs does 

not necessarily mean that a group has no specific durational values, particularly if the same 

melodic figure occurs elsewhere with duration signs. However, it is equally possible that the 

omission or addition of duration signs is an intentional indicator of variation. Therefore, 

rather than attempting to second-guess the scribe’s intentions, the original distribution of signs 

is in most cases taken at face value and is reflected in the transcriptions. Conversely, internal 

notational consistency is usually prioritized in cases where two different readings of the same 

combination might seem aesthetically preferable. Exceptions to these principles are noted in 

the CR. 
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Other sources have been consulted in order to provide durational values for certain types 

of unmarked group, and to help develop a general understanding of duration signs in EHN. 

However, for groups with specific duration signs, internal evidence is given precedence over 

that of the concordances. NE203 (together with OA405 and TA110) often supplies more 

detailed indications of duration than other mss. in EHN, which display simpler, or perhaps 

simplified, notational conventions. Hence, NE203 may offer a more precise record of 

performance than other sources. Furthermore, concordances that are directly or indirectly 

derived from NE203 show evidence of interpretative processes (resulting in the alteration of 

certain combinations of signs by copyists) that may reflect the norms of a different period or 

performance tradition. The same is true for modern printed sources based on NE203 or related 

mss., which tend to simplify or otherwise adapt to contemporary stylistic norms the original 

Table 11. Duration and articulation signs. 

 Name Symbol Transcription  

 
zoyg kēt    

 
miǰakēt    

 
s-shaped sign    

 
stor   ’ or  

 

 
t‘aw    

 
t‘aw + miǰakēt 

 

   

 
erkstor     

 
t‘ašt 

      
 

 
xał     

 

 
superscript   
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durational indicators. In sum, although other sources can provide some contextual evidence, 

they are not taken as a reliable guide to the interpretation of NE203. 

While the meaning of some durational indicators is relatively unambiguous, in other cases 

the best that can be offered is a suggested interpretation, which may be one of several 

possibilities. This might, however, be entirely appropriate, since the scribe probably did not 

conceive of the notation as a strictly prescriptive guide to performance. Indeed, the fact that 

the same melodic figure may be notated alternatively in different pieces, or in different 

passages within the same piece, presumably reflects to some extent the improvisatory nature 

of performance. Thus, while the transcriptions are intended to adhere to the original notation 

as closely as possible, they should not be understood as stipulating an invariable or singularly 

correct realization.  

The following discussion of individual signs and combinations is valid for rhythmic cycles 

where the normal length of the div. is four time units, and where the group is equivalent to 

one time unit (). For the more complex case of the semâî, see 7.2.4. For the majority of cases, 

in which the melodic content of a group is unrelated to its durational values, examples are 

given using the pitch sign xosrovayin (). A simplified summary of duration and articulation 

signs is given in Table 11. 

7.2.3.1 Unmarked Groups 

The most common type of group in NE203 (and EHN in general) consists of pitch symbols 

with no indication of duration. If the group is equivalent to one time unit, a single unmarked 

pitch sign is transcribed as a half note ( → ), two signs as two quarter-notes ( → ), and 

four signs as four eighth-notes ( → ).  

A group of three unmarked pitch signs () may be transcribed as  or  . The equivalent 

groups in the consulted concordances are given in the CR if they supply durational values. If 

the concordances supply differing values, the most common version is normally adopted. The 

concordances or other factors such as rhythmic context may occasionally suggest a different 

reading, e.g.    . If no durational values are supplied by the concordances, the version given 

in the transcription is an editorial interpretation and is not commented on. In general, 

ascending sequences of unmarked three-sign groups (e.g.  ) are transcribed as  , and 

descending sequences (e.g.  ) as  . 

Groups with five or more unmarked pitch signs are transcribed in the same manner, i.e. 

based on the consulted concordances if they provide durational values, or otherwise as an 

editorial interpretation without comment. 
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7.2.3.2 Zoyg Kēt and Miǰakēt 

A single pitch sign with a zoyg kēt () above is transcribed as a whole note, equivalent to two 

groups of one time unit each ( → ). A single pitch sign with a miǰakēt () above is transcribed 

as a half-note ( → ). There is thus no discernible difference between a single pitch sign with 

miǰakēt and a single unmarked pitch sign.  

A pitch sign with miǰakēt may also be followed by an s-shaped rest sign (). This is possibly 

an intentional differentiation from  (→ ) in which the miǰakēt denotes a longer duration, 

and the group might therefore be interpreted as e.g.  . Alternatively, the miǰakēt may simply 

indicate that the total value of the group is a whole time unit, and therefore does not affect 

the durational value of the pitch. This combination is transcribed as  and a note provided in 

the CR.  

7.2.3.3 S-Shaped Sign 

The s-shaped sign () occurs only at base level in NE203. It is normally transcribed as a quarter-

note rest ( → ). In some cases it may be transcribed as an eighth-note rest () and a comment 

provided in the CR. 

7.2.3.4 Stor 

The single stroke or stor () is the most frequent duration sign in NE203. It normally occurs at 

base level, in which case it is transcribed as an apostrophe, e.g.  → . In such contexts 

it is taken to indicate that the preceding pitch should be prolonged. It may also be interpreted 

as a rest, e.g.  →    . However, since in groups of more than three pitch signs the use of 

small rest values would be cumbersome and seems unlikely to reflect actual performance 

practice, the apostrophe is preferred. The stor may also be used to divide a group into smaller 

segments, without necessarily indicating a rest.  

Less frequently, a single stroke may be placed above a pitch sign (e.g. ). This may be 

interpretable as an accent, referred to as šešt or vuruş. Although the šešt should be thinner 

than the stor, the scribe appears to make no distinction between different thicknesses of 

stroke. There are also some indications that a single stroke may be placed above or at base 

level without necessarily indicating a difference in meaning. A single stroke above is therefore 

taken to indicate the same durational values as at base level. However, it is indicated in the 

transcriptions by the original symbol (placed above the notehead) rather than by an 

apostrophe, e.g.   . 
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Table 12 presents the various uses of the stor in groups of one time unit and their 

representation in the transcriptions. The most common are groups of three pitch signs, 

especially  and  . Other combinations, particularly those with five or more pitch signs, 

are more rarely encountered. The transcribed values in Table 12 are adopted in order to make 

a consistent distinction between different combinations of signs in the original notation. There 

are, of course, other possible interpretations. Further combinations may occasionally occur 

and are noted in the CR. 

7.2.3.5 T‘aw 

The t‘aw () indicates the prolongation of a pitch. It is also described as makamanak (‘extra 

time’), artmak (‘extending’), or bir büçük darb (‘one and a half beats’). It normally occurs above 

the first of two pitch signs, which is transcribed as a dotted quarter-note. It may also be 

combined with the miǰakēt (), in which case the values are augmented. Further possibilities 

are shown in Table 13. 

 Group Transcription Group Transcription  

       

    


      

        

          

      

           

       

       

      

       

      


      

Table 12. Interpretation of stor. 
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7.2.3.6 Erkstor 

The erkstor or double stroke () signifies the repeated articulation of a pitch. It is also referred 

to as krknazark (‘repeated strike’) or çâr mızrâb (‘four plectra’). It may be placed above a pitch 

sign of any duration, and is transcribed as a single oblique line through the note stem, e.g.  

→  . The placement of the erkstor above a pitch sign often corresponds to a repeated note 

in later concordances in SHN (where the erkstor signifies an eighth-note), e.g.   () becomes 

 (). Although it may be understood to represent a single repetition of a note, the term 

çâr mızrâb suggests the possibility of a more rapid repetition, i.e. a tremolo. This interpretation 

is also supported by the use of the oscillating line (xał) in place of the erkstor in some 

instances, e.g.  for  . 

7.2.3.7 T‘ašt 

The t‘ašt or curved line () is taken to indicate that two or more notes are to be performed 

within a shorter duration. It is also referred to as kap or bağ, both meaning ‘tie’. It is 

represented by a curved line in the transcriptions. The durational values indicated by the t‘ašt 

are uncertain. It may also, or alternatively, relate to articulation or instrumental technique, 

e.g. a glissando or slur. It is occasionally used to indicate the prolongation of a pitch into the 

following division, e.g.  →   . The interpretations adopted in the transcriptions are 

presented in Table 14. 

 Group Transcription  

     

     

      

     

     

    

    

Table 13. Interpretation of t‘aw. 
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7.2.3.8 Xał 

The xał (lit. ‘play’) is an oscillating line placed above a pitch sign, e.g.  . It is also termed 

titretme (‘to make vibrate’) and may signify a trill or wide vibrato. Alternatively, since it 

sometimes appears interchangeably with the erkstor, it may indicate a tremolo (cf. 7.2.3.6). 

A superscript pitch sign is sometimes added, which may indicate the other pitch to be used, 

e.g.  might be interpreted as acacacac (). The xał is represented by an oscillating line 

in the transcriptions ( ). 

7.2.3.9 Superscript Notes 

Pitch signs in superscript often occur at the beginning of a group. Superscript notes are 

referred to as əndharum (‘collision’, i.e. compacted notes), gełgełank‘ (‘trilling’), or nağme 

(‘melody’), and may be understood as an embellishment. They are represented by small 

eighth-notes in transcription, e.g.  →  . A superscript note may be joined to a main pitch 

sign by a t‘ašt (e.g. ), which seems likely here to relate to articulation or instrumental 

technique (e.g. a hammer-on). A single superscript pitch sign often occurs before a two-note 

group with t‘aw (e.g. ), which may be interpretable as    , although it is transcribed as  . 

Groups of two to five superscript notes are commonly encountered, and should presumably 

be executed rapidly. A superscript pitch sign may also be placed at the end of a group. 

Examples are provided below. 

 Group Transcription  

     

  


      

     

     

      

  


         

  


     

  


       

Table 14. Interpretation of t‘ašt. 
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Example 3. Transcription of superscript notes. 

7.2.4 Semâî-Type Cycles 

The word semāʿī refers both to a group of rhythmic cycles and to instrumental or vocal genres 

composed in those cycles. The instrumental semâî (saz semâîsi) follows the peşrev in the 

performance cycle (fasıl). 28 pieces in NE203 are labelled ‘sēmayi’ without further 

specification. In the present edition, the number of groups per division is taken as an 

indication of the subtype of cycle. These subtypes are designated in the catalogue information 

as aksak semâî, sengîn semâî, and yürük semâî. These terms are based partly on modern 

theoretical conventions, and do not necessarily reflect the typology of the primary sources. 

They are therefore given in square brackets when used in the usûl staff.  

A saz semâîsi may be composed in any of these variants of the rhythmic cycle, the most 

common being aksak semâî. Different subtypes may also be used in different sections of a 

composition, normally in the sequence aksak semâî → yürük semâî, but sometimes also in 

other combinations (see Table 6). Rhythmic modulations are not labelled in the ms., but are 

implied by changes in the number of groups per division. Usûl changes are labelled in brackets 

below the system in the transcriptions. The subtypes of the semâî are variants of the same 

basic stroke pattern (D TK D T or D T T D T). However, the time units in each subtype are not 

necessarily factors or multiples of each other, and the values assigned to a single time unit in 

the transcriptions are therefore not directly proportionate, but intended only to give a broad 

indication of relative tempi.  

Subtype Groups Time units 1 = 

aksak 4 10  
sengîn 3 6  
yürük 2 6  

Table 15. Subtypes of semâî cycle. 
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The number of groups per division, time units per cycle, and the transcribed value of a 

single time unit are shown in Table 15 for each subtype. The following sections discuss in 

more detail the relationship between groups, time units, and percussion strokes, and their 

implications for the interpretation of duration signs. 

Due to the large number of possible combinations and interpretations, only a few salient 

features of the notations and the general approach to their transcription are described here. 

As in the peşrev, although a range of concordances have been consulted, the interpretation of 

duration signs in the semâî is based primarily on internal evidence. Since a systematic 

comparison would necessitate comment on almost every group, concordances are discussed 

or quoted in the CR only in exceptional cases. Where internal consistency would suggest a 

different interpretation to that supplied by the concordances, the former is given precedence. 

The same basic meanings are attributed to duration signs in the semâî as in the peşrev, but 

some adjustments are necessarily applied according to the number of time units per group 

and the underlying stroke pattern. An effort has been made to assign the same values to the 

same combinations of duration signs, and, conversely, to make a semantic or at least visual 

distinction between different combinations. However, this principle cannot always be strictly 

adhered to due to the uncertainty regarding the number of time units in each group, the 

irregular structure of the cycle(s), and the lack of scribal consistency. Hence, the interpretation 

of the semâî, in terms of both representation in transcription and possible realization in 

performance, is more flexible than in the case of the peşrev.  

Nonetheless, although the exact meaning of particular signs or combinations may be 

uncertain, the general methodology of transcription is intended to reflect as far as possible 

the complexity of the original notation, and thus also of the performance tradition from which 

it is derived. In many cases, this leads to results that may seem at odds with established 

representations of the semâî, including those found in later collections of Hampartsum 

notation as well as in modern printed sources. Rather than a regular and standardized form 

in which the melody neatly coincides with the underlying stroke pattern, the notations suggest 

a more playful genre characterized by embellishment, variation, and syncopation. 

Furthermore, distinctions and relations between the different subtypes of the usûl do not 

necessarily reflect those of current practice and theory, and likewise suggest a less 

standardized and more flexible performance tradition. 

7.2.4.1 Aksak Semâî 

The stroke pattern supplied in nineteenth-century sources for aksak semâî is D TK D T, 

distributed over 10 time units. The cycle is normally written in Hampartsum notation as four 
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groups per div., with the time units distributed 2+3+2+3 as shown in Fig. 8. In certain 

cases, however, the first two groups may also be notated as 3+2. The final two groups are 

notated consistently as 2+3. The value of a duration sign or an unmarked pitch sign depends 

on whether it occurs in a group of two or three time units. However, since there is no explicit 

indication in NE203 of the number of time units in a group, there is a wide variety of possible 

interpretations.  

The stor is understood to indicate a prolongation of the preceding note, but signifies a 

longer relative duration in a three-unit group than in a two-unit group. Thus, the combination 

  

Figure 8. Distribution of time units in aksak semâî. 

Example 4. Transcription of first hâne of no. 67. 

Figure 9. First hâne of no. 67. 
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Example 4 (cont.). Transcription of first hâne of no. 67.
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 might be transcribed as  ,  , or   ,  depending on the total number of units in 

the group and its placement within the cycle. When it occurs following the first note in the 

second group of three units, the stor may also be understood as separating the two components 

of the stroke teke, or as emphasizing the onset of the stroke (i.e. indicating that the group is 

three, and not two, time units), rather than as prolonging the preceding note. Thus, the same 

combination might be transcribed in this context as   . Similarly, the t‘aw, miǰakēt, and the 

s-shaped rest sign may be assigned different values depending on whether they occur in a 

group of two or three time units and the location of the group within the cycle. Some of the 

features of the notation of aksak semâî can be seen in Fig. 9, which comprises the first hâne 

of no. 67 in Uzzâl (p. 17b, ll. 28–31).  

In the majority of cases, the first two groups of a div. are interpreted as 2+3 units. 

Representative (but not exhaustive) combinations of signs interpreted according to this 

distribution are shown in Table 16. These and the following examples may also be combined 

with superscript notes, which do not, however, change the transcribed values of the main 

notes. 

In a limited number of cases, the first group is interpreted as three time units. If the first 

group contains two pitch signs with a t‘aw above the first () and the second consists of one 

or two signs only, the two groups are usually transcribed as 3+2 units. However, in some 

cases these combinations may also be transcribed as 2+3 units. When  in the first group is 

followed by a second group consisting of three or more signs, the structure 2+3 is assumed, 

though 3+2 is also a possibility. As noted above, the placement of the stor after the first of 

three pitch signs () has several possible interpretations. When it occurs in the first group, 

the structure 2+3 is normally assumed, but 3+2 is in many cases a plausible alternative. 

Table 17 shows combinations that may be interpreted as either 2+3 or 3+2. The default 

interpretation is given in the second column, while the third column offers alternative 

possibilities. These are occasionally adopted in the transcriptions, but are also provided in 

order to suggest other possible realizations even when the transcriptions follow the default 

interpretation. 

The final two groups in aksak semâî are invariably transcribed as 2+3 units. Although 
their transcription is generally the same as for the combinations of 2+3 units in groups 1 and 
2 provided in Tables 16 and 17, there are some minor differences due to the relation with the 
underlying stroke pattern. Thus, the combination  is transcribed as   when it occurs in 
group 2, but as  when it occurs in group 4. The pattern might possibly be understood as a 
shorthand for  , which is transcribed as   when it occurs in group 4. However, a 
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distinction between the two combinations is retained in the transcriptions. Table 18 shows 
some common combinations in groups 3 and 4 and their interpretation. 

In a few cases the total duration of a group is more than three time units. This usually 
occurs at the beginning of the cycle, but may also occur in the middle of the cycle. Examples 
of extended groups and their interpretation are given in Table 19. 

Combination Transcription Combination Transcription 

                     

                      

                     

                       

                       

                        

                      

                      

                        

                         

                            

        


                   

                     


     

              

Table 16. Combinations in first two groups of aksak semâî (2+3 units). 
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 Combination Transcription Alternatives 

                

                  

                  

                  

                    

                       

                    

                      

                      

       


            


     

                    

                     

           

                     

          

                         

           

                            

            

                       

Table 17. Combinations in first two groups of aksak semâî (3+2 or 2+3 units). 
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Group 3 Group 4 

Group Transcription Group Transcription 

    

      

      

      

      

        

        

         

          

    or         

          

 


      


     

      

       

Table 18. Combinations in final two groups of aksak semâî (2+3 units). 
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Beginning of cycle Middle of cycle 

Combination Transcription Combination Transcription 

                      

                        

                        

       

       

    

Table 19. Extended groups in aksak semâî. 

7.2.4.2 Sengîn Semâî 

The stroke pattern for sengîn semâî is D T T D T. It is written as three groups per div., as 

shown in Fig. 10. As each group is taken to be equivalent to two time units, duration signs 

are assigned the same values as in the peşrev. Although sengîn semâî is transcribed as a regular 

cycle of six time units, like yürük semâî it may also be performed as a 10-unit cycle, or with 

a ‘limping’ quality. 

 

Figure 10. Distribution of time units in sengîn semâî. 

7.2.4.3 Yürük Semâî 

The stroke pattern for yürük semâî is D T T D T. It is written as two groups per div., as shown 

in Fig. 11. Like sengîn semâî, it is conventionally transcribed as a six-unit cycle, but is 

performed at a faster tempo. As each group is taken to be equivalent to three time units, 

duration signs are generally assigned the same values as in three-unit groups in aksak semâî. 
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Table 20 shows some common combinations in yürük semâî. Most combinations may occur 

in both in the first and the second group, but a few are used only in the second group, or 

extend across a whole div. 

Although yürük semâî is transcribed as a regular cycle of six time units, it may also be 

performed as a 10-unit cycle (similar to the usûl curcuna), or with a ‘limping’ quality. As a 

suggestive example, part of the third hâne of no. 3 (p. 1b, ll. 28–30) is transcribed overleaf in 

six and 10 time units. 

Group 1 and 2 Group 2 only 

Group Transcription Group Transcription 

      

       

     

         

    Whole div. 

      

        

       

Table 20. Combinations in yürük semâî. 

Figure 11. Distribution of time units in yürük semâî. 
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Figure 12. Part of third hâne of no. 3. 

 

Example 5. Transcription of part of third hâne of no. 3 in six time units. 
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Example 5 (cont.). Transcription of part of first hâne of no. 3 in six time units. 

 

Example 6. Transcription of part of third hâne of no. 3 in 10 time units. 
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Example 6 (cont.). Transcription of part of third hâne of no. 3 in 10 time units. 

7.3 Form 

The basic form of the peşrev and the saz semâîsi is identical, and the following discussion is 

therefore relevant for pieces in both genres. The saz semâîsi is distinguished only by the use 

of semâî-type cycles, and by the possible alternation of different variants of the usûl pattern 

in different sections. All pieces in NE203 are complete, at least as far as the scribe was 

concerned (i.e. not taking into account possible losses of material in relation to earlier 

periods), with the exception of no. 41, which was struck out after a few divs., and no. 49, the 

final hâne of which was unknown to the scribe.  

7.3.1 Hânes and Subsections 

The main formal unit in the peşrev and the saz semâîsi is the hâne (H). Hânes are labelled 

(‘h[a]nē’) and numbered by the scribe. They will be referred to here to as H1, H2 etc. The 
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majority of pieces consist of four hânes. With the exception of no. 6, pieces in darb-ı fetih 

have five hânes.  

NE203 does not provide any explicit indication of the end of a piece, unless the 

characteristic scribal flourish that follows each notation is understood in this way (see Fig. 1). 

However, other sources confirm by the use of phrases such as verǰ (‘end’) or tamām (‘complete’) 

that the hânes should be played consecutively, ending with H4 (including the teslîm if 

applicable), or H5 for pieces in darb-ı fetih. This structure is therefore assumed to be valid for 

almost all pieces in NE203. (Only nos. 38, 45, 46, and 69 are understood to end with a reprise 

of H2.) 

In around half (35) of the pieces in NE203, no teslîm is indicated. In six of these (nos. 8, 

18, 28, 49, 53, 63), the hâne is not divided into smaller subsections but repeated as a whole. 

The number of rhythmic cycles depends partly on the length of the usûl, and may vary from 

hâne to hâne. This type of structure is shown in Fig. 13, where repetitions are indicated by 

colons and the number of cycles by x. In the semâî, a change of usûl is indicated in the CR by 

an asterisk (or two if there are further changes) following the number of cycles. 

In the other pieces in which the teslîm is not indicated (excluding those in which it is added 

in the transcription), some or all of the hânes are divided into repeated subsections. 

Subsections are not labelled in the ms. but are indicated by repetition signs. The number of 

subsections may vary in each hâne, and is most commonly two or three, but may occasionally 

be four or five. This type of structure is shown in Fig. 14, where the number of subsections 

per hâne is arbitrarily represented as three.  

H1 :|: x :|: 

H2 :|: x :|: 

H3 :|: x :|: 

H4 :|: x :|: 

Figure 13. Structure of pieces with no teslîm and no subsections. 

H1 :|: x :|: x :|: x :|: 

H2 :|: x :|: x :|: x :|: 

H3 :|: x :|: x :|: x :|: 

H4 :|: x :|: x :|: x :|: 

Figure 14. Structure of pieces with no teslîm and repeated subsections. 
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7.3.2 Teslîm 

The teslîm (T) is a ritornello which occurs at the end of every hâne (or occasionally at the end 

of a subsection) in some pieces. Although it is now regarded as an independent compositional 

section, in the context of NE203 it is better understood as a special subsection of the hâne. In 

pieces where it is labelled, the teslîm is fully written out in H1 and marked with the 

abbreviation ‘t‘em’, while reprises in subsequent hânes are signalled by the abbreviation only. 

Reprises may be added in brackets to the transcriptions for the sake of convenience, or in 

order to preserve the integrity of the usûl cycle. 

As noted above, the teslîm is labelled only in around half (34) of the pieces in NE203, 

indicating that it was not an obligatory part of instrumental genres in the early nineteenth 

century. The teslîm is labelled in 25 out of 41 (61%) of peşrevs (not including the fragmentary 

no. 41), and 9 out of 28 (32%) of the semâîs. In seven peşrevs (nos. 4, 13, 16, 18, 42, 53, 59), 

a teslîm-like melody may be identified at the end of some or all of the hânes but is not labelled. 

The unlabelled teslîm, sometimes consisting of only one or two divs., is more common in the 

semâî, occurring in 16 out of 28 (57%) pieces (nos. 3, 5, 7, 10, 14, 17, 19, 22, 23, 24, 38, 43, 

45, 46, 48, 60). Nine peşrevs (nos. 2, 8, 9, 12, 15, 28, 44, 49, 61) and three semâîs (nos. 58, 

63, 65) have no teslîm, either explicitly or implicitly. There is no significant correlation 

between the rhythmic cycle and the absence of a teslîm. 

The teslîm is generally not labelled in the transcriptions if no such label is provided by the 

scribe. However, in a few cases (nos. 3, 13, 17, 22) the teslîm is labelled in brackets and/or 

added to some hânes in order to clarify the structure of the piece. In other cases (nos. 37, 39, 

52, 56, 57, 66) the teslîm is stipulated by the scribe in some hânes only, and has been added 

to the other hânes on the basis of the concordances. In a few instances (nos. 21, 22, 57, 68, 

69) the teslîm is placed somewhere other than the end of the hâne, or the boundaries between 

hânes are otherwise irregular. In these cases the original structure is retained in the 

transcription and possible alternatives (based on the concordances) are noted in the CR. 

In the longest usûls, darb-ı fetih (88 time units) and zencîr (60 time units), each hâne 

consists of one cycle, and the teslîm constitutes the final part of the cycle. This type of 

structure is shown in Fig. 15, where the slash signifies that T constitutes part of the cycle only. 

A similar structure in seen in some other pieces in long usûls, including nos. 57 (sakîl), 62 

(hafîf), and 68 (darbeyn), although there may be more than one cycle in each hâne. 

In most cases, however, the teslîm is equivalent to a whole cycle or to several cycles. This 

is signified in Figs. 16 and 17 by parentheses. The whole hâne (Fig. 16) or individual 

subsections (Fig. 17) may be repeated. The number of subsections per hâne is arbitrary. 
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 H1 :|: 1/T :|:  

 H2 :|: 1/T :|:  

 H3 :|: 1/T :|:  

 H4 :|: 1/T :|:  

 H5 :|: 1/T :|:  

Figure 15. Structure of pieces in darb-ı fetih with teslîm.  

 H1 :|: x | x(T) :|:  
 H2 :|: x | x(T) :|:  

 H3 :|: x | x(T) :|:  

 H4 :|: x | x(T) :|:  

Figure 16. Structure of pieces in shorter cycles with teslîm. 

 H1 :|: x :|: x :|: x(T) :|:  

 H2 :|: x :|: x :|: x(T) :|:  

 H3 :|: x :|: x :|: x(T) :|:  

 H4 :|: x :|: x :|: x(T) :|:  

Figure 17. Structure of pieces with teslîm and repeated subsections. 

7.3.3 Mülâzime 

The term mülâzime (M), which had previously designated a long ritornello section, had 

become an alternative term for the second hâne of a peşrev or saz semâîsi by the early 

nineteenth century. In piece no. 46, the term is used by the scribe to indicate a reprise of H2 

following H3. The convention of designating the ‘mülâzime’ (i.e. H2) as the ritornello is also 

found on occasion in other collections of Hampartsum notation, and is adopted in the 

transcriptions of nos. 38 and 45. A partial reprise of H2 following H4 is explicitly indicated 

in no. 69, but the term mülâzime is not used. The fact that a reprise of H2/M is stipulated only 

in certain pieces suggests that it was not a standard procedure in the nineteenth century (as 

it had been in earlier periods).     
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7.3.4 Repetition 

Repetition is usually indicated in NE203 by a letter ken (for krknum) placed before the div. 

sign (Fig. 18). The ken is supplied in the transcriptions above the repeat bar line. The 

beginning of a repeated section is rarely explicitly indicated, but often corresponds to the 

beginning of the hâne. No start repeat bar line is given at the beginning of the hâne in the 

transcription. In other cases, the repeat sign of the previous subsection is understood to be the 

point from which the following repetition begins. In this case, a start repeat bar line is given 

in the transcription, although no explicit marker is supplied in the ms.  

Repetition may also be indicated in the ms. by a second ending in parentheses, with both 

ken and div. signs omitted (Fig. 19). In addition to parentheses, first and second ending 

brackets are added above the system in the transcription. Div. signs are added within a first 

or second ending only when they are necessary to clarify the structure of the usûl. Second 

endings are represented in the CR in the same way as the ken, i.e. with a colon. It seems likely 

that alternative endings were partly or wholly improvised in performance, since the scribe 

does not always provide appropriate transitions between sections or suitable endings for 

pieces. For this reason, in several cases (nos. 13, 18, 31, 34, 35, 42, 51, 57, 64, 70) first or 

second endings have been added or emended on the basis of the concordances or other 

sections of the same piece.  

Although in the majority of pieces the intended meaning of repetition signs is clear, in 

some cases there may be more than one possible interpretation. This occurs mostly in pieces 

with a teslîm, and is connected to the placement of repetition signs in relation to the 

abbreviation t‘em, as well as the fact that 

beginnings of repetitions are not indicated. 

In H1, where T is written out and labelled, 

the use of ken or a second ending at the end 

of the hâne might indicate a repetition of 

either the entire hâne including T; the 

subsection beginning from the previous 

repeat sign until the end of T; or T only. In 

subsequent hânes, where the reprise of T is 

signalled only by an abbreviation, ken is 

invariably placed before t‘em when it 

appears at the end of the hâne, even though 

it is evidently meant to include T in some 

cases (Fig. 20). It may not be given at all at 

Figure 18. Letter ken to 

indicate repetition. 

Figure 19. Second ending in parentheses. 

Figure 20. Placement of ken before t‘em. 
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the end of some hânes, although it is likely (and sometimes confirmed by the concordances) 

that these should also be repeated, either entirely, from the end of the previous subsection, or 

from the beginning of T. Second endings in parentheses may appear either before or after t‘em.    

The ken (but not the repeat bar line) is given in brackets in the transcription if it appears 

to have been unintentionally omitted in H1. In subsequent hânes, both the ken and the repeat 

bar line are included within the bracketed T if repetition is assumed. If the ken is placed before 

t‘em in H2–5 but should include T, it is omitted from the transcription (or rather, given instead 

at the end of T) and a note provided in the CR. Editorially added repetitions are commented 

on, but are not bracketed in the schematic structure given in the CR. 

In pieces in darb-ı fetih and zencîr, and no. 57 in sakîl, the ken at the end of H1 must be 

interpreted as referring to the entire hâne including T in order to preserve the rhythmic cycle. 

The ken in subsequent hânes must likewise include T although it is placed before t‘em 

(something that was noticed and corrected by a later hand in no. 29). Where ken is not given 

in H2–5, it is nonetheless assumed by analogy with H1 (as well as with concordances or other 

pieces in the same cycle) that these hânes are also repeated.  

In other pieces where ken is placed at the end of H1 and before t‘em in H2–4, it is normally 

taken, as in pieces in darb-ı fetih, to indicate a repetition of the entire hâne including T, which 

is understood as a cadential passage within the hâne rather than as an independent section. 

This is the case for nos. 30, 40, and 67. In nos. 34 and 35, a second ending (rather than ken) 

follows T in H1 and precedes t‘em in H2–4 (except in H2 of no. 35). These endings are 

understood to follow rather than precede T in all hânes (i.e. the whole hâne is repeated). It is 

possible in both of these cases that the ken or second ending refers to T only in H1, and to the 

preceding subsection in H2–4. However, the modal progression in most cases supports the 

assumption that the entire hâne including T was repeated. 

The repetition of every hâne is assumed in pieces where the ken or second ending is given 

following T in H1, but no indication of repetition is supplied in H2–4 (nos. 27, 31 [H1–3], 32, 

33, 51, 52 [H1–2], 55, 62, 64). Again, it is possible (but appears less likely) that only T was 

repeated, or that H1 was repeated while subsequent hânes were not. In cases where a 

subsection before (though not immediately preceding) T is repeated, the ken following T is 

taken to indicate a repetition from the beginning of the previous subsection until the end of 

T (nos. 25, 36, 52 [H3], 56, 57 [H3], 66, 68).  

In cases where ken is given immediately before T as well as at the end of H1, the repetition 

of T only (rather than the entire hâne) is the most plausible interpretation in H1, and is 

presumably also valid for H2–4 (nos. 20, 39, 54). In pieces where rhythmic modulation occurs, 
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the repetition of T seems more likely than repetition of the entire hâne, which would also 

mean repetition of the usûl change, though the latter is not implausible (nos. 21, 37, 50).  

In summary, while the transcriptions are intended to represent as closely as possible the 

repetitions stipulated by the scribe, there may well be more than one possible interpretation. 

Alternatives are noted in the CR, with reference to the consulted concordances if applicable. 

In any case, the repetitions given in the transcriptions should be considered optional, and 

sections or subsections with no repetition indicators may also be repeated in performance. As 

with other aspects of the notation such as embellishment or durational values, the fact that 

the scribe often seems to omit repetition signs and second endings, or to notate them 

inaccurately or incorrectly, suggests that repetition was to a large extent a matter of 

performative choice.  

7.4 Brackets and Asterisks 

The presence of brackets in the transcription usually indicates that there is a comment on the 

relevant passage in the CR. In cases where a critical comment or editorial intervention is 

necessary but not made visible through bracketing, an asterisk is placed above the system. 

The asterisk may relate to a single note or group, or it may mark the beginning of a longer 

passage consisting of several groups or divs. 

When a reprise of a section or subsection (usually T, indicated by ‘t‘em’) is stipulated but 

not written out by the scribe, it may be added to the transcription in large square brackets 

enclosing both the melody and usûl staff. Structural material which is omitted by the scribe 

but inserted on the basis of other hânes or concordances is given in smaller brackets enclosing 

the melody staff only. Likewise, small brackets are used to insert shorter passages omitted due 

to scribal error or obscured by physical damage or other factors. The omission from the 

transcription of superfluous material (e.g. erroneously repeated groups or divs.) is signalled 

by an asterisk. Erroneous pitch symbols are corrected in the transcription and marked with 

an asterisk.
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8. Content of Critical Report 

The critical report (CR) for each piece consists of six categories. Categories may be omitted in 

cases where there is no relevant information. 

8.1 Catalogue Information 

The catalogue information provided in the CR is also given in the transcription and may be 

used for cross-referencing purposes. The CMO Reference for each piece is given in the header 

of the CR. The final element (e.g. CMO1-I/1.10) corresponds to the number of the piece as 

given in the list of contents. The location of the piece refers to the page no., column (referred 

to by a or b), and line nos. (not including headings or other text).  

The named makâm and usûl are based on the information provided in the heading, and are 

given in standardized form. The genre is not specified in the heading, but is implied by the 

type of rhythmic cycle used. A composer name is given (in standardized form) if an attribution 

is supplied in the heading. Birth and death dates are an editorial addition. In general, the 

attribution is accepted as given in the ms., and alternative attributions as supplied by other 

sources are not taken into account. 

8.2 Remarks 

This section contains general remarks on the piece as it appears in the ms. Later headings or 

emendations are noted here, as well as aspects of layout where necessary. Other remarks may 

relate to the interpretation of the heading, including the assignation of the piece to a particular 

makâm, usûl, or composer. 

8.3 Structure 

The structure of the piece is represented schematically based on the distribution of formal 

labels and repetition signs. The conventions used to interpret and represent formal structure 

are discussed in 7.3. In cases where there is a significant degree of doubt or editorial 

intervention, further comments may be added below the schematic structure. Aspects of 

rhythmic structure, insofar as they are relevant to the interpretation of formal structure, may 

also be mentioned here.  
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8.4 Pitch Set 

The pitch set represents every pitch symbol used in the piece and its transcribed equivalent 

in staff notation. A horizontal bracket below the staff indicates that a symbol is transcribed as 

two enharmonic pitches. Alteration signs apply only to the note they immediately precede.  

8.5 Notes on Transcription 

Editorial interventions or comments are signalled in the transcription by brackets or an 

asterisk above the system (7.4). These correspond to the Notes on Transcription. Notes are 

labelled in the sequence div., group, sign. For example, 12.3.2 refers to div. 12, group 3, third 

sign. Signs within a group are counted from left to right and comprise pitch signs (including 

superscript notes) and duration or articulation signs at base level, but not those placed above 

(which are identified by reference to the relevant pitch sign). In longer passages only groups 

or divs. are indicated, e.g. 12.3–14.1 (= div. 12, group 3 to div. 14, group 1) or 12–24 (= 

divs. 12 to 24). 

Concordances are referred to with CMO sigla and listed in alphabetical order. Page or folio 

nos. are provided only when it is necessary to differentiate between two concordances in the 

same source. Detailed references for all concordances are supplied in the following section 

(Consulted Concordances). Different concordances may be consulted or quoted depending on 

the type of comment or editorial decision. Clear scribal lapses may be corrected and noted 

without reference to concordances. For other scribal errors or missing material due to physical 

damage, sources with the closest filiation to NE203 (see 5) are the primary point of reference. 

Later sources in EHN may be quoted in order to provide durational values for unmarked 

groups. If no concordances are quoted in relation to an unmarked group, the assigned values 

are purely editorial. Concordances are not listed if they do not provide information that is 

relevant to a particular comment or editorial intervention. 

Quotations from concordances in Hampartsum notation are given in the original notation 

system. Generally, whole groups rather than single notes or symbols are quoted. Sources in 

staff notation and other notation systems are represented using letters for pitches, with 

durations in parentheses, e.g. ga (). Quotations from sources not in Hampartsum notation 

may be adapted (e.g. transposed or augmented) in order to facilitate comparison.  

A limited number of abbreviations and formulaic phrases are used in the Notes on 

Transcription. The omission of a sign or group in the ms. is indicated with omit. In cases where 

the notation is ambiguous or the transcription diverges from the usual interpretation, the 
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original notation is supplied and preceded by orig. The abbreviation lay. (e.g. 1st lay.) is used 

when quoting sources in which there are several hands or chronological layers. The formula 

x for y is used for minor scribal errors, e.g.  for  .    

8.6 Consulted Concordances 

Consulted concordances are listed alphabetically using CMO sigla. Detailed references are 

given in the Bibliography. Concordances are listed in the CR only if they form the basis for 

specific editorial decisions, and a large number of other concordances have been excluded. 

No indication is given of the precise relationship between a concordance and the version in 

NE203. For a general discussion of the connections between NE203 and other sources, see 5.
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sırf pusēlig zarbifēt‘ 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 
Location P. 1a, ll. 1–29 
Makâm Bûselik 
Usûl Darb-ı fetih 
Genre Peşrev 
Attribution — 
Work No. CMOi0049 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Ṣırf pūselik żarb-ı fetḥ Īsāḳ’; Lat. script: ‘Puselik peşrevi, zarbĭ fetih, 

İsak’. Some notation and text (i.e. labelling of hânes) on the gutter side of the page is obscured 

by the binding. 

Structure 

H1 |: 1/T :|: 
H2 |: 1/T :|: 
H3 |: 1/T :|:  
H4 |: 1/T :|:  
H5 |: 1/T :|:  

There is no ken following H2 (also in OA405), but repetition is assumed on the basis of the 
other hânes. OA374 and TA249 (S) also indicate that H2 should be repeated. OA421 and 
TA249 (N) supply a repetition sign following H1 only. 

Pitch Set 
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Notes on Transcription 

2.1.1  for  . 
4.2 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA405:  . 
6.1–4 TA249 (S):     . 
8.1 OA374:  ; TA249 (S):  . 
9.4–10.2 OA374:   ; TA249 (S):   . 
11.4–12.2 OA374:   ; TA249 (S):   .  
15.4 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA405:  . 
16.3.3 Orig.  (also in OA405 and TA249 [N]). Probably erroneous for  (cf. 38.3, 

60.3). OA374:   ; OA421:   ; TA249 (S):   . 
17.3–4 OA374:   ; TA249 (S):   . 
19.1 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA405:  . 
20.2–21.1 OA374:    ; OA421:     ; TA249 (S):   

 [sic] . 
23.4.1  for  . Cf. 27.4. OA405, OA374:  ; TA249 (N):  ; OA421, TA249 (S): 

 . 
28.4 OA374:  ; TA249 (S):  . 
31.4–32.2 OA374:   ; TA249 (S):    . Cf. 9.4–10.2. 
34.4 The duration sign above  is obscured by the binding. OA405:  .  
37.2.3  for  . 
45.1.1 Orig.  (also in OA405). Probably erroneous for  . OA374:  ; OA421: 

 ; TA249 (N):  . 
52.1.1 The omission of the kisver () above  appears to be intentional, since the 

alternation between  and  is repeated in an identical phrase at 55.4–56.1. 
53 Div. consists of three groups only (also in OA405). The fourth group is given in 

the concordances as follows: OA374:  ; OA421, TA249 (N):  . 
54.2.1 Orig.  (also OA405). Possibly erroneous for  . OA374, TA249 (N):  ; 

OA421:  . 
60.1–2 OA374:   . 
60 Orig. կթեմ. See Structure.  
69.3 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA405:  . 
72.4.1 Orig.  (also in OA405 and TA249 [N]). Presumably erroneous for  . OA374: 

 ; OA421:  . 
72  obscured by the binding. 
79.4 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA405:  . 
82 Orig. կթմ. See Structure. 
92.1–2 See note on 60.1–2. 
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96.1–2 See note on 60.1–2. 96.1 is partly obscured by the binding. OA405:  . 
99.4 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA405:  . For durational 

values, see OA374:  . 
103.4 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA405:  . 
104.3.3 Orig.  (also in OA405, OA421, and TA249 [N]). Probably erroneous for  (cf. 

38.3, 60.3). OA374:   . 
104.3.4  for  . 
104 See note on 60. 

Consulted Concordances 

OA374, pp. 71l–72r; OA405, pp. 38–9; OA421, pp. 49–50; TA249, pp. 535–6 (N); TA249, p. 
579 (S) (H1–2).  

J.O.
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sult‘ani arak‘ dēvrik‘ēbir 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 
Location P. 1a, l. 30 – p. 1b, l. 19 
Makâm Sultânî ırâk 
Usûl Devr-i kebîr 
Genre Peşrev 
Attribution — 
Work No. CMOi0233 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Sulṭānī ʿırāḳ devr-i kebīr Ḳāntemīroġlu’; Lat. script: ‘Devri Kebir, 
Sultani Irak peş. Kantemir oglu’. Some notation and text (i.e. labelling of hânes) on the gutter 
side of the page is obscured by the binding.  

Structure 

H1 |: 4 :|: 4 :|: 
H2 |: 6 :|: 4 :|: 
H3 |: 4 :|: 4 :|: 4 :|: 
H4 |: 3 :|: 2 :|: 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

1–63 The distribution of division signs does not follow the usual pattern for devr-i 
kebîr, i.e. 3 divs. of 4 units each + 1 div. of 2 units. Instead, the section is 
written continuously in divs. of 4 units each. It is assumed from the other 
sections of the piece (as well as the concordances) that 7 divs. correspond to 2 
usûl cycles of 14 units each. 

5.2 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA405:  . 
6.1 The group is preceded by one or more signs that were subsequently struck out. 
8.3 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA405:  . 
8  omit. 
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12.3 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA405:  . 
20.1 The group is obscured by the binding. OA405:  . 
26.1.2  for  (also in OA405). Cf. 12.1. 
27 The div. is omitted (also in OA405); it is added on the basis of div. 13. 
32.2 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA405:  . 
36.2 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA405:  . 
39.4 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA405:  . 
43.3 Orig.  . OA405:  . 
45.1 OA374, OA377, TA107:  ; ST1:  ; TA249 (N):  ; TA249 (S):  . 
51.4.3  for  . Cf. 58.4. 
53  omit. 
60.3.2  for  . Cf. 46.3. 
114.3 The stor () seems to have been omitted from the group and then subsequently 

added below the nerk‘naxał (). Cf. 129.4. OA405:  . 
115.1 OA353, OA374:  ; TA107:   . 
116–122 See note on 1–63. 
122.2  for  . 
126.2 OA374:  ; TA107:   . 
128.1 OA374:  ; TA249 (N):  . 
128  omit. 

Consulted Concordances 

AM1537, p. 86 (H1); OA353, p. 63 (H3–4); OA374, pp. 132l–133r; OA377, pp. 173–4 (H1–
2); OA405, pp. 40–41; ST1, p. 92; TA107, pp. 61–4 (later foliation: 34v–36r; later pagination: 
60–62); TA249, pp. 1539–40 (S) (H1–2); TA249, pp. 1549–50 (N). 

J.O.
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sēmayi sult‘ani arak‘ 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 
Location P. 1b, ll. 20–35 
Makâm Irâk 
Usûl Aksak semâî 
Genre Saz semâîsi 
Attribution — 
Work No. CMOi0235 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Sulṭānī ʿ ırāḳ ? semāʿī’; Lat. script: ‘sultani ĭrak ? saz semai’ (question 
marks in both later headings are original). Since the finalis is ırâk rather than dügâh, the 
correct makâm designation is Irâk, rather than Sultânî Irâk as given in the heading.  

Structure 

H1 |: 4 :|: 9[T] :|: 
H2 |: 4 :|: 9[T] :|: 
H3 |: 14* :|: 9[T] :|: 
H4 |: 4* :|: 4* :|: 6* :|: [9[T]] :|: 

*yürük semâî 

T is not labelled in NE203, OA405, or TA249 (N), and no reprise is indicated following H4 
(divs. 51–63). However, divs. 5–13 (which also occur in H2 and H3) are designated as T and 
reprised after H4 in İS1. 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

2.1–2 Durational values supplied by analogy with 1.1–2. 
30 İS1:    . An alternative reading with the time-unit structure 2+4 (i.e. 

 ) is possibly indicated by the šešt in TA249 (N):   . It is also 
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suggested by KANTEMİROĞLU 1992, which for the almost identical phrase in div. 
34 supplies cbqacbq (). 

34 Cf. note on 30. 
35–40 What appears to be a small letter կ is placed above and slightly to the right of 

div. signs 34 and 40.  It is assumed that this indicates a repetition of divs. 35–
40. 

40.1.1  for  . 
46.4.1  The t‘aw () is obscured by page damage. 
51.1.4   for  . 
53 Durational values are based on İS1. However, based on KANTEMİROĞLU 1992 the 

div. might also be transcribed as   . 
55 See note on 53. 
57 See note on 53. 
61.1 Orig.  (also in OA405). The placement of the kisver above the first rather 

than the second xosrovayin is presumably erroneous. İS1:  . 
63 See note on 53. 

Consulted Concordances 

İS1, pp. 150–51; KANTEMİROĞLU 1992, no. 252; OA405, pp. 42–3; TA249, p. 1547 (N). 

J.O.
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ēsgi acēm aşıran dēvri k‘ēbir 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 
Location P. 2a, ll. 1–25 
Makâm Acem aşîrân 
Usûl Devr-i kebîr 
Genre Peşrev 
Attribution — 
Work No. CMOi0320 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Eski ʿacem ʿaşīrān devr-i kebīr’; Lat. script: ‘Eski acem-aşĭran peş, 
Devrikebir.’ 

Structure 

H1 |: 3 :|: 
H2 |: 4 :|: 4 :|: 
H3 |: 2 :|: 3 :|:  
H4 |: 2 :|: 3 :|:  

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

1.4 Orig.  . The s-shaped sign () is transcribed as an eighth-note rest () here 
and in all similar groups throughout the piece. 

3.4.2 There appears to be a kisver-like sign above the p‘uš ( ). However, since it is 
not found in the concordances, it is treated as an unintentional mark and 
omitted from the transcription. 

5–11 The distribution of division signs does not follow the usual pattern for devr-i 
kebîr, i.e. 3 divs. of 4 units each + 1 div. of 2 units. Instead, the section is 
written continuously in divs. of 4 units each. It is assumed from the other 
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sections of the piece (as well as the concordances) that 7 divs. correspond to 2 
usûl cycles of 14 units each. 

7.4 ST1, TA249 (B):  . 
10.2.2  for  (also in OA405). 
11.3 Orig.  (also in OA405). Probably erroneous for   , as supplied by ST1 

and TA249 (B), as well as at 42.1–2, 62.1–2, and 81.1–2. 
15.1 TA249 (B):  . 
16.3 The group is erroneously repeated. 
20–26 See note on 5–11. 
26.3 See note on 11.3. 
32.1 The group is preceded by one or more signs that were subsequently struck out. 
34  omit. 
48.3 See note on 32.1. 
53.1–4 TA249 (B):    . Cf. 73.1–4. 
60  omit. 
61.2.4 Orig.  (also in OA405). Probably erroneous for  , as supplied in ST1 and 

TA249 (B), as well as at 10.4, 25.4, 41.2, and 80.2. 
69.2 Orig.  . 
71–77 See note on 5–11. 
73.1–4 TA249 (B):    . Cf. 53.1–4. 
77  for  . 

Consulted Concordances 

OA405, p. 33–4; ST1, p. 122 (H1–3); TA249, pp. 2005–2006 (B). 

J.O.
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acem aşıran sēmayi isak‘n 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 
Location P. 2a, ll. 26–42 
Makâm Acem aşîrân 
Usûl Aksak semâî 
Genre Saz semâîsi 
Attribution Tanbûrî İsak (d. after 1807) 
Work No. CMOi0325 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘ʿAcem ʿaşīrān semāʿī İsāḳıñ’; Lat. script: ‘Acem-aşĭran sazsemai, 
Isak’. 

Structure 

H1 |: 4 :|: 8 :|: 
H2 |: 4 :|: 10 :|: 
H3 |: 9 :|: 8 :|: 
H4 |: 4 :|: 6 :|: 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

13.4 Orig.  (also in OA405). Probably erroneous for  . 
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Consulted Concordances 

OA405, pp. 34–5. 

J.O.
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ēvic zarbifēt‘ 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 
Location P. 2b, ll. 1–27 
Makâm Evc 
Usûl Darb-ı fetih 
Genre Peşrev 
Attribution — 
Work No. CMOi0013 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Evc żarb-ı fetḥ’; Lat. script: ‘Evic, Zarbĭ-fetih’. 

Structure 

H1 |: 1/T :|: 
H2 |: 1/T :|:  
H3 |: 1/T :|:  
H4 |: 1[/T] :|:  

Repetition is indicated for H4 only (also in OA405). However, a repetition sign is supplied at 
the end of H1 and H4 in TA249 (N) (with the repetition of H2 and H3 implied by the direction 
to repeat T as given in H1), and at the end of all hânes in ST1. No repetitions are indicated in 
OA377. 

The first two divs. of T are replaced by different material in H4, which is presumably why 
it is written out rather than indicated by an abbreviation as in H2 and H3. 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

3.4.4 The sign is unclear because the gutter is damaged. OA405:  . 
3  obscured because the gutter is damaged. 
4.1 OA377:  ; ST1:  . 
7.1–2 OA377:   ; ST1:   ; TA249 (N):   . 
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8.1 OA377:  ; 
8.2.1 The sign is obscured by an ink stain. OA405:  . 
10.3 Orig.  . 
13.1.2  for  . 
13 See note on 3. 
20.2 The group is partly obscured because the gutter is damaged. OA405:  . See 

also 85.2. 
22 կ and  omit. See Structure. 
25.1 ST1:  . 
25.3 ST1:  . 
29–30 Written as two divs. of 6 units each (6+6) instead of 3 divs. of 4 units each 

(4+4+4). 
30.4 TA249 (N):  . 
36.1 ST1:  . 
36.3 ST1:  . 
44.4–45.2 OA377:   . 
46.3–47.3 OA377:     . 
49.2.2  for  . 
49.3 The group is partly obscured because the gutter is damaged. OA405:  . 
49 See note on 3. 
51–57 The divs. were erroneously written out twice (appearing between ll. 17–19 in 

the ms.) and subsequently struck out. 
54.4–55.4 OA377:     . 
68.2.3 Orig.  (also in OA405). Possibly erroneous for  , as supplied by OA377, ST1, 

and TA249 (N). Cf. 72.2. 
70.3 Orig.  . 
84–87 See Structure. 
84.2 The group is partly obscured because the gutter is damaged. OA405:  . 

Consulted Concordances 

OA377, pp. 183–5; OA405, pp. 36–7; ST1, p. 97 (H1–3); TA249, pp. 341–2 (N). 

J.O.
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ēvic sēmayi 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 
Location P. 2b, ll. 28–40 
Makâm Evc 
Usûl Aksak semâî 
Genre Saz semâîsi 
Attribution — 
Work No. CMOi0014 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Evc semāʿī’; Lat. script: ‘Evic semai’. 

Structure 

H1 |: 4 :|: 5 :|: 
H2 |: 11 :|: 
H3 |: 4 :|: 4 :|: 5 :|: 
H4 |: 4* :|: 4* :|: 4* :|: 5 :|: 

*yürük semâî 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

2.3.3 The sign is unclear, but OA405 supplies  . 
7.2.3 The s-shaped rest sign () is partly obscured by the binding, but is confirmed by 

OA405. 
14.2.1 The krnazark () above  appears to have been struck out or possibly written 

over a stor (). There are no additional marks in OA405. 
15.1.1  for  . Cf. 16.1. 
17.3 The group is erroneously repeated. 
24.4 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA405:  .  
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24  and կ are obscured by the binding. That the subsection is repeated is 
confirmed by OA405. 

29.4 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA405:  . 
29  is obscured by the binding. 
34.1–35.1 Orig.   (also in OA405). The t‘aws are supplied by TA249 (N):  

 . 
46.2 The group is erroneously repeated (also in OA405). The first instance, in which 

the final stor () is missing, has been omitted from the transcription. 

Consulted Concordances 

KANTEMİROĞLU 1992, no. 272; OA377, pp. 112–3; OA405, pp. 37–8; TA249, p. 349 (N). 

J.O.
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üşak‘ bērēvşan 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 
Location P. 3a, ll. 1–13 
Makâm Uşşâk 
Usûl Berefşân 
Genre Peşrev 
Attribution — 
Work No. CMOi0362 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘ʿUşşāḳ berefşān’; Lat. script: ‘Uşşak, Berefşan.’ 

Structure 

H1 |: 2 :|: 
H2 |: 4 :|:  
H3 |: 3 :|:  
H4 |: 4 :|:  

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

1.4 OA353:  . 
3.2 OA353:  ; TA249 (N):  . 
3.4 OA353:  . 
4.4 OA353:  . 
5.4 See note on 1.4. 
7.2 See note on 3.2. 
7.4 See note on 3.4. 
9.4 OA353:  . 
19.3–20.3 OA353:     . 
28.1–2 OA353:   . 
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39.4 Orig.  . 
50.1  for  . 

Consulted Concordances 

OA353, p. 27; OA405, p. 57; ST1, p. 43; TA249, p. 2213 (N). 

J.O.
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ırasd mēnēk‘şēzar düek‘ 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 
Location P. 3a, ll. 14–34 
Makâm Râst 
Usûl Düyek 
Genre Peşrev 
Attribution — 
Work No. CMOi0200 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Rāst Menekşezār düyek’; Lat. script: ‘Rast menekşezar Düyek’. 

Structure 

H1 |: 7 :|: 9 :|: 8 :|: 
H2 |: 34 :|: 
H3 |: 2 :|: 2 :|: 2 :|: 7 :|: 
H4 |: 10 :|: 10 :|: 5 :|: 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

42  omit. 
77.1  for  . Cf. 72.1. 
85  omit. 
88.2 Orig.  . Presumably erroneous for  . OA405:  ; ST1:  . 

Consulted Concordances 

OA405, pp. 58–9; ST1, p. 62; TA107, pp. 87–8. 

J.O.
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sırf acem sēmayi 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 
Location P. 3a, l. 35 – p. 3b, l. 3 
Makâm Acem 
Usûl Aksak semâî 
Genre Saz semâîsi 
Attribution — 
Work No. CMOi0310 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Ṣırf ʿacem semāʿī’; Lat. script: ‘acem semai’. 

Structure 

H1 |: 8 :|: 
H2 |: 8 :|: 
H3 |: 4 :|: 6 :|: 
H4 |: 2 :|: 2 :|: 4 :|: 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

6.4 Durational values supplied by analogy with 5.4. 
6  omit. 
7 The div. is inserted in order to complete the sequence beginning in div. 5, and 

to provide an even number of cycles in H1 (8 rather than 7) by analogy with 
the other three hânes. Although the sequence is confirmed by KANTEMİROĞLU 

1992, the div. is also omitted in OA353, OA374, OA405, and ST1.  
16.2 Durational values supplied from 8.2 and 12.2. 
23 On the basis of KANTEMİROĞLU 1992, OA353, OA374, and ST1, the phrase in 

div. 20 should be repeated three times rather than twice as in NE203 and 
OA405. Div. 23 has therefore been added. 
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Consulted Concordances 

KANTEMİROĞLU 1992, no. 260; OA353, p. 86; OA374, pp. 166l–r; OA405, p. 59; ST1, p. [193]. 

J.O.
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üzal dēmir lēblēbi zarbifēt‘ 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 
Location P. 3b, ll. 4–32 
Makâm Uzzâl 
Usûl Darb-ı fetih 
Genre Peşrev 
Attribution — 
Work No. CMOi0354 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘ʿUzzāl Demir leblebi żarb-ı fetḥ’; Lat. script: ‘Uzzal demirle[b]lebi 
zarbĭ fetih’. 

Structure 

H1 |: 1/T :|: 
H2 |: 1/T :|:  
H3 |: 1/T :|:  
H4 |: 1/T :|:  
H5 |: 1/T :|:  

Repetition is indicated for H1 only (likewise in the concordances). 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

4  omit. 
10.4.2 The stor () is placed above the ēkorč () in both NE203 and OA405. 
17.3 Orig.  . 
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21.1 Orig.  . OA405:  . 
21.3 Orig.  ; OA405:  . 
26.1 The group is preceded by one or more signs that were subsequently struck out. 
29.3.2 Orig.  (also in OA405, OA466, and ST1). Possibly erroneous for  , as supplied 

in OA374 and TA249 (N). 
38  omit. 
60  omit. 
78.1–2 OA374:   . 
82  omit. 
90.3–4 OA374:   ; ST1:   . 
96.3 The group is erroneously repeated. 
98.1–2 OA374:   . Cf. 72.3–4. 
104  omit. 

Consulted Concordances 

OA374, pp. 107l–108l; OA405, pp. 60–61; OA466, pp. 65–6; ST1, p. 63; TA249, pp. 2173–4 
(N). 

J.O.
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şēhnaz faht‘ē k‘ea[t‘ibin] 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 
Location P. 4a, ll. 1–32 
Makâm Şehnâz 
Usûl Fâhte 
Genre Peşrev 
Attribution Hampartsum Limonciyan (1768–1839) 
Work No. CMOi0266 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script ‘Şehnāz fāḥte [sic]’; Lat. script: ‘Şehnaz fahte’. The attribution to the 
scribe (‘k‘ea’) appears to have been added later by the first hand.  

Structure 

H1 |: 2 :|: 2 :|: 1 :|: 
H2 |: 4 :|: 
H3 |: 14 :|: 
H4 |: 14 :|: 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

2.3.1  for  . 
16.4 Orig.  . 
21  omit. 
31–35 Two cycles of fâhte are written as five divs. of four groups each 

(4+4+4+4+4), rather than each cycle being written as two divs. of four 
groups and one div. of two groups (4+4+2 + 4+4+2). 

39.2 The group is erroneously repeated. 
40  omit. 
50  omit. 
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90  omit. 
97  omit. 

Consulted Concordances 

OA405, pp. 52–3; ST1, p. 60; TA249, pp. 1715–16 (N). 

J.O.
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nēşabur sōlak‘ zadēnin sak‘il 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 
Location P. 4a, l. 33 – p. 4b, l. 18 
Makâm Nişâbûr 
Usûl Sakîl 
Genre Peşrev 
Attribution Solakzâde (d. 1658) 
Work No. CMOi0452 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Nişābūr Ṣolaḳzāde sa̱ḳīl’; Lat. script: ‘Nişabur, sakil, Solakzade’. 

Structure 

H1 |: 1 :|: 1[T] :|: 
H2 |: 1 :|: 
H3 |: 1 :|: 1 :|: [1[T]] :|: 
H4 |: 1 :|: 1 :|: 1 :|: [1[T]] :|: 

The teslîm (T) is not labelled and the material does not occur in H2–4 (likewise in OA405). 
However, the fact that H4 concludes on acem (f) rather than bûselik (b) suggests that further 
material from H1 or H2 should be reprised following H4. The structure given in the 
transcription, in which T (defined as such in all consulted concordances except OA405) is 
reprised following H3 and H4 but not H2, is based on OA353, OA374, ST1, and TA249 (N). T 
is reprised after every hâne in OA377 and TA107. It is reprised after H1–3 in OA503 and 
TA249 (B); the final reprise after H4 in order to conclude on bûselik is presumably taken for 
granted in the latter sources. 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

1.4 OA353, OA374:  ; OA377, TA107, TA249 (N):  ; TA249 (B):  . 
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3.3–4 OA353:   ; OA374:   ; OA377, TA107, TA249 (B):   ; 
TA249 (N):   .  

6  omit. 
7.3–8.2 OA353:    ; OA374:    ; OA377, 

TA107:    ; TA249 (B):   [sic]  . 
9.3 The group is followed by one more signs that were subsequently struck out. 
13 The second ending is supplied on the basis of 8.3 (see also 11.1) in order to 

provide a transition to T (div. 14). OA405, OA503, and ST1 do not provide a 
second ending. The other concordances give the second ending as follows: 
OA353:  ; OA374:  ; OA377, TA107, TA249 (B), TA249 (N):   . 

14.1.1 Orig.  (also in NE203, OA405, and OA503). Probably erroneous for  , as 
supplied by OA353, OA374, OA377, ST1, TA107, TA249 (B), and TA249 (N). 

15.1 OA353, OA374, OA377, TA107, TA249 (B), TA249 (N):  . 
15.3 OA353, OA374, TA107, TA249 (B):  ; OA377, TA249 (N), :  . 
16.1 OA353, OA374, OA377, TA107, TA249 (B):  ; TA249 (N):  . 
17.3 OA374, TA249 (N):  ; OA353, OA377, TA107, TA249 (B):  . 
18.1 OA353, OA374, OA377, TA107, TA249 (N), TA249 (B):  . 
18.3 OA353, OA374, OA377, TA107, TA249 (N), TA249 (B):  .  
20.3 OA353, OA374:  ; OA377, TA107, TA249 (N):  ; TA249 (B):  . 
23.4 OA353, OA374, OA377, TA107:  ; TA249 (B):  ; TA249 (N):  .  
23  omit. 
29.4 Orig.  . OA405:  . 
31.4 OA353, OA374:  ; OA377, TA107:  ; TA249 (B):  ; TA249 (N):  [sic].  
35.2–4 OA353:    ; OA374:    ; OA377, TA107:    ; 

TA249 (B):   [sic]  .  
38.4–39.3 Orig.    (also in OA405). The omission of the kisver above  in 

38.4 and 39.3 may be unintentional, though it is also possible that its use in 
39.1–2 is erroneous. OA353, OA374, OA377, TA107, TA249 (B), TA249 (N): 
     ; OA503:    ; ST1:    . 

43.2.2  for  . 
44.4 The group was erroneously written as two groups (  ) and subsequently 

struck out and rewritten. 
47.3–4 OA353, OA374, TA249 (N):   ; OA377:   ; TA107:  

 ; TA249 (B):   . 
49.1–2 OA353, OA374, OA377, TA107, TA249 (N), TA249 (B):   . 
49  obscured by the binding. 
54.1  for  (also in OA405). ST1:  . OA503 supplies    for the 

whole div. 
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54.4 OA353, OA374:  . 
55 The div. is erroneously repeated. 
64.4 The group is preceded by a verǰakēt () that was subsequently struck out. 
67.1 OA353, OA374:  ; OA377, TA107, TA249 (N):  ; TA249 (B):  . 
67.4 OA353, OA374:  . 
69.2 OA353, OA374:  . 
70.2 See note on 69.2. 
73 կ and  (both supplied in OA405) are obscured by the binding. 
75.4 OA353, OA374, OA377, TA107, TA249 (B), TA249 (N):  . 
78.1 OA353, OA374:  ; OA377, TA107, TA249 (B), TA249 (N):  .  
79.4 See note on 75.4. 
81.4 OA353, OA377, OA374, TA107, TA249 (B), TA249 (N):  ; 
82.4 See note on 69.2. 
84.4 See note on 69.2. 
86.1 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA405:  . 
87.4 OA377, TA107:  ; TA249 (B):  . 
88–91 The divs. are repeated by the scribe (also in OA405), with one minor deviation 

(  instead of  in the final group). They are omitted from the 
transcription in order to conform with the rhythmic cycle. 

93.4 OA377, TA107, TA249 (B):  . 
94.4 OA377, TA107:  . 
95.1 The group is obscured by the binding. OA405:  . 

Consulted Concordances 

OA353, pp. 56–7; OA374, pp. 135l–136r; OA377, pp. 50–52; OA405, pp. 53–5; OA503, pp. 
53–5; ST1, p. 61; TA107, pp. 300–303 (later pagination: 298–301; later foliation: 150r–151v); 
TA249, pp. 2739–40 (N); TA249, pp. 2757–60 (B). 

J.O.
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nēşabu[r] sēmayi 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 
Location P. 4b, ll. 19–29 
Makâm Nişâbûr 
Usûl Aksak semâî 
Genre Saz semâîsi 
Attribution — 
Work No. CMOi0451 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Nişābūr semāʿī’; Lat. script: ‘Nişabur semai’. 

Structure 

H1 |: 4 :|: 4 :|: 
H2 |: 4 :|: 
H3 |: 5 :|: 
H4 |: 4 :|: 6 :|: 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

6  omit. 
12.2 The group is partly obscured by the binding. Supplied from OA405:  . 
16.1 The stor is obscured by the binding. OA405:  . 
21.1 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA405:  . 
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Consulted Concordances 

OA353, p. 57; OA374, pp. 136r–137l; OA377, pp. 52–3; OA405, pp. 55–6; ST1, p. [193]; ST2, 
fols. 124v–125r; TA107, pp. 303–4 (later foliation: 151v–152r; later pagination: 301–2); 
TA249, p. 2741 (N); TA249, p. 2760 (B). 

J.O.
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sēgeahdē zülfünigear düek‘ 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 
Location P. 4b, ll. 30–41 
Makâm Segâh 
Usûl Düyek 
Genre Peşrev 
Attribution — 
Work No. CMOi0208 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Segāhda Zülf-i nigār düyek’; Lat. script: Segahta, Zulfinigar, Düyek. 

Structure 

H1 |: 8 :|: 
H2 |: 10 :|: 
H3 |: 14 :|: 
H4 |: 2 :|: 4 :|:  

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

3.4 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA405:  . 
3  obscured by the binding. 
22.3 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA405:  . 
22 See note on 3. 
27 See note on 3. 
32.3 See note on 22.3. 
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Consulted Concordances 

OA353, p. 75; OA405, p. 56; ST1, p. 45. 

J.O.
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şēhnaz arabzadēnin hafif 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 
Location P. 5a, ll. 1–18 
Makâm Şehnâz 
Usûl Hafîf 
Genre Peşrev 
Attribution Arabzâde Alî Dede (1705–1767) 
Work No. CMOi0264 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Şehnāz ʿArabzādeniñ ḥafīf [sic]’; Lat. script: ‘Şehnaz Arabzade, 
Hafif’. The numbers of the hânes are obscured by the binding.  

Structure 

H1 |: 2 :|: 
H2 |: 1 :|: 1 :|: 
H3 |: 3 :|: 
H4 |: 2 :|: 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

2.4–3.1 Orig.  . The dotted axis above the vernaxał makes divs. 2–3 four and a 
half and three and a half time units, respectively. OA374:  ; OA377: 
 ; ST1:  ; TA249 (N):  . 

4.4–5.1 Orig.  . Cf. note on 2.4–3.1. OA374:  ; OA377:  ; ST1: 
 ; TA249 (N):  . 

8.4 OA374, OA377, TA249 (N):  ; ST1:  . 
9.4–10.1 Orig.  (also TA249 [N]). Cf. note on 2.4–3.1. OA374:  ; OA377, ST1: 

 . 
17.4.1  for  . OA374:  ; OA377:  ; ST1, TA249 (N):  . 
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18.3.1  for  . 
26.2.1  for  . 
28.3.1  for  . 
34.1–2 OA374:   ; OA377:   . 
35.2 The group is preceded by one or more signs that were subsequently struck out. 
36.1–2 Cf. 34.1–2. OA374:   ; OA377:   . 
37.4–38.1 Orig.  (also in ST1). Cf. note on 2.4–3.1. OA374:  ; OA377:  ; 

TA249 (N):  . 
38.4  for  . 
39.2  for  . OA374:  ; OA377:  ; ST1, TA249 (N):  . 
40  for  . 
42.3 See note on 35.2. 
44.1–2 OA374:   ; OA377:   . 
45.2.1  for  . 
47 The div. is omitted, making the hâne one div. short of the necessary 24. It has 

been supplied on the basis of div. 7. The div. is also supplied in TA249 (N) and 
ST1, which both give  rather than  for the first group. 

48.2.2  for  . Cf. 8.3. OA377, OA374, TA249 (N):  ; ST1:  . 
48.3 OA374, OA377:  ; TA249 (N):  . 
48  for  . 
50.1  is repeated, making the div. five groups. The second xosrovayin is omitted 

from the transcription. 
50.4.1  for  . Cf. 52.4. ST1, TA249 (N):  . 
52.1 See note on 35.2. 
53.3 See note on 35.2. 
64  for  . 
66.1.2  for  . 
69.4.1  for  . 
70.1–4 OA374:     . 

Consulted Concordances 

OA374, pp. 218l–219l; OA377, pp. 95–6; ST1, p. 101; TA249, pp. 1707–8 (N). 

J.O.
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şēhnaz sēmayi arab zadēnin 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 
Location P. 5a, ll. 19–40 
Makâm Şehnâz 
Usûl Aksak semâî 
Genre Saz semâîsi 
Attribution Arabzâde Alî Dede (1705–1767) 
Work No. CMOi0267 

Remarks 

Later heading (Ar. script): ‘Şehnāz semāʿī ʿArabzādeniñ’. The numbers of the hânes are 
obscured by the binding.  

Structure 

H1 |: 7 :|: 8[T] :|: 
H2 |: 9 :|: 4 :|: 4 :|: 8[T] :|: 
H3 |: 4 :|: 16 :|: 8[T] :|: 
H4 |: 10 :|: [8[T]] :|: 

The teslîm (T) is not labelled and no reprise is indicated following H4. Divs. 8–15 are 
designated as T in OA374, OA377, and ST2. T is written out only in H1 and no reprise is 
indicated in H1–3 in OA374, but the labelling of T in H1 implies that it should be reprised 
after each hâne. OA377 indicates a reprise of T after H2 and H3, but not after H4. ST2 
indicates a reprise of T after H4 only. As in NE203, T is written out in H1–3 but not H4 in 
TA249 (N), and is unlabelled. T is unlabelled in TA249 (A), and the material appears only in 
H1. 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

1.2.2  for  . 
1.4 Orig.  . TA249 (N):  . 
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5.4.3  for  . 
13.1.4  for  . 
21.4.2  for  . 
24.2.1  for  . 
24.3.1  for  . 
34.3 The group was erroneously written twice and the repetition subsequently struck 

out. 
34  omit. 
35.2.3  for  . 
39.2.3  for  . 
42.4  for  . 
44.3 Orig.  . The dot above the nerk‘naxał is probably erroneous for a kisver. 
46.2.2  for  . 
46  omit. 
60.1.3  for  . 
63.2.3  for  . 
64.3.2  for  . 
66.3.2  for  . 
67.2.3  for  . 

Consulted Concordances 

KEVSERÎ 2016, no. 535; OA374, pp. 219l–220l; OA377, pp. 96–8; ST2, fols. 42v–43r; TA249, 
pp. 1719–20 (N); TA249, pp. 1739–40 (A). 

J.O.
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hisar zarbifēt‘ 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 
Location P. 5b, ll. 1–38 
Makâm Hisâr 
Usûl Darb-ı fetih 
Genre Peşrev 
Attribution — 
Work No. CMOi0152 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Ḥiṣār żarb-ı fetiḥ’; Lat. script: ‘Hisar, ? zarbĭ fetih’ (question mark 
is original). There appears to be a k‘ē (ք) following the main heading, which might be an 
abbreviation for k‘eat‘ibin (քեաթիպին), i.e. ‘the scribe’s’. However, a similar mark occurs 
following the heading of the next piece, which also appears in OA405 but without any 
attribution. While an attribution of the present piece to Hampartsum Limonciyan (1768–
1839) is still a possibility, the evidence is not strong enough to warrant inclusion in the 
transcription and catalogue information. 

Structure 

H1 |: 1 :|:  
H2 |: 1 :|:  
H3 |: 1 :|:  
H4 |: 1 :|:  
H5 |: 1 :|:  

Pitch Set 
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Notes on Transcription 

4.1 The group is followed by one or more signs that were subsequently struck out. 
5.1 The group is preceded by one or more signs that were subsequently struck out. 
7  omit. 
11.1.1  for  . 
20.3.2  for  . 
22  for  . 
32.4 OA377:  . 
34  omit. 
41.2.2  for  . 
41.4–42.1 The two groups ( ) are erroneously repeated, including the verǰakēt (). 

The repetition and extraneous div. sign are omitted from the transcription. 
44–45 The first ending is supplied from H1 (div. 22) in order to provide a transition 

to the repeat of H2. The ken which is originally given in div. 45 is omitted from 
the transcription. 

47.2 The group was originally given as  . It was subsequently struck out and 
rewritten. 

47.4.1  for  . 
48.4 Orig.  . 
57.4.4  for  . OA377:  ; OA503, TA249 (N):  . 
58.3.4 Orig.  . Presumably erroneous for  . OA377:  ; OA405, TA249 (N):  . 
67–68 The first ending is supplied from H2 (div. 45) in order to provide a transition 

to the repeat of H3. The ken which is originally given in div. 68 is omitted from 
the transcription. 

75.3 See note on 5.1. 
86.2  for  . 
101.4 Erroneously written as  and subsequently struck out and rewritten. 
104.2.2  for  . 
108.2 Orig.  . 

Consulted Concordances 

OA377, pp. 209–211; OA503, pp. 21–2 (H1 divs. 1–11 missing); TA249, pp. 1101–1102 (N). 

J.O.
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hisar sēmayi 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 
Location P. 5b, l. 39 – p. 6a, l. 19 
Makâm Hisâr 
Usûl Aksak semâî 
Genre Saz semâîsi 
Attribution — 
Work No. CMOi0155 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Ḥiṣār semāʿī’; Lat. script: ‘Hisar semai’. There appears to be a k‘ē 
(ք) following the main heading, which might be an abbreviation for k‘eat‘ibin (քեաթիպին), 
i.e. ‘the scribe’s’. However, OA405 does not supply a signature or attribution.  

Structure 

H1 |: 4 :|: 4 :|: 
H2 |: 13 :|: 
H3 |: 12* :|: 2 :|: 
H4 |: 47** :|: 13** :|: 2 :|: 

*sengîn semâî 
**yürük semâî 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

12.1 The group was erroneously written out twice and the second struck out. 
12  omit. 
13.2 A verǰakēt () is erroneously given following the group. It is omitted from the 

transcription. 
13  omit. 
14.1.1  for  . 
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14  omit. 
15.2 See note on 13.2. 
26.2.2  for  . 
45.1 Orig.  . Probably erroneous for  . OA377:  ; OA405:  . 
53.2 The group is preceded by one or more signs that were subsequently struck out. 
71.1 See note on 53.2. 
75  omit. 

Consulted Concordances 

OA377, pp. 212–3; OA405, pp. 70–71. 

J.O.
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muḫalif arag bērēvşan 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 
Location P. 6a, ll. 20–43 
Makâm Muhâlif-i ırâk 
Usûl Berefşân 
Genre Peşrev 
Attribution — 
Work No. CMOi0427 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Muḫālif-i ʿırāḳ berefşān’; Lat. script: ‘Muhalif ĭrak Berefşan’. 

Structure 

H1 |: 2 :|: 2(T) :|: 
H2 | 2 :|: 2(T) :|: 
H3 | 3 :|: 1 :|: 2(T) :|: 
H4 |: 2 :|: 2(T) :|: 

Although no indication of repetition is given in the ms., the first subsections of H2 (divs. 19–
26) and H3 (divs. 36–47) may be repeated. Divs. 19–26 are repeated in OA353, OA377, 
TA107, and TA249. Divs. 36–47 are repeated in all concordances except ST1. 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

1.1 Orig.  (also in OA353). OA374, OA377, ST1, TA107, TA249 (B), TA249 (N): 
 . 

1.2  for  . Cf. 4.4, 5.2. OA353:  ; OA374:  ; OA377, ST1, TA107, 
TA249 (B), TA249 (N):  . 

2.3.4  for  . Cf. 6.3. 
3.1 OA353, OA374:  . Cf. notes on 16.1, 25.1. 
3.3.4  for  . Cf. 12.3, 16.3, 25.3, 68.3. 
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7.1 See note on 3.1. 
7.3.4 See note on 3.3.4. 
8.3.2  for  . Cf. 69.3. 
10.4 OA353, OA374, OA377, TA107, TA249 (B), TA249 (N):  . 
14.1 OA353, OA377, TA107, TA249 (N):  ; OA374:  . 
16.1 OA353, OA374:  . 
25.1 OA353:  ; OA377, TA249 (B), TA249 (N):  . 
38.3 OA353, OA374, OA377, TA107, TA249 (B), TA249 (N):  . 
39.2 OA353, OA374:  ; OA377, TA107:  . 
40.1 Orig.  . Probably erroneous for  , as supplied at 40.4. 
40.2.3  for  . Cf. 41.1. 
43.1 OA353, OA374:  ; OA377, TA107, TA249 (B), TA249 (N):  . 
43.4.1  for  . 
44.1 OA353, OA374:  ; OA377, TA249 (B), TA249 (N):  . 
44.4.1  for  . For durational values see OA353:  ; OA374:  . 
48–52 There is an opening parenthesis before 48.1, presumably indicating a repetition 

from this point (implied by the second ending which follows div. 51). 
52.3 Orig.  . Probably erroneous for  . OA353, OA374:   ; OA377, 

TA107, TA249 (N):  ; ST1, TA249 (B):  . 
52  ) omit. 
64.3.4  for  . Cf. 12.3, 16.3, 25.3, 68.3. 
66  omit. 

Consulted Concordances 

OA353, p. 94; OA374, pp. 197l–198l; OA377, pp. 60–61; ST1, p. 72; TA107, pp. 325–6 (later 
pagination: 323–4; later foliation: 162v–163r); TA249, pp. 2573–4 (B); TA249, pp. 2585–6 
(N). 

J.O.
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muḫalif arag sēmayi 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 
Location P. 6b, ll. 1–15 
Makâm Muhâlif-i ırâk 
Usûl Aksak semâî 
Genre Saz semâîsi 
Attribution — 
Work No. CMOi0428 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Muḫālif-i ʿırāḳ semāʿī’; Lat. script: ‘Muhalif Irak semai’. Some 
notation on the gutter side is obscured by the binding. 

Structure 

H1 | 6 :|: 5(T) :|: 
H2 | 9 :|: 5(T) :|: 
H3 | 12 :|: 5(T) :|: 
H4 | 26* :|: 6(T) :|: 

*yürük semâî 

It is assumed that the ken given in H1 relates to T only rather than the entire hâne, and that 
T is also repeated in H2–4. Although the end of T is clearly marked by the repetition sign and 
line break following div. 11, the six dots given in div. 12 may indicate that the final reprise 
of T following H4 should be followed by this div. In ST2 (fols. 113v–114r), H2 begins from 
div. 12 (as in NE203), while in all other concordances it begins from div. 13. 

Pitch Set 
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Notes on Transcription 

5  omit. 
6  obscured by the binding. 
10  omit. 
12 The six dots at the end of the div. are assumed to indicate the final ending of 

the piece. See Structure. 
15.2 Group obscured by the binding. Supplied from TA249 (B):  . Cf. OA353, 

OA374, OA377:  ; ST2 (fols. 113v–114r), ST2 (fols. 122v–123r):  ; TA107, 
TA249 (N):  . 

20  omit. 
22.3.1 Orig.  . Probably erroneous for  , as supplied by OA377, TA107, TA249 (B), 

and TA249 (N). Cf. OA353:  ; OA374:  ; ST2 (fols. 113v–114r):  ; 
ST2 (fols. 122v–123r):  . 

24.2 The group is written twice and the first struck out. 
24.4 Orig.  . Probably erroneous for  , as supplied in OA353, OA374, OA377, 

TA107, TA249 (B), TA249 (N). ST2 (fols. 113v–114r), ST2 (fols. 122v–123r): 
 . 

27.2 The group is partially obscured by the binding. Completed on the basis of 
OA377, TA249 (B), and TA249 (N):  . OA353:  ; OA374:  ; TA107: 
 ; ST2 (fols. 113v–114r), ST2 (fols. 122v–123r):  . 

30  obscured by the binding. 
31.3.1 Orig.  . Possibly erroneous for  . OA353, OA374:  ; OA377, TA107, TA249 

(N):  ; ST2 (fols. 122v–123r):  ; TA249 (B):  . 
31  omit. 
33.1 Orig.  . 
46.1 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA353, OA374, OA377, TA107, 

TA249 (B), TA249 (N):  ; ST2 (fols. 113v–114r), ST2 (fols. 122v–123r):  . 
52.2 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA353, OA374:  ; OA377, 

TA107, TA249 (B), TA249 (N):  ; ST2 (fols. 113v–114r), ST2 (fols. 122v–
123r):  . 

52  obscured by the binding. 
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Consulted Concordances 

OA353, p. 95; OA374, pp. 198l–r; OA377, pp. 61–2; ST2, fols. 113v–114r; ST2, fols. 122v–
123r; TA107, pp. 326–7 (later foliation: 163r–v; later pagination: 324–5); TA249, p. 2575 (B); 
TA249, pp. 2586–7 (N). 

 J.O.
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suzidil sēmayi 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 
Location P. 6a, ll. 16–28 
Makâm Sûz-ı dil 
Usûl Aksak semâî 
Genre Saz semâîsi 
Attribution — 
Work No. CMOi0237 

Remarks 

Later heading (Ar. script): ‘Sūz-ı dil semāʿī’. The following annotation is given below the piece 
in pencil by the first hand: ‘62 nazunieaz / 36 mavērayi nēhir’. The page numbers refer to 
TA110 (see Introduction). 

Structure 

H1 |: 8 :|: 
H2 |: 4[T] :|: 6 :|: 
H3 |: 4 :|: [4[T]] :|: 15* :|: 
H4 |: 12* :|: [4[T]] :|: 

*yürük semâî 

Divs. 9–12 belong to H1 and are designated as T in all concordances except AM1537 (p. 107). 
The second subsection of H3 (divs. 25–39) belongs to H4 in all concordances. T is reprised 
after H2, H3, and H4 (i.e. following divs. 18, 24, and 51) in AM1537 (pp. 99–100), İS1, and 
ST2. It is not reprised after H2 in TA107 and TA249 (N).   

Pitch Set 
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Notes on Transcription 

2.1.1  for  . 
4.1 The group is partly obscured by the binding. Completed on the basis of AM1537 

(p. 107):  . AM1537 (pp. 99–100), TA107:  ; İS1:  ; TA249 (N):  . 
7.4.1 Orig.  . Presumably erroneous for  . AM1537 (pp. 99–100), TA107:  ; 

AM1537 (p. 107):  ; İS1:  ; ST2:  ; TA249 (N):  . 
15  obscured by the binding. 
18 կ and  obscured by the binding. 
19.4.1  for  . 
22.2 The group is partly obscured by the binding. AM1537 (pp. 99–100), AM1537 

(p. 107), TA107, TA249 (N):  ; İS1:  ; ST2:  . Durational 
values are supplied by analogy with divs. 20–21. 

26.2 The group is partly obscured by the binding. AM1537 (pp. 99–100), TA107, 
TA249 (N):  ; İS1:  ; ST2:  . Cf. 30.2. 

26  obscured by the binding. 
41.2 Orig.  . Presumably erroneous for  , as supplied in AM1537 (pp. 99–100), 

TA107, and TA249 (N). İS1:  . 
42.2 The group is written twice and the first struck out. 
49.2.4  for  . 

Consulted Concordances 

AM1537, pp. 99–100; AM1537, p. 107 (H1–2 & part of H3); İS1, pp. 195–6; ST2, fols. 83v–
84r; TA107, pp. 164–5 (later foliation: 82r–v; later pagination: 162–3); TA249, p. 1557 (N). 

J.O.
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sümbülē sēmayi 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 7a, ll. 1–14 

Makâm Sünbüle 

Usûl Aksak semâî 

Genre Saz semâîsi 

Attribution — 

Work No. CMOi0442 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Sünbüle semāʿī’; Lat. script: ‘Sunbule semai’. The numbering of the 

hânes on the left-hand side of the page is obscured by the binding. 

Structure 

H1 |: 4 :|: 
H2 |: 4 :|: 4 :|: 
H3 |: 5 :|: 8 :|: 
H4 |: 4 :|: 4 :|: 4 :|: 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

21.3 The group is followed by one or more signs that were subsequently struck out. 

Consulted Concordances 

OA374, pp. 234l–r; NE211, p. 87; NE205, pp. [416–7]; ST2, fols. 44v–45r; TA249, pp. 2690–

91 (A); TA249, p. 2688 (B). 

J.O.
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sēgeah sēmayi k‘eat‘ibin 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 7a, ll. 15–37 

Makâm Segâh 

Usûl Aksak semâî 

Genre Saz semâîsi 

Attribution Hampartsum Limonciyan (1768–1839) 

Work No. CMOi0230 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Segāh semāʿī kātibiñ’; Lat. script: ‘Segah semai Katibin?’ (question 

mark is original). The numbering of the hânes on the left-hand side of the page is obscured 

by the binding. 

Structure 

H1 |: 10 :|: 
H2 |: 17 :|: 
H3 |: 12 :|: 5 :|: 
H4 |: 18 :|: 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

42.3  omit. 

55  omit. 

J.O. 
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ç‘argeah bērēvşan 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 7a, l. 38 – p. 7b, l. 16 

Makâm Çârgâh 

Usûl Berefşân 

Genre Peşrev 

Attribution — 

Work No. CMOi0087 

Remarks 

Later heading (Ar. script): ‘Çārgāh berefşān’. The labelling of H1 is partly obscured by the 

binding.  

Structure 

H1 |: 4 :|: 2 | 1(T) :|:  
H2 |: 3 :|: 3 | 1(T) :|:  
H3 |: 4 :|: 3 | 1(T) :|:  
H4 |: 2 :|: 2 | 1(T) :|:  
 
The ken following H1 is taken to include the preceding subsection, rather than referring to T 
only. Likewise, although the ken precedes ‘t‘em’ in H2–4, it is taken to indicate a repetition of 
the preceding subsection followed by T, rather than the subsection only.  

Pitch Set 
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Notes on Transcription 

1.1 The first part of the group is obscured by page damage. The correct durational 

values for the group are assumed to be  by analogy with the first group of the 

cycle in almost all other instances throughout the piece. 

1.3–2.1 Orig.  . The extension (indicated by the dotted t‘aw) of the final group of 

div. 1 partly coincides with the extension of the usûl stroke (düm) across the 

div. boundary. The first two divs. of the cycle are therefore represented in the 

melody staff as four and a half units followed by three and a half units, 

respectively (rather than two divs. of four units each as in the usûl staff). This 

pattern occurs, with a few exceptions, in the first two divs. of every cycle 

throughout the piece. It is not commented on in the remaining instances. 

5.1.2 Orig.  . Possibly a mistake for  . 

5.3.2  See note on 5.1.2. 

6.1   for  . 

6.2 See note on 5.1.2. 

6.3.1 See note on 5.1.2. 

14.1 Regarding the nerk‘naxał (), see note on 5.1.2. A dot is erroneously given 

above the xosrovayin (). 

15.3.2 See note on 5.1.2. 

15.4 See note on 5.1.2. 

24.3.1 See note on 5.1.2. 

42.1  for  . 

49.2.2  for  . Cf. 41.2. 

50.2.2 Orig.  . Possibly a mistake for  . 

52 Orig. կթեմ. See Structure. 

56.3 The group is preceded by one or more signs that were subsequently struck out. 

74 Orig.    . The second group has been added. 

81 See note on 52. 

98 See note on 52. 

J.O.
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ēvic mayeē zēncir 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 7b, ll. 17–30 

Makâm Evc mâye 

Usûl Zencîr 

Genre Peşrev 

Attribution — 

Work No. CMOi0022 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Evc māye zencīr’; Lat. script: ‘Evic maye, zincir’. The notation 

concludes with the Armenian letter ho (Հ), which appears to be a scribal signature (i.e. for 

Hambarjum [Համբարձում]). The composition may therefore possibly be attributed to 

Hampartsum Limonciyan (1768–1839).  

Structure 

H1 |: 1/T :|:  
H2 |: 1/T :|:  
H3 |: 1/T :|:  
H4 |: 1/T :|:  

Repetition is indicated for H1 only (also in the concordances). The repetition of H2–4 is 
assumed by analogy with H1. 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

3.2.3  for  . OA353:   ; ST1, TA249 (N):  . 

8.4 OA353:  . 
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10.1–2 Orig.   . The transition from es to ez appears to be intentional. ST1 

was originally identical, but the kisver above the first ēkorč was subsequently 

rubbed out, thus supplying   . Cf. OA353:   ; TA249 (N): 

  . 

10.4–11.1 OA353:  ; TA249 (N):  . 

12.2 Orig.  . 

14.3–4 OA353:   . 

18.1.2 Orig.  . Probably erroneous for  . ST1:  ; TA249 (N):  . 

19.2–3 OA353:   . 

22  obscured by page damage. 

33.1–3 OA353:    . 

38.1.1  for  . OA353:  ; ST1:  ; TA249 (N):  . 

47.3 OA353:  ; TA249 (N):  . 

51.4–52.1 Orig.  . The lengths of divs. 51 and 52 have been adjusted in the melody 

staff to four and a half and three and a half units, respectively, to accommodate 

the lengthened note in 51.4. 

Consulted Concordances 

OA353, pp. 89–90; ST1, p. 4; TA249, pp. 401–402 (N). 

J.O.
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ēvic mayē sēmayi 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 7b, ll. 31–41 

Makâm Evc mâye 

Usûl Aksak semâî 

Genre Saz semâîsi 

Attribution — 

Work No. CMOi0023 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Evc māye semāʿī’; Lat. script: ‘Evic-maye semai’. The notation 

concludes with the Armenian letter ho (Հ), which appears to be a scribal signature (i.e. for 

Hambarjum [Համբարձում]). The composition may therefore possibly be attributed to 

Hampartsum Limonciyan (1768–1839).  

Structure 

H1 |: 6 | 4(T) :|: 
H2 |: 6 | 4(T) :|: 
H3 |: 10 | 4(T) :|: 
H4 |: 8 | 4(T) :|: 
 
The ken following H1 is taken to refer to the entire hâne including T, rather than T only. 
Repetition of H2–4 is assumed by analogy with H1. The concordances also indicate repetition 
for H1 only. 

Pitch Set 
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Notes on Transcription 

6.4 Orig.  (also in ST1 and TA249 [N]). Possibly erroneous for  , as given in 

OA353 and OA374. 

13.4 Orig.  (also in ST1 and TA249 [N]). Possibly erroneous for  , as given in 

OA353 and OA374. 

16  omit. 

17 See Structure. 

27  omit. 

28 See Structure. 

36  omit. 

37 See Structure. 

Consulted Concordances 

OA353, p. 90; OA374, pp. 191l–r; ST1, p. [195]; TA249, p. 403 (N). 

J.O. 
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arazbar t‘at‘arn muhammēz 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 8a, ll. 1–22 

Makâm Arazbâr 

Usûl Muhammes 

Genre Peşrev 

Attribution Tatar 

Work No. CMOi0350 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘ʿArażbār Tatar muḫammes’; Lat. script: ‘Arazbar, Tatar 

muhammes’. 

Structure 

H1 |: 4 :|:  
H2 |: 3 :|: 
H3 |: 8 :|: 
H4 |: 4 :|: 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

4.3.3 Orig.  . Probably erroneous for  or  . ST1:  . 

5 The preceding passage, which is identical with 5.3–9.1 (followed by a single 

additional group consisting of ) has been struck out (probably due to the fact 

that the div. signs were placed incorrectly). 

6–7 Orig.         . The verǰakēt () between 6.4 and 7.1 is 

omitted. In addition, the material adds up to nine rather than eight time units. 

The durational values of 6.3 ( ) have therefore been adjusted from to  . 

Cf. ST1:       .  
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11.1.3 Orig.  . Probably erroneous for  , as supplied by ST1. 

37.3 The group was written incorrectly and subsequently struck out and rewritten. 

42  omit. 

66.3 The group is preceded by one or more signs that were subsequently struck out. 

66.4–67.1 Orig.  . 

68 Orig.  . 

Consulted Concordances 

ST1, pp. 5–6.  

J.O.
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hüsēyini müzafēr zarbifēt‘ 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 8a, l. 23 – p. 8b, l. 4 

Makâm Hüseynî 

Usûl Darb-ı fetih 

Genre Peşrev 

Attribution Muzaffer (fl. ca. 1675) 

Work No. CMOi0120 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Ḥüseynī Muẓaffer żarb-ı fetḥ’; Lat. script: ‘Huseyni, muzaffer 

Darbĭfetih’. 

Structure 

H1 |: 1/T :|: 
H2 |: 1/T :|: 
H3 |: 1/T :|: 
H4 |: 1/T :|: 
H5 |: 1/T :|: 

The ken is omitted in H2, but added by a later hand in pencil (see Notes on Transcription). 
ST1 indicates repetition of H2, while OA377, OA466, and TA249 (N) do not. 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

13  omit. 
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17.3 Orig.  . 

38  omit. A ken (կ) has been added in pencil by a later hand following the word 

‘t‘em’. 

45.1.1  for  . A later hand has added the dotted t‘av ( ) in pencil. 
54.4–55.2 OA377:   ; OA466, ST1:   ; TA249 (N):  

 . 
55.4 Orig.  . Possibly erroneous for  . OA377:  ; OA466, TA249 (N): 

 ; ST1:  . 
60 Orig. կթեմ. A later hand (in pencil) has struck out կ and written it again 

following the word ‘t‘em’. 
71.1.2 Orig.  . Possibly erroneous for  , although all concordances supply  . 
75.1.4 See note on 71.1.2.  
81.3 OA377, OA466, TA249 (N):  ; ST1:  . 
82 See note on 60. 
95.2.1  for  . OA377, OA466, TA249 (N):  ; ST1:  . 
96.4.2 Orig.  . Possibly erroneous for  , although all concordances supply  .   
97.1 The group is followed by one or more signs that were subsequently struck out. 
97.2 The group is obscured by a folded corner in the digital copy. It is added on the 

basis of OA377, OA466, ST1, and TA249 (N), which all supply  . 
99.1.2 See note on 96.4.2. 
99.4.1 The use of  following  (in 99.3) seems to be intentional, since the alternation 

also appears OA377, ST1, and TA249 (N). 
104.3.1  for  . OA377, TA249 (N):  ; OA466, ST1:  . 

104 See note on 60. 

Consulted Concordances 

OA377, pp. 179–181; OA466, pp. 17–18; ST1, p. 7; TA249, pp. 949–50 (N). 

J.O.
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hüsēyini gülüzar bērēvşan 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 8b, ll. 5–29 

Makâm Gülizâr 

Usûl Berefşân 

Genre Peşrev 

Attribution — 

Work No. CMOi0401 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Ḥüseynī gülʿiẕār berefşan’; Lat. script: ‘Huseyni gulizar berefşan’. 

Structure 

H1 |: 3 | 1(T) :|: 
H2 |: 4 | 1(T) :|: 
H3 |: 4 | 1(T) :|: 
H4 |: 3 | 1(T) :|: 

It is assumed that the ken given in every hâne relates to the entire hâne including T, rather 
than T only or (in H2–4) the preceding subsection only. 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

1.4 Orig.  . 

3.4 OA377, TA249 (N):  ; OA466:  . 

5  omit. 
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8.2 OA377:  ; OA466:  ; ST1, TA249 (N):  . 

14.2  appears to have been written in superscript before the group and 

subsequently struck out. 

15.2–3 TA249 (N):   . 

19.2 See note on 1.4. 

24  for  . 

27–28 The divs. consist of 6+2 time units (instead of 4+4). 

32.3 The group is followed by one or more signs that were subsequently struck out. 

32 Orig. կթեմ. See Structure. 

37.4 Orig.  . 

40  omit. 
42.3–43.4 OA377:      ; OA466:    

  . 

52.2 See note on 1.4. 

52 See note on 32. 
59.2 OA377, ST1, TA249 (N):  ; OA466:  . 
63.4 OA377:  ; OA466:  . 
64.1.1  for  . 
64  for  . 
65.1–66.2 OA377:     []   ; OA466:    

  . 
67.2–68.2 OA377:    ; OA466:    . 
68 See note on 32. 

Consulted Concordances 

OA377, pp. 64–5; OA466, pp. 36–7; ST1, pp. 4–5; TA249, pp. 2455–6 (N). 

J.O.
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araban k‘ürdi şēfk‘i cēdid faht‘ē lüman aġay 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 9a, ll. 1–16 

Makâm Arabân kürdî 

Usûl Fâhte 

Genre Peşrev 

Attribution Numân Ağa (d. after 1830) 

Work No. CMOi0343 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘ʿArabān kürdī Şevḳ-ı cedīd fāḫte Nuʿmān Aġa’; Lat. script: ‘Araban 

kurdi, şevkicedid fahte Nu’man aga’. Some notation and text (i.e. labelling of hânes) on the 

gutter side of the page is obscured by the binding. 

Structure 

H1 |: 4 | 2(T) :|: 
H2 |: 5 | 2(T) :|: 
H3 |: 5 | 2(T) :|: 
H4 |: 5 | 2(T) :|: 

The repetition implied by the use of second endings is taken to refer to the entire hâne 

including T, rather than T only (see Notes on Transcription). The distribution of divs. and time 

units does not follow the usual pattern for fâhte (4+4+2). Instead, the piece is written mostly 

in continuous divs. of four time units each. Two cycles of the usûl pattern are therefore 

distributed over five divs. (4+4+4+4+4). 

Pitch Set 
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Notes on Transcription 

4.1–2 There is a verǰakēt () between the two groups. It is omitted from the 

transcription. 

5.1 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA377, ST1, TA107, TA249 (N) 

(pp. 2115–16), TA249 (N) (pp. 2123–4):  . 

11.4 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA377, ST1, TA107, TA249 (N) 

(pp. 2115–16), TA249 (N) (pp. 2123–4):  . 

15  The div. is followed by a second ending in parentheses: (   ). 
However, it seems to be placed here (and following H4) erroneously, since it is 
not a suitable melodic transition to H2. It is, however, an appropriate transition 
to H3 and H4, which is the interpretation adopted in the two available modern 
concordances (NATM and TMNvE). The div. has therefore been removed from 
H1 (and H4) and added in brackets to H2 and H3. 

18.3 OA377, TA107, TA249 (N) (pp. 2115–16):  . 

21.1 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA377, ST1, TA107, TA249 (N) 

(pp. 2115–16), TA249 (N) (pp. 2123–4):  . 

24.3–25.3 OA377, TA249 (N) (pp. 2115–16):     . 

27  omit. 

34 The second ending is supplied from H1. See note on 15. 

35.2–36.3 OA377:     ; TA107, TA249 (N) (pp. 2115–16):  

   . 

37.4 OA377, TA107, TA249 (N) (pp. 2115–16):  . 

40.1–4 OA377:     ; TA107:     ; TA249 (N) (pp. 

2115–16):     . 

43.2.2 The omission of the kisver () above the paroyk ( ) appears to be intentional, 

as it is also omitted in OA377, ST1, TA107, TA249 (N) (pp. 2115–16), and 

TA249 (N) (pp. 2123–4). 

44.1 The group is preceded by  , which was subsequently struck out. 

46  omit. 

47 The div. has been added on the basis of div. 28 in order to complete the usûl 

cycle. OA377, TA107, TA249 (N) (pp. 2115–16), TA249 (N) (pp. 2123–4): 

omit.; ST1:  .  

52 The first ending of the teslîm as found in H1 (div. 15) has been omitted from 

the transcription in order to provide a suitable transition to the repetition of 

H3 and the beginning of H4. Div. 52 is supplied from H1 (see note on 15). 
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55.4 OA377, TA107:  . 

56.3 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA377, ST1, TA107, TA249 (N) 

(pp. 2115–16), TA249 (N) (pp. 2123–4):  . 

60.2 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA377, ST1, TA107, TA249 (N) 

(pp. 2115–16), TA249 (N) (pp. 2123–4):  . 

63.3 OA377:  . 

64.1 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA377, ST1, TA107, TA249 (N) 

(pp. 2115–16):  ; TA249 (N) (pp. 2123–4):  . 

64  omit. 

65 The div. has been added on the basis of div. 28 in order to complete the usûl 

cycle. OA377, TA107, TA249 (N) (pp. 2115–16), TA249 (N) (pp. 2123–4): 

omit.; ST1:  .  

70–71 The hâne is followed by a second ending in parentheses, as in H1 (see note on 

15). This has been adopted here as the first ending (without parentheses). The 

first ending as given in H1 (div. 15) has been omitted from the transcription, 

since it does not provide a suitable transition to the repetition of H4. The second 

ending (div. 71) is an editorial addition, based on a formulaic closing phrase 

frequently used in NE203. 

Consulted Concordances 

NATM/[I], pp. 231–2; OA377, pp. 83–5; ST1, p. 107; TA107, pp. 243–4 (later pagination: 

241–2; later foliation: 121v–122r); TA249, pp. 2115–16 (N); TA249, pp. 2123–4 (N); TMNvE, 

pp. 570–71. 

J.O.
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büzrüg zarbēyin 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 9a, ll. 17–39 

Makâm Büzürg 

Usûl Darbeyn 

Genre Peşrev 

Attribution — 

Work No. CMOi0032 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Büzürg żarbeyn’; Lat. script: ‘Büzrük zarbeyn’. Some notation and 

text (i.e. labelling of hânes) on the gutter side of the page is obscured by the binding. 

Structure 

H1 |: 1 | 1(T) :|: 
H2 |: 3 | 1(T) :|: 
H3 |: 4 | 1(T) :|: 
H4 |: 3 | 1(T) :|: 

The ken is given following H1 only, where it is taken to refer to the entire hâne including T. 
Internal repetitions in H2–4 (corresponding to the placement of  in NE203) are indicated in 
OA503, ST1, and TA110. 

According to Pjşgyan (BŽŠKEAN 1997, p. 165), darbeyn should be written as seven and a 

half divisions (4+4+4+4+4+4+4+2 time units), consisting of one cycle of devr-i kebîr 

and one of berefşân. However, it is written here in continuous divisions of four time units 

each, so that 15 divisions correspond to two cycles of darbeyn. In some sources, this 

distribution of division signs was interpreted mean that 15 divisions correspond to a single 

cycle of darbeyn, which consists of two cycles of devr-i kebîr followed by two of berefşân. 

However, the structure of H3, which consists of 30 divs. and is followed by T (consisting of 

seven and a half divs.), demonstrates that this interpretation is incorrect (since the hâne would 

then consist of two and a half usûl cycles, rather than five complete cycles). 
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Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

4.3 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA377, OA503, ST1, TA110: 

 ; TA249 (N):  . 

7 The k‘aṙakēt () was probably placed here because this is the last complete 

division before the teslîm. However, the first usûl cycle actually ends two time 

units later (midway through div. 8). 

8.1 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA377, TA249 (N):  ; OA503, 

ST1, TA110:  . 

9.1 OA377:  . 

11.2 OA377, TA110:  ; ST1:  . 

12.4 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA377, OA503, ST1, TA110, 

TA249 (N):  . 

19.3 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA377, TA249 (N):  ; OA503, 

TA110:  ; ST1:  . 

21.2.3 Orig.  . Probably a mistake for  . Of the concordances, only TA249 (N) has a 

vernaxał ( ). 

23.3 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA377, TA249 (N):  ; OA503, 

ST1, TA110:  . 

28.2 OA503, TA110:  ; ST1:  . 

28.4 OA377:  ; OA503, TA110:  ; ST1:  . 

30.2 OA377, TA110:  . 

30.4 OA377:  . 

32.3.1  for  . 

36.4 OA377:  . 

46.4 OA377:  . 

49.3 OA377:  . 
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50  omit. 

62.4 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA377:  ; OA503, ST1, TA110, 

TA249 (N):  . 

63  for  . 

69.1 OA377:  ; OA503, ST1, TA110:  . 

69  omit. 

70.4 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA377:  ; OA503, ST1:  ; 

TA110:  ; TA249 (N):  .  

74.2 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA377, TA249 (N):  ; OA503, 

ST1, TA110:  . 

75.3.3  for  . 

88 The first group is omitted and the third group is partly obscured by the binding. 

OA377, ST1, TA110:     ; OA503: omit.; TA249 (N):   

 . 

92.4 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA377, OA503, ST1, TA110, 

TA249 (N):  . 

94.3 OA377:  ; OA503:  ; ST1, TA110:  . 

99.2 OA503, ST1, TA110 (groups 1–2):  . 

102.1 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA377, OA503, ST1, TA110, 

TA249 (N):  . 

103.2 OA377:  . 

103.4 OA377:  . 

104.4 OA503, ST1, TA110:  . 

Consulted Concordances 

OA377, pp. 78–9, 81; OA503, pp. 69–70; ST1, p. 86; TA110, pp. 26–7; TA249, pp. 445–6 (N).  

J.O.
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büzrük‘ nayi ōsman ēfēndi muhammēz 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 9a, l. 40 – p. 9b, l. 13 

Makâm Büzürg 

Usûl Muhammes 

Genre Peşrev 

Attribution Nâyî Osmân Dede (1652–1729) 

Index Heading — 

Work No. CMOi0028 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Büzürg Nāyī ʿOsm̱ān Efendi muḫammes’; Lat. script: ‘Büzrük nayi 

osman ef, muhammes’. 

Structure 

H1 |: 1 | 1(T) :|: 
H2 |: 3 | 1(T) :|: 
H3 |: 3 | 1(T) :|: 
H4 |: 3 | 1(T) :|: 

The repetition ken is given in H1 only (also in TA249 [N]), where it is taken to refer to the 
entire hâne including T. Repetition is indicated for H1 and H4 in AM1537, and for all hânes 
in NE211. No repetitions are indicated in NE214. 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

2.4 AM1537:  . 

4.3 The group is partly obscured by the binding. AM1537:  ; NE211 (1st lay.), 

NE214 (1st lay.), TA249 (N):  . 

4  for  . 
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5  omit. 

6.2 AM1537:  ; NE211 (1st lay.), NE214 (1st lay.):  . 

11.2 AM1537, NE214 (1st lay.):  . 

11.3 AM1537:  . 

12.3 AM1537:  ; NE211 (1st lay.), NE214 (1st lay.):  . 

13.3 AM1537:  ; NE211 (1st lay.), NE214 (1st lay.), TA249 (N):  . 

15.1 AM1537:  . 

17.2 AM1537:  . 

18.1–4 AM1537:     ; NE214 (1st lay.):     . 

19.2–3 AM1537:   ; NE211 (1st lay.), NE214 (1st lay.):   . 

20  omit. 

28.2–3 AM1537:   ; NE211 (1st lay.):   ; NE214 (1st lay.):   . 

29.3 AM1537:  . 

32.4 AM1537:  . 

33.3 Cf. 13.3–4. AM1537:  ; NE211 (1st lay.), NE214 (1st lay.):  . 

36.1 AM1537:  ; TA249 (N):  . 

36  omit. 

42.1 AM1537:  . 

43.2 Orig.  . Probably erroneous for  , as supplied by TA249 (N). AM1537: 

 ; NE211 (1st lay.), NE214 (1st lay.):  . 

45.3 AM1537:  ; NE214 (1st lay.):  . 

46.1–3 AM1537:    ; NE211 (1st lay.):    ; NE214 (1st lay.):  

  . 

48.3 AM1537:  ; NE214 (1st lay.):  . 

49.2 AM1537:  ; NE214 (1st lay.):  . 

51.1 AM1537:  ; NE214 (1st lay.):  . 

Consulted Concordances 

AM1537, pp. 36–8; NE211, pp. 132–4; NE214, pp. 5–7; TA249, pp. 421–2 (N). 

J.O.
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bēst‘ēnigear dēvir lüman aġay 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 9b, ll. 14–29 

Makâm Bestenigâr 

Usûl Devr-i kebîr 

Genre Peşrev 

Attribution Numân Ağa (d. after 1830) 

Work No. CMOi0040 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Bestenigār devr-i kebīr Nuʿmān Aġa’; Lat. script: ‘Besteniğar, 

Devrikebir Numan aga’. 

Structure 

H1 |: 2 | 1(T) :|: 
H2 |: 2 | 1(T) :|: 
H3 |: 3 | 1(T) :|: 
H4 |: 2 | 1(T) :|: 

The repetition of each hâne is implied by the use of second endings, except in H2, where the 
repetition is assumed by analogy with the other hânes. Repetitions are taken to refer to the 
entire hâne including T, rather than T only. The second endings follow rather than precede T 
in all concordances. 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

1.3 AM1537 (1st lay.), TA107:  ; NE214 (1st lay.), TA249 (N), TA249 (S):  ; 

OA374:  . 

3.2.4 The benkorč ( ) is a correction of another symbol (unclear, but possibly ). 
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4.2 AM1537, TA249 (N):  ; NE214 (1st lay.):  ; OA374:  ; 

TA107:  ; TA249 (S):  . 

7.3–8.1 AM1537, NE214 (1st lay.), TA107:   ; NE211 (1st lay.):  

 ; OA374:   ; TA249 (N):   . 

9.4–10.3 AM1537:    ; NE214 (1st lay.), TA249 (S):    ; 

OA374:    ; TA107:    ; TA249 (N):   

 . 

13  has been added to clarify the div. structure. 

16.2 Orig.  . 

21.2 AM1537, NE214 (1st lay.), TA107:  ; OA374:  . 

21  omit. 

22.1 AM1537:  ; NE214 (1st lay.):  ; OA374:  ; TA107:  . 

22.2 AM1537, TA107:  ; NE214 (1st lay.), TA249 (S):  ; OA374:  . Cf. 8.2. 

25–26 No second ending is supplied following H2. The transition to H2 as supplied at 

divs. 13–14 is inserted here (without parentheses). Since there is no alternative 

ending, it is assumed that this also serves as a transition to H3. 

29.4 AM1537 (2nd lay.):  ; NE214 (1st lay.):  ; OA374:  ; 

TA107:  . 

33.2 AM1537, TA107:  ; NE214 (1st lay.):  ; OA374:  .  

38.2 AM1537, NE211 (1st lay.), NE214 (1st lay.), TA107, :  ; OA374:  ; TA249 

(N):  . 

41–44 The first ending is supplied from H1, divs. 13–14 (given here without 

parentheses). See note on 25–26. The second ending is given in the ms. 

following H3, but precedes the word ‘t‘em’. Div. signs have been added. 

46.2–3 AM1537, TA107:   ; NE214 (1st lay.), OA374:   ; TA249 (S):  

 . 

52.2 AM1537, TA107:  ; NE214 (1st lay.), TA249 (N), TA249 (S):  ; OA374: 

 . Cf. 8.2. 

55–58 The first ending is supplied from H3, divs. 43–44 (given here without 

parentheses). The second ending is given in the ms. following H4, but precedes 

the word ‘t‘em’. Div. signs have been added. 
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Consulted Concordances 

AM1537, pp. 24–6; NE211, pp. 171–3; NE214, pp. 52–4; OA374, pp. 93l–r; TA107, pp. 128–

30 (later foliation: 64r–65r; later pagination: 126–8); TA249, pp. 487–8 (N); TA249, p. 515 

(S).  

J.O.
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acem k‘ürdü dük‘ek‘ saat‘cı musdafa 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 9b, ll. 30–42 

Makâm Acem kürdî 

Usûl Çifte düyek 

Genre Peşrev 

Attribution Sâatci (fl. ca. 1740) 

Work No. CMOi0331 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘ʿAcem kürdī düyek Sāʿatci Muṣṭafā’; Lat. script: ‘Acemkürdi, Düyek 

saatci mustafa aga’. 

Structure 

H1 |: 5 | 4(T) :|: 
H2 |: 3 | 4(T) :|: 
H3 |: 3 | 4(T) :|: 
H4 |: 2 | 4(T) :|: 

Although the rhythmic cycle düyek is indicated in the heading, the distribution of div. signs 
suggests rather çifte düyek. The repetition of each hâne is implied by the use of second 
endings, except in H4, where repetition is assumed by analogy with the other hânes. 
Repetitions are taken to refer to the entire hâne including T, rather than T only. Repetition of 
H4 is explicitly indicated only in OA353 and OA374. 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

1.2 There appears to be a stor () following the group that was subsequently rubbed 

out. 

2.3 OA353:  ; OA374:  ; OA377, TA107:  . 
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3.1 OA353, OA374:  ; OA377:  . 

3  omit. 

5.3 OA353, OA374:  . 

7.3 OA353, TA107:  ; OA374:  . 

8.3–9.3 OA353, OA374:    . 

9.4–10.2 OA353:   ; OA374:   ; OA377, TA107:  

 . 

9  omit. 

14.1 OA353, OA374:  . 

14.3 OA353, OA374:  . 

16.3  for  .  

17.3 The group is followed by a verǰakēt () that was subsequently struck out. 

18.3 The use of the degree segâh (bw) rather than kürdî (be) in the concluding phrases 

of the teslîm (here and at 17.3) is unexpected, but appears to be intentional. 

Although the concordances display some melodic variation, all except OA353 

use segâh in the final phrases of the teslîm. 

20.2 OA353, OA374:  ; OA377, TA107:  . 

21.2 OA353, OA374:  ; OA377, TA107:  . 

22.1 OA353, OA374:  . 

23.1 Orig.  . 

23  for  . 

26.2 OA353, OA374, OA377, TA107:  . 

33–34 The first ending is supplied from H1, div. 19 (given here without parentheses 
and with the addition of ). The second ending is given in the ms. but precedes 
the word ‘t‘em’. The second ending is orig.   . By analogy with the endings 
given at divs. 18 and 49, this is assumed to be a mistake for    . OA377, 
TA107, and TA249 (N) apparently derive from the same textual tradition and 
incorporate the mistake. OA377:    ; TA107:    ; TA249 (N):   . 
OA353 and OA374 supply different, denser variants. OA353:    ; 
OA374:    . 

35.1–36.3 OA374:       . 35.1 is orig.  , which is 
presumably erroneous for  . OA377, TA107, and TA249 (N) give the 
former, but this is probably a copying error. OA353 supplies  , with the 
kisver above the penultimate xosrovayin rubbed out. 

37.1 OA353:  ; OA377, TA107:  . 
41.3 OA353:  ; OA377, TA107:  . 
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42–47 The first two time units of T (as labelled in H1) are omitted in order to coincide 
with the usûl cycle. 

48–49 The first ending is supplied from H2, div. 34, here corrected (see note on 33–
34), given without parentheses, and with the addition of . The second ending 
is given in the ms. but precedes the word ‘t‘em’. 

52.1–2 OA353, OA374, OA377, TA107:   . 
54.2 OA353, OA374, OA377, TA107:  . 
61–62 The first ending is supplied from H3, div. 49 (here without parentheses and 

with the addition of ), the second from H1, div. 18 (parentheses added). 

Consulted Concordances 

OA353, pp. 86–7; OA374, pp. 168r–169r; OA377, pp. 77–8; TA107, pp. 249–50 (later 

foliation: 124v–125r; later pagination: 247–8); TA249, p. 2069 (N). 

J.O.
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t‘ünk‘i hicaz dēvir 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 10a, ll. 1–24 

Makâm Türkî hicâz 

Usûl Devr-i kebîr 

Genre Peşrev 

Attribution — 

Work No. CMOi0161 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Rūy-ı ḥicāz devr’; Lat. script: ‘Rûyi hicaz, devri kebir’. Although 

the finalis of Türkî hicâz (or Hicâz-ı türkî) is given in theoretical sources as râst or hicâz 

(rather than dügâh, as in the present piece), t‘ürk‘i seems the most plausible interpretation of 

the presumably corrupted ‘t‘ünk‘i’ (թիւնքի) given in the heading. This is confirmed by OA374 

and TA249 (N), which both supply ‘türkī’. 

Structure 

H1 |: 4 :|: 2 | 1(T) :|: 
H2 |: 4 :|: 3 | 1(T) :|: 
H3 |: 4 :|: 2 | 1(T) :|: 
H4 |: 4 :|: 3 | 1(T) :|: 

The ken at the end of each hâne is taken to indicate a repetition of the entire second subsection 
including T, rather than the subsection or T only. This interpretation is partly suggested by 
the fact that there is no ken at div. 24 in H1 (i.e. the end of the second subsection). It is also 
supported by OA374, where T is written out (though not labelled) as a continuation of the 
second subsection in H2 and H4, followed by a mīm indicating repetition.  
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Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

2.3.2  for  . 

7.3 OA374:  . 

23.1.2 Orig.  . Probably erroneous for  , as given in TA249 (N). 

27.1 OA374:  . 

28  կ  for կ. 

39.1.1 Orig.  (also in OA374 and TA249 [N]). Possibly erroneous for  . 

41.2 Orig.  . 

43.4.1 The omission of the kisver above  appears to be intentional, since it is also 

omitted in OA374 and TA249 (N). 

54.2.1 See note on 39.1.1. 

56 Orig. կթեմ. See Structure. 

64 The div. is omitted. It is supplied from TA249 (N). 

65.4.1 Orig.  . Probably erroneous for  , as given in TA249 (N). OA374:  . 

69  omit. 

73.1.1 See note on 23.1.2. 

78.3.2 Orig.  . Possibly erroneous for  , as given in TA249 (N). 

84 See note on 56. 

98.1 Orig.  . 

103.2 The group is preceded by one or more signs that were subsequently struck out. 

106.1.1 Orig.  . Probably erroneous for  . OA374:  ; TA249 (N):  . 

116 See note on 56. 
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Consulted Concordances 

OA374, pp. 103l–104r; TA249, pp. 743–4 (N). 

J.O.
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t‘ünk‘i hicaz sēmayi 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 10a, ll. 25–35 

Makâm Türkî hicâz 

Usûl Sengîn semâî 

Genre Saz semâîsi 

Attribution — 

Work No. CMOi0162 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Rūy-ı ḥicāz semāʿī’; Lat. script: ‘Rûyi Hicaz semai’. Although the 

finalis of Türkî hicâz (or Hicâz-ı türkî) is given in theoretical sources as râst or hicâz (rather 

than dügâh, as in the present piece), türki seems the most plausible interpretation of the 

presumably corrupted ‘t‘ünk‘i’ (թիւնքի) given in the heading. This is confirmed by OA374 , 

which supplies ‘türkī’. 

Structure 

H1 | 6 :|: 3(T) :|: 
H2 | 5 :|: [3(T)] :|: 
H3 | 8 :|: 3(T) :|: 
H4 | 19* :|: 3(T) :|: 

*yürük semâî 

The ken in every hâne is taken to refer to T only, although it precedes ‘t‘em’ in H3–4. 
Alternatively, the first subsection in every hâne may also be repeated. T is not indicated in 
H2, but is added on the basis of OA374. 

Pitch Set 
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Notes on Transcription 

7.3.4 The stor () is unclear, but is confirmed by OA374. 

10.3.1  for  . 

13.3 OA374:  . 

14 Orig. կ . See Structure. 

18.1 Cf. 19.1. 

20.1 OA374:  . 

22 Orig. կթեմ. See Structure. 

41 See note on 22. 

Consulted Concordances 

OA374, pp. 104r–105l. 

J.O.
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rasd sēmayi 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 10a, l. 36 – p. 10b, l. 3 

Makâm Râst 

Usûl Aksak semâî 

Genre Saz semâîsi 

Attribution — 

Work No. CMOi0197 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Rāst semāʿī’ Lat. script: ‘Rast semai’.  

Structure 

H1 |: 4 :|: 
H2[M] |: 7 :|: 5 | 
H3 |: 8 :|: 
H2[M] |: 7 :|: 5 | 
H4 |: 8 :|: 
H2[M] |: 7 :|: 5 | 

As H4 finishes on dügâh (a) rather than râst (g), the structure indicated NE211, NE205, and 
TA249 (A) is adopted here. The latter sources all reprise H2 after H3 and H4, and supply the 
instruction ‘mülāzime teslīm[dir]’, i.e. H2(M) functions as the teslîm. Based on the 
concordances, internal repetitions of subsections may also occur at divs. 16, 20, and 28.  

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

4.3.2 Orig.  . Presumably erroneous for  . 
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Consulted Concordances 

KANTEMİROĞLU 1992, no. 239; NE205, pp. [396–8]; NE211, p. 105; TA249, p. 1303 (A). 

J.O.
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acem aşıran sēmayi mahmud ēfēndi 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 10b, ll. 4–20 

Makâm Acem aşîrân 

Usûl Aksak semâî 

Genre Saz semâîsi 

Attribution Mahmûd Râif Efendi (d. 1807) 

Work No. CMOi0324 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘ʿAcem ʿaşīrān semāʿī Maḥmūd Efendi’; Lat. script: ‘Acem aşiran 

semai Mahmud ef.’ The words ‘rēyiz ēfēndi’ have been added to the right of the heading, 

probably by the first hand. 

Structure 

H1 |: 4 :|: 4 :|: 2 :|: 5(T) :|: 
H2 |: 6 :|: 5(T) :|: 
H3 | 14 :|: 5 :|: 4 :|: [5(T)] :|:: 
H4 |: 4 :|: 2 :|: 2 :|: 5(T) :|:  

T is not indicated following H3 (also in OA377). It is added on the basis of TA249 (B) and 
TA249 (N). 

Pitch Set 
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Notes on Transcription 

4.1 The kisver above the vernaxał ( ) is omitted. There is a sign following the pitch 

symbols (possibly a rest sign or a verǰakēt) that was subsequently rubbed out. 

4.2 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA377:  ; TA249 (B) (groups 

1–3):   ; TA249 (N):  . 

10.3.4 Orig.  . Probably erroneous for  . OA377:  ; TA249 (B), TA249 (N):  . 

11.3 The group is obscured by the binding. Supplied from TA249 (B) and TA249 

(N):  . OA377:  . 

15.1 The group is obscured by the binding. Supplied from OA377 and TA249 (N): 

 . TA249 (B) (groups 1–2):   . 

19  obscured by the binding. 

21  omit. 

25.3 The duration sign is obscured by the binding. OA377:  ; TA249 (B), TA249 

(N):  . 

33.1 The group is obscured by the binding. Supplied from TA249 (N):  . OA377, 

TA249 (B):  . 

35.2 There is an unclear mark above the first kisver-paroyk ( ). The stroke above 

the second kisver-paroyk is probably intended as a stor (as in 40.2, where it is 

given at base level following the first kisver-paroyk) rather than a šešt. 

36–41 The beginning of the repetition implied by the second ending at div. 41 is not 

indicated. The start repeat bar line is given in div. 36 on the basis of TA249 

(B). 

36  obscured by the binding. 

40.2.3  for  . 

42.1.3 The krknazark ( ) above  is unclear, but is confirmed by the concordances. 

43.4 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA377, TA249 (B), TA249 (N): 
 . 

43  obscured by the binding. 

48.3 The group is followed by a dot at base level, possibly intended as a stor (). 

50.2 The group is partly obscured by the binding. Supplied from TA249 (N):  . 

OA377:  ; TA249 (B):  . 
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Consulted Concordances 

OA377, pp. 71–3; TA249, pp. 2025–6 (B); TA249, pp. 2033–4 (N). 

J.O.
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hōrasan sēmayi 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 10b, ll. 21–35 

Makâm Horâsân 

Usûl Aksak semâî 

Genre Saz semâîsi 

Attribution — 

Work No. CMOi0159 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Ḫorāsān semāʿī ?’; Lat. script: ‘horasan semai?’ (question marks in 

both later headings are original). 

Structure 

H1 |: 4 | 15(T) :|: 
H2 |: 9 | 15(T) :|: 
H3 |: 7 | 15(T) :|: 
H4 |: 10 | 15(T) :|: 

It is assumed that the ken given at the end of every hâne indicates a repetition of the entire 
hâne including T. No repetitions are indicated in the concordances. 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

8.2 The group is partly obscured by the binding. İS1, NE204:  . 

18.2 Orig.  . Possibly erroneous for   . İS1, NE204:   . 

19.3–4 The teslîm concludes on nevâ (d) in both NE203 and the concordances, while 

the companion peşrev in the same makâm, which precedes the saz semâîsi in 

NE204, concludes on yegâh (D). However, the available theoretical sources 
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stipulate that Horâsân should conclude on dügâh (a), which is possibly 

supported by the prominence of this pitch throughout the piece. The final 

reprise of T after H4 might then legitimately be concluded with a phrase ending 

on dügâh, e.g. csbwag a ( ). 

26  obscured by the binding. 

29 Div. 28 is orig. followed by կթեմ. See Structure. 

32.4 The group is partly obscured by the binding. İS1, NE204:  . 

32  obscured by the binding. 

36.2 The group is partly obscured by the binding. The stor () following  was added 

below base level. İS1, NE204:  . 

37 Div. 36 is orig. followed by կ թեմ. See Structure. 

43.3 The group is preceded by one or more signs that were subsequently struck out. 

46.3 The group is obscured by an ink stain. A kisver (), presumably belonging to a 

paroyk ( ), is visible to the right of the stain. İS1, NE204:  . 

48 Div. 47 is orig. followed by կթե[մ] (մ is obscured by the binding). See 

Structure. 

Consulted Concordances 

İS1, pp. 166–7; NE204, pp. 50–51. 

J.O. 
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dilk‘ēş fahdē 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 10b, ll. 36–7 

Makâm Dilkeş hâverân 

Usûl Fâhte 

Genre Peşrev 

Attribution — 

Work No. CMOi0549 

Remarks 

The notation consists of six divs. only. Both the notation and the heading were subsequently 

struck out. 

Structure 

See remarks. The usûl is distributed over five divs. of four time units each (4+4+4+4+4), 
rather than two divs. of four time units and one div. of two time units (4+4+2) as given by 
Pjşgyan (BŽŠKEAN 1997, p. 167).  

Pitch Set 

 

Consulted Concordances 

OA421, pp. 36–7. 

J.O.
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nēşaburēk‘ faht‘ē isak‘n  

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 11a, ll. 1–25 

Makâm Nişâbûrek 

Usûl Fâhte 

Genre Peşrev 

Attribution Tanbûrî İsak (d. after 1807) 

Work No. CMOi0454 

Remarks 

The main heading was struck out and is illegible. The word ‘nēşaburēk‘’ was added at the end 

of the new heading due to lack of space; the scribe then added numbers above each word to 

indicate the correct word order. Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Nişābūrek fāḫte Ḳaṣṣāb’; Lat. 

script: ‘Nişaburek semai Kasab? Fahte’ (‘semai’ is struck out; the question mark is original). 

The section labels for H1–3 are partly obscured by the binding. 

Structure 

H1 |: 3 :|: 
H2 |: 5 :|: 7 :|: 
H3 |: 6 :|: 
H4 |: 2 :|: 4 :|: 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

3.2.2  for  . 
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5.2 OA353:  ; TA249 (B):  . 

9 As div. 10 seems to be intended as a transition to the following hâne, the first 

ending has been added on the basis of div. 85. The ken originally given in div. 

10 is omitted. 

10.2 OA353:  ; TA249 (B):  [sic]. 

11.1.2  for  . 

17.3–4 OA353:   . 

25 As div. 26 seems to be intended as a transition to the following subsection, the 

first ending has been added on the basis of div. 10. The ken originally given in 

div. 26 is omitted. 

26.1.4 The kisver is erroneously omitted from the final paroyk (), both here and in 

OA405, ST1, and TA249 (N). 

27.3 OA353:  . 

34.2–4 OA353:    ; TA249 (B):   . The kisver above  is 

omitted at 34.4.2 (also in OA405 and ST1). TA249 (B):  ; TA249 (N):  . 

40.1–2 See note on 17.3–4. 

43.4.3 Orig.  (also in OA405). Presumably erroneous for  . Cf. 24.4, 43.4, 46.4, 65.2, 

84.2. 

44  for  . 

46.4 Orig.   (also in OA405). The first group is converted to a grace note in the 

transcription. The two groups are also preceded by a superscript nerk‘naxał () 

that was subsequently struck out. Cf. 24.4, 43.4, 65.2, 84.2. 

47 As div. 48 seems to be intended as a transition to the following hâne, the first 

ending has been added on the basis of div. 26. The ken originally given in div. 

48 is omitted. 

49.2 Orig.  . Cf. 55.2, 62.3. 

50.2–3 OA353:   ; TA249 (B):   ; TA249 (N):   . The kisver 

above  is omitted at 50.3.2 (also in OA405, ST1, and TA249 [N]). 

53.3 OA353:  [sic]. 

56.3–58.2 OA353:    . 

61.2–4 OA353:    . 

65.2 Orig.  . Cf. 24.4, 43.4, 46.4, 84.2. 

66 As div. 67 seems to be intended as a transition to the following hâne, the first 

ending has been added on the basis of div. 48. The ken originally given in div. 

67 is omitted. 
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69.2 TA249 (B):  . 

71.4 OA353:  . 

72  omit. 

80.3.2 See note on 26.1.4. 

81.4 The group is preceded by one or more signs that were subsequently struck out. 

Consulted Concordances 

OA353, pp. 58–9; OA405, pp. 5–7; ST1, p. 113; TA249, pp. 2777–8 (N); TA249, pp. 2789–90 

(B). 

J.O.
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nēşavērēk‘ sēmayi 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 11a, l. 26 – p. 11b, l. 4 

Makâm Nişâbûrek 

Usûl Aksak semâî 

Genre Saz semâîsi 

Attribution — 

Work No. CMOi0455 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Nişābūrek semāʿī’; Lat. script: ‘Nişaburek semai’. 

Structure 

H1 |: 4 :|: 5 :|: 
H2 |: 4 :|: 7 :|: 
H3 |: 4 :|: 4 :|: 9 :|: 
H4 |: 4 :|: 7 :|: 7 :|: 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

17.2 The t‘aw is unclear, but confirmed by OA405:  . 

17.4 Orig.  (also in OA405). Probably erroneous for  , as supplied by ST1, TA249 

(N), and TA249 (B). 

21.1 Orig.  (also in OA405). Probably erroneous for  , as supplied by ST1 and 

TA249 (N). TA249 (B) (groups 1–2):   . 

25.3 The group is preceded by one or more signs that were subsequently struck out. 

38.2.3 Orig.  (also in OA405). Probably erroneous for  , as supplied by ST1 and 

TA249 (N). 

47.1.3  for  . 
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Consulted Concordances 

OA405, pp. 7–8; ST1, pp. [198–9]; ST2, fols. 115r–116r; TA249, pp. 2778–9 (N); TA249, p. 

2791 (B) (H1–3). 

J.O.
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svahan k‘ant‘emir ōġlunun rēmēl 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 11b, ll. 5–37 

Makâm Isfahân 

Usûl Remel 

Genre Peşrev 

Attribution Kantemiroğlu (1673–1723) 

Work No. CMOi0003 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Iṣfahān Ḳāntemīroġlınıñ remel’; Lat. script: ‘Isfahan, remel, 

Kantemir oglu’. 

Structure 

H1 |: 2 :|: 
H2 |: 2 :|: 2 :|: 4 | 
H3 |: 4 :|: 4 :|: 2 :|: 
H4 |: 2 :|: 

The final subsection of H2 may also be repeated. See Notes on Transcription. 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

17.3 OA377; OA405, pp. 66–8:  ; ST1, pp. 164–5:  .  

20.3 OA377; OA405, pp. 66–8:  ; ST1, pp. 112–13, ST1, pp. 164–5:  ; TA249 

(N):  . 

21  for  . 

29  omit. 

30.3 The group is preceded by one or more signs that were subsequently struck out. 
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40.3.3  for  . 

43.2 ST1, pp. 164–5:  . 

52  omit. 
55.4 ST1, pp. 164–5:  ; TA249 (N):  . 

63  omit. 

70  omit. The omission of the repetition sign կ appears to be intentional, since 

it is also omitted in OA377, TA249 (N), and both variants in OA405. There is 

a repetition sign at the end of H2 in both variants in ST1. 

77.3 OA377, OA405, pp. 66–8:  . 

80.3 ST1, pp. 164–5:  . 

91.3–4 ST1, pp. 112–13:   ; ST1, pp. 164–5:   ; TA249 (N):   . 

98  omit. 

100.1 The group is followed by one or more signs that were subsequently struck out. 

105.1–3 OA377:    ; OA405, pp. 66–8:    ; ST1, pp. 164–5:   

 . 

106–112 The cycle consists of six divs. only in NE203, OA405, pp. 8–10, ST1, pp. 164–

5, and TA249 (N). ST1, pp. 112–13 supplies five divs. only. Based on 

comparison with OA405, pp. 66–8 and OA377, the second div. of the cycle (i.e. 

div. 107) is assumed to be missing. It is supplied on the basis of the latter 

concordances, although since these represent a substantially different version 

of the piece the melody has been modified to accord with the style of the 

version given in NE203. The div. is given in OA405, pp. 66–8 and OA377 as 

follows:      . 

122.3 Orig.  . 

Consulted Concordances 

OA377, pp. 35–8; OA405, pp. 8–10; OA405, pp. 66–8; ST1, pp. 112–13; ST1, pp. 164–5; 

TA249, pp. 277–9 (N). 

J.O.
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ısvahn sēmayi ḫıdır aġay 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 12a, ll. 1–18 

Makâm Isfahân 

Usûl Aksak semâî 

Genre Saz semâîsi 

Attribution Kemânî Hızır Ağa (d. after 1794) 

Work No. CMOi0004 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Iṣfahān semāʿī Ḥıżr [sic] Aġa’; Lat. script: ‘Isfahan Hĭzĭr Aga’.  

Structure 

H1 |: 10 :|: 
H2[M] |: 4 :|: 7 :|: 9 :|: 
H3 |: 14 :|: 
H4 |: 42* :| 
H2[M] |: 4 :|: 7 :|: 9 :|: 

*yürük semâî 

NE211, NE214, OA374, and TA108 indicate that H2(M) functions as the teslîm and should be 
reprised after H4 (though not after H3). 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

6  omit. 

16.4 Orig.  (also in OA405). Probably a mistake for  , as supplied by OA421, 

ST1, p. 165, ST1, p. [194], TA107, TA249 (Nec.), TA249 (N) (pp. 293–4), and 

TA249 (N) (pp. 297–8). NE211, NE214:  ; OA374:  ; TA108:  . 
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25.2 The group is followed by one or more signs that were subsequently struck out. 

35  omit. 

69.1.3  for  . 

75.2 Orig.  (also in OA405). Presumably erroneous for  , as supplied at 82.2.  

Consulted Concordances 

NE211, pp. 227–8; NE214, pp. 71–4; OA374, pp. 122r–123r; OA405, pp. 10–11; OA421, pp. 

70–71; ST1, p. 165; ST1, p. [194]; TA107, pp. 97–8 (later foliation: 48v–49r; later pagination: 

95–6); TA108, pp. 89–90; TA249, pp. 217–9 (Nec.); TA249, p. 281 (S) (H1); TA249, pp. 293–

4 (N); TA249, pp. 297–8 (N). 

J.O.
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segeah sēmayi 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 12a, ll. 19–25 

Makâm Segâh 

Usûl Aksak semâî 

Genre Saz semâîsi 

Attribution — 

Work No. CMOi0226 

Remarks 

Later heading: Ar. script: ‘Segāh semāʿī’; Lat. script: ‘Seğah semai’. 

Structure 

H1 |: 4 :|: 
H2(M) |: 4 :|: 
H3 | 8 | 
H2(M) |: 4 :|: 
H4 |: 4* :|: 2* :|: 
H2(M) |: 4 :|: 

*sengîn semâî 

The designation of H2 as M is indicated by the note following H3 (‘mülazimē al’, ‘take [i.e. 
play, repeat] the mülâzime’). H2 is labelled ‘teslīm’ in OA374, ‘mülāzime’ in NE211, and 
‘mülazimē vē t‘ēslim’ in ST2. The reprise of H2(M) following both H3 and H4 is confirmed by 
NE205, NE211, OA374, ST2, and TA108. 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

4.3.2  for  . 
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9 The second ending is supplied from div. 4 in order to provide a suitable 

resolution on segâh. Similar second endings are supplied in the concordances: 

BL3114: bbbab (); KANTEMİROĞLU 1992: bqabq (); NE205:     ; 

NE211 (1st lay.):     ; OA374:     ; OA466:   

[?]   ; TA108:     ; TA249 (B):    [sic]  . 

15.1.1  for  . 

22.3 OA374:  ; ST2:  ; TA108:   ; TA249 (B):   . 

23.2 OA466:   ; TA249 (B):  . 

Consulted Concordances 

BL3114, fol. 101r; KANTEMİROĞLU 1992, no. 247; NE205, pp. [413–4]; NE207, pp. 18–19; 

NE211, pp. 68–9; OA374, p. 62l; OA405, pp. 11–12; OA466, p. 11; ST2, fols. 12v–13r; TA108, 

p. 82; TA249, p. 1497 (B). 

J.O. 
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zērgülēli hicaz zarbifēt‘. 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 12a, l. 26 – p. 12b, l. 4 

Makâm Zîrgûleli hicâz 

Usûl Darb-ı fetih 

Genre Peşrev 

Attribution — 

Work No. CMOi0104 

Remarks 

Later heading (Ar. script): ‘Zīrgü[le]li ḥicāz żarb-ı fetḥ’. 

Structure 

H1 |: 1/T :|: 
H2 |: 1/T :|: 
H3 |: 1/T :|: 
H4 |: 1/T :|: 
H5 |: 1/T :|: 

The ken is given in H1 only (also in OA405). Repetitions are indicated in the concordances as 
follows: AM1537: H1, H5; NE211, ST1, TA249 (B): H1–5; OA374: H1–2; TA107, TA249 (N), 
TA249 (Nec.): H1–4. NE214 contains H1–2 only, both of which are repeated. 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

2.1.1 Orig.  . Possibly a mistake for  , but OA405, ST1, and TA249 (B) also supply 

 . 

4.1.2 Orig.  (also in OA405). Presumably a mistake for  , as supplied in ST1 and 

TA249 (B). 
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4.3 AM1537 (1st lay.), TA107, TA249 (N), TA249 (Nec.):  ; AM1537 (2nd lay.): 

 ; NE214:  ; OA374:  . 

11.3 AM1537, NE214, OA374, TA107, TA249 (N), TA249 (Nec.):  ; TA249 (B): 

 . 

12.2 AM1537, NE214, OA374, TA107, TA249 (N), TA249 (Nec.):  . 

15.2 AM1537, NE214, OA374, TA107, TA249 (N), TA249 (Nec.):  . 

22.2 Omit. (also in OA405). Supplied from ST1 and TA249 (B). 

23.2 AM1537, OA374, ST1, TA107, TA249 (N), TA249 (Nec.):  ; TA249 (B): 

 .  

24.1 AM1537, OA374, TA107, TA249 (N), TA249 (Nec.):  ; ST1, TA249 (B):  . 

28.1–3 AM1537, TA107:    ; OA374:    ; TA249 (N), TA249 

(Nec.):    . 

29.2–4 AM1537:    ; OA374:    ; TA107, TA249 

(N):    ; TA249 (Nec.):    . 

33.2 AM1537, OA374, TA107, TA249 (N), TA249 (Nec.):  . 

34.1–3 AM1537 (1st lay.), TA107:    ; AM1537 (2nd lay.):  

  ; OA374:    ; TA249 (N), TA249 (Nec.): 

  . One or more signs between 34.1 and 34.2 have been 

struck out. 

36  omit. 

47.4 Orig.  . 

67.1.2  for  .  

69.2 AM1537, OA374, TA107, TA249 (N), TA249 (Nec.):  . 

73.2 See note on 69.2. 

74.2 Orig.  (also in OA405). ST1, TA249 (B):  .  

81 The first div. of T is given in a minor variant. 

81.2 See note on 15.2. 

97.3 The group is followed by one or more signs that were subsequently struck out. 

102.1–2 AM1537, TA107:   ; OA374:   ; TA249 (N), TA249 (Nec.):  

 . 

102  omit. 
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Consulted Concordances 

AM1537, pp. 21–4; OA374, pp. 98l–99l; OA405, pp. 12–13; ST1, pp. 114–15; TA107, pp. 104–

106 (later foliation: 52r–53r; later pagination: 102–104); TA249, pp. 233–5 (Nec.); TA249, 

pp. 869–70 (B); TA249, pp. 873–4 (N). 

J.O.
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hicaz sēmayi ēsad ēfēndinin 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 12b, ll. 5–28 

Makâm Hicâz 

Usûl Aksak semâî 

Genre Saz semâîsi 

Attribution Esad Efendi (1685–1753) 

Work No. CMOi0105 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Ḥicāz semāʿī Esʿad Efendiniñ’; Lat. script: Hicaz semai Esad ef. 

Some notation on the gutter side of the page is obscured by the binding. 

Structure 

H1 |: 10 :|: 
H2 |: 16 :|: 
H3 |: 4 :|: 24 :|: 
H4 |: 18 :|: 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

7.1.1 Orig.  (also in OA405). Presumably erroneous for  , as given in ST1. 

7.4 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA405:  (though the stor is 

unclear); ST1:  . 

7  obscured by the binding. 

16.4 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA405:  ; ST1:  . 

16  obscured by the binding. 

20.2 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA405:  ; ST1:  . 

23.4.1  for  . 
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37.3.2  for  . 

37.4.1  for  . 

37  omit. 

38.3.1  for  . 

38.4.2  for  . 

43  omit. 

51.3.1 Orig.  (also in OA405 and ST1). Possibly erroneous for  . 

53  omit. 

56.3.1  for  . 

57  obscured by the binding. 

60.3.1  for  . 

60  omit. 

61.4 Orig.  (also in OA405). Probably erroneous for  , as given in ST1. 

68.3.1  for  . 

Consulted Concordances 

OA405, pp. 13–14; ST1, pp. [199–200].  

J.O. 
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şēvk‘ēt‘ arab dēvri 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 13a, ll. 1–19 

Makâm Şevk u tarab 

Usûl Devr-i kebîr 

Genre Peşrev 

Attribution — 

Work No. CMOi0262 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Şevḳ [u] ṭarab devr’; Lat. script: ‘Sevk-ü-Tarab [sic], Devri kebir’. 

Some notation and text (i.e. labelling of hânes) on the gutter side of the page is obscured by 

the binding. 

Structure 

H1 |: 4 :|: 
H2 |: 4 :|: 
H3 |: 4 :|: 

The notation consists of three hânes only, as noted by the scribe following H3: ‘üç‘ hanē idi’. 
TA249 (N) also supplies H1–3 only. 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

9.4 The group is partly obscured by the binding. TA249 (N):  . 

11  omit. 
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13.2 The group is partly obscured by the binding. TA249 (N):  . 

14.2–15.3 The scribe appears to have mistakenly exchanged  for  in several places in 

this passage, which has been adjusted on the basis of TA249 (N) and 32.3–33.4. 

Orig.:      . TA249 (N):     . 

17 The div. is added on the basis of divs. 33–34. 

18.1.2  for  . Cf. 34.1. 

23.2 The stor () is placed below the baseline, probably because it was originally 

omitted.  

24.4 The group is partly obscured by the binding. TA249 (N):  . 

29.1–2 The groups are repeated twice, making the div. eight groups in total instead of 

four. Both repetitions are omitted from the transcription, following TA249 (N). 

32.3.3  for  . Cf. note on 14.2–15.3. 

32.4 Omit. Supplied from TA249 (N). Cf. 14.3. 

36.1.2 Orig.  . Presumably erroneous for  , although TA249 (N) also supplies  . 

38.2.3  for  . 

38.3 The group is partly obscured by the binding. It possibly begins with a 

superscript nerk‘naxał (), as in 38.1, but TA249 (N) supplies only  . 

39.1 The group is partly obscured because of page damage. TA249 (N):  . 

40.2.3 Orig.  . Presumably erroneous for  or  . The former is chosen on the basis of 

TA249 (N):  . 

41.4.1  for  . 

42.3.3  for  . 

42.4.4 Orig.  . Probably erroneous for  , as supplied by TA249 (N) (2nd lay.). 

44.1.2 See note on 42.4.4. 

44.2.1 See note on 42.4.4. 

48.1.3  for  . 

Consulted Concordances 

TA249, pp. 1685–6 (N). 

J.O.
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dügeah pusēlig sēmayi 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 13a, ll. 20–35 

Makâm Dügâh bûselik 

Usûl Aksak semâî 

Genre Saz semâîsi 

Attribution — 

Work No. CMOi0177 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Dügāh pūselik semāʿī’; Lat. script: ‘Düğah puselik semai’. Some 

notation and text (i.e. labelling of hânes) on the gutter side of the page is obscured by the 

binding. 

Structure 

H1 | 5 :|: 10(T) :|: 
H2 | 17* :|: 10(T) :|: 
H3 | 12 :|: 10(T) :|: 
H4 | 7 :|: 10(T) :|: 

*yürük semâî 

It is assumed that the ken at the end of H1 refers to T only. 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

3.4.2  for  . 
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12.1 Orig.  . Presumably erroneous for  . Cf. 14.1. OA353:  ; TA249 (A):  . 

13  omit. 

44.2 The group is partly obscured by the binding. The visible part of the first pitch 

symbol suggests a vernaxał ( ), rather than a xosrovayin-kisver () as supplied 

by TA249 (A):  . Cf. OA353:  . 

51.2 The group is partly obscured by the binding. The visible part of the first pitch 

symbol suggests a paroyk ().  

Consulted Concordances 

OA353, pp. 15–16; TA249, pp. 1224–5 (A). 

J.O.
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muhayer zērgülē sēmayi 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 13a, l. 36 – p. 13b, l. 14 

Makâm Muhayyer zîrgûle 

Usûl Aksak semâî 

Genre Saz semâîsi 

Attribution — 

Work No. CMOi0438 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Muḫayyer [sic] zīrgūle semāʿī’; Lat. script: ‘Muhayyer zirgule 

semai’.  

Structure 

H1 |: 12 | 9(T) :|: 
H2 |: 6 | 9(T) :|: 
H3 |: 10 | 9(T) :|: 
H4 |: 15 | 9(T) :|: 

It is assumed that the ken at the end of H1 refers to the entire hâne including T, rather than T 
only. 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

10.3.2 Orig.  . Probably erroneous for  . OA374:  . 

16.3 The group is preceded by one or more signs that were subsequently struck out. 
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19.1.3 Orig.  . Presumably erroneous for  . OA374 (groups 1–2):   . 

20–21 Div. 21 is understood to function as a second ending although it is not given in 

parentheses. The ken originally given in div. 21 is omitted from the 

transcription. Div. 20 may be played as both first and second ending in H3 and 

H4. 

21.3.2 Orig.  . Possibly erroneous for  . OA374 (groups 3–4):   . 

53.4.2 Orig.  . Possibly erroneous for  . OA374:  . 

54.3.1 Orig.  . Presumably erroneous for  . OA374:  . 

Consulted Concordances 

OA374, pp. 231l–r. 

J.O. 
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bēyat‘i bēhram aġa dēvri 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 13b, ll. 15–32 

Makâm Bayâtî 

Usûl Devr-i kebîr 

Genre Peşrev 

Attribution Behrâm Ağa (fl. ca. 1525) 

Work No. CMOi0066 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Bayātī Behrām Aġa devri’; Lat. script: ‘Beyati, Devri kebir, Behram’.  

Structure 

H1 |: 4 | 4(T) :|: 
H2 |: 4 | 4(T) :|: 
H3 |: 2 :|: 4 | 4(T) :|: 
H4 |: 1 :|: 1 :|: 1 :|: [4(T)] :|: 

The ken at the end of H1 is taken to indicate a repetition of the entire hâne including T, rather 
than T only. In H3, the repetition is taken to begin from the beginning of the preceding 
subsection. T begins from div. 25 in OA377, TA107, and TA249 (S). An internal repetition in 
H3 is indicated at div. 67 in OA374, OA377, TA107, and TA249 (S). T is not indicated in H4, 
which is omitted completely in the consulted concordances. 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

2.2 OA374:  ; OA377, TA107:  ; TA249 (S):  . 

3.2 See note on 2.2. 

6.2 OA377, TA107:  ; TA249 (S):  . 

7.2 See note on 2.2. 
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10.2 See note on 2.2. 

11.2 See note on 2.2. 

18.2 See note on 2.2. 

19.2 See note on 2.2. 

22.1 OA374, OA377, TA107, TA249 (S):  . 

27.1 OA374, OA377, TA107:  ; TA249 (S):  . 

32 Orig.կ. 

33–34 The final ending for H4 has been added. 

38.1 OA374, OA377, TA107, TA249 (S):  . 

39.1 The group is obscured by an ink stain. Supplied from TA249 (N):  . 

44.2.1 Orig.  (also in TA249 [N]). Possibly erroneous for  , as supplied in OA374, 

OA377, TA107, and TA249 (S). 

51–52  The first div. of T is given, followed ‘t‘em’. Div. signs are omitted. 

61.1–2 The two groups were struck out before being written again. 

61.3 OA374, OA377, TA107, TA249 (S):  ; TA249 (N):  . 

68 The div. is erroneously repeated. 

84 The div. consists of five groups. The final group ( ), which may be an 

erroneous interpolation from the following div. (83), has been omitted from 

the transcription. 

Consulted Concordances 

OA374, p. 51r–52r (H1–3); OA377, pp. 169–71 (H1–3); TA107, pp. 46–8 (later foliation: 27r–

28r; later pagination: 45–7) (H1–3); TA249, pp. 623–4 (N) (H1–3); TA249, pp. 655–6 (S) (H1–

3). 

J.O.
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hüsēyini aşran ali aġann 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 13b, l. 33 – p. 14a, l. 15 

Makâm Hüseynî aşîrân 

Usûl Berefşân 

Genre Peşrev 

Attribution Kemânî Alî Ağa (d. 1830) 

Work No. CMOi0146 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Ḥüseynī ʿaşīrān ʿAlī Āġānıñ’; Lat. script: ‘Hüseyni aşiran, Ali aga’. 

The usûl is not specified. The choice of berefşân (rather than muhammes, as given in some 

later sources) is based on TA249 (N). OA374 does not provide an usûl name. 

Structure 

H1 |: 5 :|: 
H2 |: 7 :|: 
H3 |: 5 :|: 
H4 |: 5 :|: 

The placement of div. signs in H4 is highly irregular (also in TA249 [N]). They have been 
adjusted partly on the basis of OA353 and OA374. See Notes on Transcription. 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

10.3 OA353, OA374:  . 

12.3 OA353, OA374:  . 

13.2 Orig.  . OA353, OA374, TA249 (N) (groups 3–4):   . 

14.1 OA353, OA374:  . 

16.3.2  for  . 
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23.3 OA353, OA374:  ; TA249 (N):  . 

24.1 OA353, OA374:  . 

26.1–2 OA353:   ; OA374:   . 

26.3 There appears to be a verǰakēt () following the group which was subsequently 

struck out. 

26.4 OA353, OA374:  . Cf. 34.4. 

31.4 OA353, OA374:  . 

32.1 See note on 24.1. 

32.4 OA353, OA374, TA249 (N):  . Cf. 24.4. 

34.1–2 OA353:   ; OA374:   . 

35.4 OA374:  . Cf. 27.4. 

37  omit. 

41.2–42.3 OA353, OA374:     . 

42.2.3    for  . 

44.4 OA353, OA374:  ; TA249 (N):  . Cf. 16.4, 22.4, 30.4, 64.4, 84.4. 

45.4 OA353, OA374:  ; TA249 (N):  . Cf. 17.4, 28.4, 65.4, 85.4. 

61.2–62.3 See note on 41.2–42.3. 

61  omit. 

67.2.4  for  . 

67  omit. 

69.2 OA353, OA374:  . 

71  omit. 

72.2 The group is followed by a verǰakēt () that is omitted from the transcription. 

72.3 Orig.   . The first two symbols are transcribed as grace notes on the basis 

of TA249 (N):  . OA353:   ; OA374:   . 

72  omit. 

73  for  . 

76  omit. 

77  omit. 

78  for  . 

80.2 See note on 26.3. 

80  for  . 

84  for  . 

85.2 The group is erroneously repeated. 

85  omit. 
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Consulted Concordances 

OA353, pp. 80–81; OA374, pp. 160r–161r; TA249, pp. 1065–6 (N). 

J.O.
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acem sult‘an veled dēvri 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 14a, ll. 16–36 

Makâm Acem 

Usûl Devr-i kebîr 

Genre Peşrev 

Attribution Sultân Veled (1226–1312) 

Work No. CMOi0308 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘ʿAcem Sulṭān Veled devri’; Lat. script: ‘Acem, Sultan veled Devri’. 

Structure 

H1 |: 2 :|: 4(T) :|: 
H2 | 2 :|: 4(T) :|: 
H3 |: 3 :|: 4 :|: 2 :|: 4(T) :|: 
H4 |: 4 :|: 4 :|: 4(T) :|:  

The first subsection of H2 may also be repeated, as indicated in TA107 and TA249 (S). 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

15.2.1 There is a dot above the ēkorč ( ) that the scribe appears to have attempted to 

rub out. 

41.1–2 OA374, OA377:   ; TA107:   ; TA249 (S):   . 

45.3 The group is preceded by a phrase in superscript ( ) that was subsequently 

struck out. 

57.1–2 See note on 41.1–2. 

63.4 Omit. Supplied from TA249 (N). 

68.1–2 OA374:  ; OA377:  ; TA107:  ; TA249 (S):   . 
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77.3 The group is preceded by one or more signs that were subsequently struck out. 

88 Orig.  . Cf. 74.1–2, 78.1–2, 94.1–2. 

95  omit. 

Consulted Concordances 

OA353, p. 84 (H4); OA374, pp. 165l–166l; OA377, pp. 129–30 (H1–3); TA107, pp. 39–40 

(later foliation: 23v–24r; later pagination: 38–9); TA249, pp. 1945–6 (S); TA249, pp. 1955–6 

(N). 

J.O.
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fērafēza düek‘ 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 14a, l. 37 – p. 14b, l. 8 

Makâm Ferahfezâ 

Usûl Çifte düyek 

Genre Peşrev 

Attribution — 

Work No. CMOi0379 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Feraḥfezā düyek’; Lat. script: ‘Ferahfeza, Düyek’. 

Structure 

H1 |: 5 | 5(T) :|: 
H2 |: 6 | 5(T) :|: 
H3 |: 7 | 5(T) :|: 
H4 |: 7 | 5(T) :|: 

Although the rhythmic cycle düyek is indicated in the heading, the distribution of division 
signs suggests rather çifte düyek. The ken at the end of H1 is assumed to refer to the entire 
hâne including T, rather than T only. 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

19.3–20.1 The omission of the kisver above every paroyk ( ) in this concluding passage is 

assumed to be a scribal error. 
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32  omit. 

56  omit. 

J.O.
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üzal ahmēd aġa dēvri 

Source TR-Iüne 

Location P. 14b, ll. 9–44 

Makâm Uzzâl 

Usûl Devr-i kebîr 

Genre Peşrev 

Attribution Vardakosta Ahmed Ağa (d. 1794) 

Work No. CMOi0355 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘ʿUzzāl Aḥmed Āġā devri’ Lat. script: ‘Uzzal Ahmed aga devri’. 

Structure 

H1 |: 2 :|: 2 :|: 3 :|:  1 | 1(T) :|: 
H2 |: 2 :|:: 2 | [1(T)] :|: 
H3 |: 9 | [1(T)] :|: 
H4 |: 4 :|: 2 :|: [1(T)] :|: 

The teslîm (T) is given in H1 only. The ken at the end of T is assumed to include the preceding 
subsection, rather than referring to T only. The concordances (NE203 and TA110) indicate 
that T should be reprised following H2 and H3, though not H4. NE203, p. 17 and TA110 show 
internal repetitions in H3 at divs. 68 and 76. Cf. no. 66. 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

9.2 NE203, TA110:  . 
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9  omit. 

11.1 NE203, TA110:  . 

13  obscured by the binding. 

14.1–2 Orig.   . Presumably erroneous for   . NE203, TA110:  . 

15.4 NE203, TA110:  . Cf. note on 35.4. 

16.1 The group is followed by one or more signs that were subsequently struck out. 

19.1 NE203, TA110:  . Cf. note on 11.1. 

19.3 The group is barely discernible due to page damage. NE203, TA110:  . Cf. 

23.3, 27.3. 

24.1 NE203, TA110:  . 

25.4 There may be a dot above the ēkorč ( ), but it is unclear. NE203, TA110:  . 

35.4 NE203, TA110:  . 

44.1.2  for  . 

48.3 NE203, TA110:  . 

50.2–4 NE203, TA110:    . 

55.1.3  for  . 

60 It is assumed the second ending follows T (rather than div. 54). See Structure. 

The group is partly obscured by the binding, although part of the closing 

parenthesis is visible. NE203, TA110: ( ) ; TA249 (H): () . 

64.2.1  for  . 

65.1.2 Orig.  (also in NE203 and TA110). Possibly erroneous for  . 

65.3 NE203, TA110:  . 

66.2 NE203, TA110:  . 

75.2 NE203, TA110:  . 

81.2.2 Orig.  . Presumably erroneous for  . NE203, TA110 (groups 2–3):   . 

81.3 NE203, TA110:  . 

83.4 NE203, TA110:  . 

84  for  . 

85.3 NE203, TA110:  . 

90.4.2  for  . 

91.4 NE203, TA110:  . 

92.1–2 Orig.   . Presumably erroneous for   , as supplied at 96.1–2. 

93.1.3 Orig.  . Possibly erroneous for  . NE203, TA110:  . 

94.1 NE203, TA110:  . 

95.3 The group is preceded by one or more signs that were subsequently struck out. 
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95  omit. 

102.2.3  for  . 

102.3.3  for  . 

118.3 NE203, TA110:  . 

123.1–2 NE203, TA110:   . 

124.2 NE203, TA110:  . 

130–131 It is assumed the second ending follows T (rather than div. 124). See Structure. 

Div. signs are omitted. 

Consulted Concordances 

NE203, p. 17; TA110, p. 74; TA249, pp. 2177–8 (H). 

J.O.
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k‘üç‘üg pusēlig aşıran sak‘il 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 15a, ll. 1–24 

Makâm Bûselik aşîrân 

Usûl Sakîl 

Genre Peşrev 

Attribution — 

Work No. CMOi0059 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Küçük pūselik ʿaşīrān sa̱ḳīl’; Lat. script: ‘Küçük puselik aşiran, şakil 

[sic]’. 

Structure 

H1 |: 1/T :|: 
H2 |: 1/T :|: 
H3 |: 1[/T] :|: 1[/T] :|: 
H4 |: 1[/T] :|: 

The teslîm (T) is written out only in H1. It is indicated with the abbreviation ‘t‘em’ in H2. No 
indication is given to reprise T in H3 or H4 in NE203 or OA405, but it appears in truncated 
form in the last divs. of both hânes. It is also inserted at divs. 34–37 in H3 in order to complete 
the usûl cycle, as confirmed by NE214, OA374, TA107, and TA249 (N). In all the latter 
sources, H4 begins from the following cycle (div. 40). TA107 and TA249 (N) designate the 
final cycle of the piece (labelled H4 in NE203 and OA405, and omitted from OA374) as H5. 
The teslîm is not labelled anywhere in ST1; H4 begins from the same point as in NE214, 
OA374, TA107, and TA249 (N). 

Pitch Set 
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Notes on Transcription 

3.3 NE214, ST1:  ; OA374:  ; TA107:  . 

5.2.2 There is an illegible symbol (possibly a kisver) above the benkorč () that was 

subsequently struck out. 

5.3–6.2 AM1537:    ; NE214, OA374, TA107:    ; ST1: 

    ; TA249 (N):    . 

6.4 NE214, TA107:  ; OA374:  ; ST1:  . 

7.3–8.2 AM1537:    ; NE214:    ; ST1: 

    ; TA107:    ; TA249 (N):  

  . 

10.4 AM1537, ST1:  ; NE214, OA374, TA107, TA249 (N):  . 

20.3–4 ST1 (1st lay.):   . Cf. 7.3–4. 

25 The first ending is supplied from H1 (div. 13), given here without parentheses. 

26.3.2 Orig.  (also in OA405). Probably erroneous for  . 

28.1–3 NE214, TA249 (N):    ; OA374:    ; TA107:   

 . 

33.3–4 See note on 20.3–4. 

34–37 Supplied from divs. 8–11 (i.e. the teslîm) in order to complete the usûl cycle. 

See Structure. 

38 The first ending is supplied from H2 (div. 26), given here without parentheses. 

39.1 The group was written incorrectly before being struck out and written again. 

49.4 NE214, OA374, TA107, TA249 (N):  ; ST1 (1st lay.):  . 

50.1 The group is preceded by one or more signs that were subsequently struck out. 

51  for  . 

54.2 NE214, ST1 (1st lay.), TA107, TA249 (N):  . 

56.2.1 Orig.  . Presumably erroneous for  , as given in all concordances except 

OA405. 

57.4 NE214, TA107:  ; ST1:  ; TA249 (N):  . 

64.4.1  for  (cf. 52.4). 

64  for  . 
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Consulted Concordances 

AM1537, p. 77 (H1); NE214, pp. 41–3; OA374, pp. 74r–75l (H1–3); OA405, pp. 1–2; ST1, 

p. 151; TA107, pp. 192–3 (later foliation: 96r–v; later pagination: 190–91); TA249, p. 591 (N). 

J.O.
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pusēlik‘ aşıran sēmayi 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 15a, l. 25 – p. 15b, l. 3 

Makâm Bûselik aşîrân 

Usûl Aksak semâî 

Genre Saz semâîsi 

Attribution — 

Work No. CMOi0058 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Pūselik ʿaşīrān semāʿī’; Lat. script: ‘Pus[e]lik aşiran semai’. The 

section headings of H2 and H3 are partly obscured by the binding. 

Structure 

H1 |: 8 :|: 
H2 |: 8 :|: 
H3 |: 12 :|: 
H4 |: 6 :|: 4 :|: 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

19.4.3 Orig.  (also in OA405 and TA249 [B] [p. 1071]). Presumably erroneous for 

 . 

22.2.1 See note on 19.4.3. 

22.3.1 See note on 19.4.3. 

22.3.4 See note on 19.4.3. 

24.2.4 Orig.  (also in OA405 and TA249 [B] [p. 1071]). Presumably erroneous for  . 

Cf. 20. 

24.3.1 See note on 24.2.4. 
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Consulted Concordances 

BL3114, fol. 174r; İS1, pp. 82–3; KEVSERÎ 2016, no. 509; OA374, pp. 75l–r; OA405, pp. 2–3; 

ST2, fols. 94v–95r; TA108, p. 22; TA110, pp. 7–8; TA249, p. 590 (B); TA249, pp. 609–10 (N); 

TA249, p. 1071 (B). 

J.O. 
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üşak‘ ç‘embēr isak‘ 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 15b, ll. 4–22 

Makâm Uşşâk 

Usûl Çenber 

Genre Peşrev 

Attribution Tanbûrî İsak (d. after 1807) 

Work No. CMOi0360 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘ʿUşşāḳ çenber Īsāḳ’; Lat. script: ‘Uşşak, çenber, Isak’.  

Structure 

H1 |: 2 :|: 
H2 |: 2 :|: 4 :|: 
H3 |: 3 :|: 
H4 |: 3 :|: 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

4.2 OA353:  ; OA377, TA107, TA249 (N):  . 

6.2–3 OA353:   ; OA377, TA107, TA249 (N):   . 

6.4.1 There is an illegible sign (possibly a kisver) above the benkorč ( ) that was 

subsequently struck out. 

6  for  . 

11.3 Omit. Supplied from 23.3. 

11  omit. 

19.1.2 There is an illegible sign above the xosrovayin () that was subsequently struck 

or rubbed out. 
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23.3.3 There appears to be a dot above the nerk‘naxał () that was subsequently 

rubbed out. 

29  omit. 

30.4 Orig.  . 

36.1 OA353:  ; OA377, TA107, TA249 (N):  . 

41.4.1 There is an illegible sign above the p‘uš ( ) that was subsequently rubbed out. 

42.2–4 OA353 (whole div.):    ; TA107 (whole div.):    . 

46.4 There appear to be one or more signs above the group that were subsequently 

rubbed out. 

52.4 OA353:  ; OA377, TA107, TA249 (N) (groups 3–4):  . 

54  for  . 

60  for  . 

70.3 The group is preceded by one or more signs that were subsequently struck out. 

75.3 See note on 70.3. 

78.2 Orig.  . 

78.4–79.2 OA353 (beginning from 78.3):   . 

78  for  . 

Consulted Concordances 

OA353, pp. 20–21; OA377, pp. 205–6; OA405, pp. 3–4; ST1, p. 81; TA107, pp. 122–4 (later 

foliation: 61r–62r; later pagination: 120–22); TA249, pp. 2193–4 (N); TA249, pp. 2235–6 (B). 

J.O.
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ēvci ara Sēmayi 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 15b, ll. 23–35 

Makâm Evcârâ 

Usûl Aksak semâî 

Genre Saz semâî 

Attribution — 

Work No. CMOi0017 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Evc ārā semāʿī’; Lat. script: ‘Evicârâ semai’. 

Structure 

H1 |: 13 :|: 
H2 |: 10 :|: 4 :|: 
H3 |: 8 :|: 4 :|: 
H4 |: 16* :|: 4* | 2 :|: 4 :|: 

*yürük semâî 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

9.2.1  for  . 

20.1.3  for  . 

25.2 The meaning of the stroke below the xosrovayin-kisver () is uncertain. 

Possibly intended as , in which case 25.1–2 might be transcribed as     

(bwcs asg). 

34.4.1 Orig.  . Probably erroneous for  , although the kisver is also omitted in 

OA405, ST1, and TA249 (N). 

39.2.1  for  . 
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57.1.3 Orig.  . Probably erroneous for  , although the kisver is also omitted in OA405 

and OA466. 

60.4.1  for  . 

65.1.1  for  . 

Consulted Concordances 

İS1, pp. 55–6; NE211, pp. 51–3; OA374, pp. 187l–r; OA405, pp. 4–5; OA466, pp. 24–5; ST1, 

p. [198]; ST2, fols. 53r–54r; TA107, pp. 151–2 (later foliation: 75v–76r; later pagination: 149–

50); TA108, pp. 130–32. 

J.O. 
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pēncügeah gülüst‘an düyēk‘ 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 16a, ll. 1–28 

Makâm Pençgâh 

Usûl Düyek 

Genre Peşrev 

Attribution — 

Work No. CMOi0081 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Pencgāh Gülistān düyek’; Lat. script: ‘Pençgah. ğülistan, düyek’.  

Structure 

H1 |: 8 :|: 7 :|: 
H2 |: 6 :|: 8 :|: 8 :|: 
H3 |: 29 :|: 
H4 |: 7 :|: 4 :|: 4 :|: 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

5.2 Orig.  (also in TA110). Probably erroneous for  , as given in TA249 (N), and 

at 61.2. 

7.1.3  for  . 

15.2.2 Orig.  (also in TA110). Probably erroneous for  . TA249 (N):  . Cf. 8.2, 

37.2. 

21.2.2 Orig.  (also in TA110 and TA249 [N]). Probably erroneous for  . Cf. 8.2, 37.2. 

29.3.2 See note on 21.2.2. 

33  omit. 

35.4.1  for  . 
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40  omit. 

42.1.2 Orig.  (also in TA110 and TA249 [N]). Probably erroneous for  . 

46.3.3 Orig.  (also in TA110 and TA249 [N]). Probably erroneous for  . 

46.4.1 See note on 46.3.3. 

52  omit. 

57  omit. 

62  omit. 

74.2 The group was erroneously written as  , then struck out and rewritten. 

77  omit. 

Consulted Concordances 

TA110, p. 77; TA249, pp. 731–2 (N). 

J.O.
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payt‘ar saba isak‘n usuli hafif 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 16a, l. 29 – p. 16b, l. 17 

Makâm Baytâr sabâ 

Usûl Hafîf 

Genre Peşrev 

Attribution Tanbûrî İsak (d. after 1807) 

Work No. CMOi0134 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Ṣabā bayṭar Īsāḳıñ ḫafīf’; Lat. script: ‘saba ? baytar, hafif, Isak’ 

(question mark is original). The Latin-script hand has added a cross with rounded hooks in 

thin black pen to the left of the heading, and the following annotation in pencil above the 

heading: ‘[halbuki Isakĭn ğülizarĭdĭr] Dr Suphi Ezgi’ (brackets are original).  

Structure 

H1 |: 1 | 1/T :|: 
H2 |: 1 | 1/T :|: 
H3 |: 1 | 1/T :|: 
H4 |: 1 | 1/T :|: 

Repetition is indicated only for H1 in NE203, OA405, and TA110. It is indicated for H2–4 in 
TA249 (N) (pp. 2447–8), and for all hânes in the remaining concordances. 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

1.4 ST1:  . 

3.2–3 OA421, TA249 (B), TA249 (N) (pp. 2447–8):   ; ST1:   ; TA249 

(N) (pp. 2451–2):   . 
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6.4–7.1 OA421:  ; TA249 (B), TA249 (N) (pp. 2447–8):  ; TA249 (N) 

(pp. 2451–2):  ; ST1:  . 

7.4–8.1 OA421:   ; TA249 (B), TA249 (N) (pp. 2447–8):  ; TA249 

(N) (pp. 2451–2):  . 

8  for  . 

13.3 OA421, ST1, TA249 (B), TA249 (N) (pp. 2447–8) (groups 3–4):  . 

16  for  . 

18.1–2 OA421, TA249 (N) (pp. 2447–8):   ; TA249 (B):   ; TA249 

(N) (pp. 2451–2):   . 

19.2 ST1:  ; TA249 (B), TA249 (N) (pp. 2447–8), TA249 (N) (pp. 2451–2):  . 

19.4 OA421, TA249 (B), TA249 (N) (pp. 2447–8):  ; ST1:  . 

21.3 OA421, TA249 (B):  ; ST1, TA249 (N) (pp. 2451–2):  ; TA249 (N) (pp. 

2447–8):  ; See also 27.3. 

22.3–4 OA421:   ; ST1:   ; TA249 (B), TA249 (N) (pp. 2451–2):  

 ; TA249 (N) (pp. 2447–8):   . 

23.2 OA421, ST1, TA249 (B), TA249 (N) (pp. 2447–8), TA249 (N) (pp. 2451–2): 

 . 

24.1–2 OA421, TA249 (B), TA249 (N) (pp. 2447–8):   . 

25.2 ST1:  ; TA249 (B), TA249 (N) (pp. 2447–8):  . 

25.4 OA421, TA249 (B), TA249 (N) (pp. 2447–8):  . 

27.4 See 21.4. 

28.2 See 22.2. 

28.3 Omit. (also in TA110). Supplied from OA405. Cf. 22.3. 

28.4 OA421, TA249 (B), TA249 (N) (pp. 2447–8):  ; ST1:  . 

29.2 OA421, ST1, TA249 (B), TA249 (N) (pp. 2447–8):  . 

40.2 OA421, TA249 (B), TA249 (N) (pp. 2447–8):  ; ST1:  . 

46.3 Orig.  (also in TA110). Probably erroneous for  , as supplied in ST1 

and at 14.3, 30.3, and 62.3. OA405 (groups 3–4):   . 

56  for  . 

58.1 TA249 (N) (pp. 2447–8):  ; TA249 (N) (pp. 2451–2):  . 

58.4 TA249 (N) (pp. 2451–2):  . 
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Consulted Concordances 

OA405, pp. 74–5; OA421, p. 23; ST1, p. 79; TA110, pp. 77–8; TA249, pp. 1001–2 (B); TA249, 

pp. 2447–8 (N); TA249, pp. 2451–2 (N). 

J.O.
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payt‘ar saba sēmayi 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 16b, ll. 18–35 

Makâm Baytâr sabâ 

Usûl Aksak semâî 

Genre Saz semâîsi 

Attribution — 

Work No. CMOi0135 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Ṣabā semāʿī Bayṭar’; Lat. script: ‘Saba ? baytar semai’ (question 

mark is original). The Latin-script hand has added: ‘[ğülizar semai Dr Suphi Ezgi]’ (brackets 

are original). 

Structure 

H1 |: 9 :|: 
H2 |: 12 :|: 
H3 |: 12 :|: 
H4 |: 11 :|: 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

9.1 Orig.  . Probably intended as two groups, as in TA110:   . 

16  omit. 

17  omit. 

40.4 The group is preceded by one or more signs that were subsequently struck out. 

40  omit. 
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Consulted Concordances 

NE214, pp. 74–6; OA374, pp. 157l–r; OA377, pp. 65–6; OA405, pp. 75–6; ST2, fol. 56r–v; 

TA107, p. 188 (later foliation: 94r; later pagination: 186); TA110, p. 78; TA249, pp. 1003–4 

(B); TA249, p. 2431 (A).   

J.O. 
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ırast‘ ahmēd bēy düek‘ 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 17a, ll. 1–23 

Makâm Râst 

Usûl Çifte düyek 

Genre Peşrev 

Attribution Küçük Ahmed Bey (fl. ca. 1650)  

Work No. CMOi0189 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Rāst Aḥmed Beğ düyek’; Lat. script: ‘Rast Ahmed Bey, duyek’. 

Structure 

H1 |: 10 | 2(T) :|: 
H2 |: 8 | 2(T) :|: 
H3 |: 10 | 2(T) :|: 
H4 |: 5 | 2(T) :|: 

Although the rhythmic cycle düyek is indicated in the heading, the distribution of div. signs 
suggests rather çifte düyek. It is assumed that the repetition implied by the second ending in 
H1 (div. 25) refers to the entire hâne including T, rather than T only. Since it concludes on 
yegâh (D) rather than râst (g), the second ending is omitted in H4. 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

5.1–2 OA377:   . 

7  omit. 

9.2 OA377:  . 

10.1 OA377:  . 

10.3 OA377:  . 
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14.1 OA377:  . 

14.4 OA377:  . 

16.4 OA377:  . 

17.1–3 OA377:    . 

18.4 Orig.  (  for ). OA377:  . 

19.4 OA377:  . 

20  for  . 

21  for  . 

25.4 OA377:  . 

31.1 OA377:  . 

38.4 OA377:  . 

40.4 OA377:  . 

47.2.3 Orig.  (also in TA110 and TA249 [N]). Presumably erroneous for  , as 

supplied in OA377. 

47.4 OA377:  . 

49.1.2 Orig.  . Presumably erroneous for  , although OA377, TA110, and TA249 (N) 

also supply  . 

51.3 The group was written twice and the first struck out. 

53.2 OA377:  . 

56.3 OA377:  . 

57.3 OA377:  . 

58.2 OA377:  . 

62.4 OA377:  . 

76.2.1 Orig.  (also in TA110 and TA249 [N]). Possibly erroneous for  , as supplied 

in OA377. 

77  omit. 

Consulted Concordances 

OA377, pp. 3–5; TA110, p. 73; TA249, pp. 1263–4 (N). 

J.O.
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şēfk‘ēt‘ arab sēmayi 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 17a, ll. 24–35 

Makâm Şevk u tarab 

Usûl Aksak semâî 

Genre Saz semâîsi 

Attribution — 

Work No. CMOi0261 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Şevḳ-ı ṭarab semāʿī’; Lat. script: ‘sevk-ü-tarab [sic] semai’. 

Structure 

H1 |: 4 :|: 
H2 |: 4 :|: 5 :|: 
H3 |: 9 :|: 
H4 |: 17* :|: 3 :|: 

*yürük semâî 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

19  omit. 

21.4.1 Orig.  (also in TA110). Probably erroneous for  . İS1, TA249 (A):  ; OA374: 
 ; OA374, TA107:  ; TA249 (B):  . 

24.1.1  for  . 
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33 The repetition of div. 32 (  ) is possibly erroneous. It occurs only in TA110 

and in a variant in ST2 (   ). 

Consulted Concordances 

İS1, p. 187–8; OA374, pp. 89l–r; OA377, p. 83; ST2, fols. 59v–60r; TA107, p. 274 (later 

foliation: 137r; later pagination: 272); TA110, pp. 73–4; TA249, p. 1679 (B). 

J.O. 
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üzal dēvri k‘ēbir nayi ōsman ēfēndi 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 17a, l. 36 – p. 17b, l. 27 

Makâm Uzzâl 

Usûl Devr-i kebîr 

Genre Peşrev 

Attribution Nâyî Osmân Dede (1652–1729) 

Work No. CMOi0355 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘ʿUzzāl Nāyī ʿOsm̱ān Efendi devr-i kebīr’; Lat. script: ‘uzzal, nayi 

Osman ef.’  

Structure 

H1 |: 2 :|: 2 :|: 3 :|: 1 | 1(T) :|: 
H2 |: 2 :|: 2 | 1(T) :|: 
H3 |: 3 :|: 2 :|: 4 | 1(T) :|: 
H4 |: 2 :|: 1 :|: 2 | [1(T)] :|: 

The ken at the end of H1 is assumed to indicate a repetition of the final subsection including 
T, rather than T only. The same structure is assumed to be applicable to H2–4. A reprise of T 
is not indicated in H4 (likewise in the concordances). Cf. no. 56. 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

1.3 NE203:  . There appears to be a stor () following the group that was 

subsequently rubbed out, although it is not given in TA110 (which is otherwise 

identical with NE203, p. 17). 

1.4 NE203:  . 
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2.1 NE203:  . 

5.3 NE203:  . Cf. 1.3. 

5  omit. 

7.2 NE203:  . 

9  omit. 

11.3 See note on 5.3. 

11  omit. 

12.1 One or more signs above the group have been struck out. 

12.4 NE203:  . 

13.2 See note on 5.3. 

15.1 NE203:  . 

16.2 Although NE203 has  , the articulation  has been retained to fit with the 

sequence beginning with  at 15.4. 

20.4 NE203:  . 

22.2.4 Orig.  . Presumably erroneous for  , as supplied at 26.2 and 30.2. NE203: 

 . 

23.3 NE203:  . 

27.3 NE203:  . 

28.4 NE203:  . 

28  omit. 

33.2 NE203:  . 

33  omit. 

34.1 NE203:  . 

34.2 The group was written and struck out before being rewritten. NE203:  . 

36.1.2 Orig.  (also TA110). Presumably erroneous for  , as supplied in NE203. 

44.2 Orig.  (also in TA110). Presumably erroneous for  . NE203:  . 

44.4 NE203:  . 

47  omit. 

49.1 NE203:  . 

50  omit. 

52.1 NE203:  . 

61.1.4 Orig.  (also in TA110). Presumably erroneous for  . 

64.2 NE203:  . 

65.1 Orig.  . Presumably erroneous for  , as supplied in TA110. NE203: 

 . 
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71.1 NE203:  . 

75.4.2 Orig.  (also in TA110). Probably erroneous for  . There appears to be a 

superscript note to the right of the group (possibly ), but it is not given in 

TA110. NE203:  . 

76.4.3 Orig.  (also in TA110). Probably erroneous for  . NE203:  . 

77.1 Orig.  (also in TA110). Probably erroneous for  , as supplied by 

NE203. 

80.2.2 Orig.  (also in TA110). Probably erroneous for  . NE203:  . 

80  for  . 

84.2 NE203:  . 

86.2 NE203:  . 

88.1 The group is followed by a verǰakēt () that was subsequently struck out. 

96  omit. 

103.4–104.1 NE203:  . 

104  omit. 

107.4–108.1 NE203:  . There are two groups at the beginning of div. 108 that have 

been struck out. 

108.3 NE203:  . 

110–113 The crosses marking the subsection indicate that it is to be repeated, as 

confirmed by the second ending (divs. 114–115). The repetition is fully written 

out in NE203, p. 14. 

111.4 NE203:  . 

112.4 NE203:  (second time). 

114  omit. 

115 Orig.    (also in TA110). The final group is omitted from the transcription 

in order to fit the four-unit division. NE203:  . 

116.1 NE203:  . 

117 Orig.      (also in TA110). The third group ( ), 

which may be an inadvertent repetition of 116.3, is omitted from the 

transcription in order to fit the four-unit division. NE203:    

 . 

120.3 NE203:  . 

128  omit. 

129.1.1 Orig.  (also in TA110). Presumably erroneous for  . NE203:  . 
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Consulted Concordances 

NE203, p. 14; TA110, p. 74. 

J.O.
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üzal sēmayi 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 17b, ll. 28–44 

Makâm Uzzâl 

Usûl Aksak semâî 

Genre Saz semâîsi 

Attribution — 

Work No. CMOi0096 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘ʿUzzāl semāʿī’; Lat. script: ‘uzzal semai’. 

Structure 

H1 |: 6 | 6(T) :|: 
H2 | 15 | 6(T) | 
H3 |: 14 | 6(T) :|: 
H4 |: 10 | 6(T) :|: 

Since T is written out in H4 (divs. 52–57), the abbreviation ‘t‘em’ following div. 57 is 
presumed to be erroneous and is omitted from the transcription. As the ken in H4 (div. 57) 
refers to the entire hâne including T, it is presumed that this also applies to H1 and H3. No 
repetition sign is supplied in H2 in TA110 or TA249 (N), though presumably it may also be 
repeated (including T). 

Pitch Set 
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Notes on Transcription 

8.4.2 Orig.  (also in TA110 and TA249 [N]). Possibly erroneous for  . Cf. 53.4.2. 

12.4.1  for  (also in TA110). 

20.2.3 The stor () appears to be a correction of an s-shaped rest sign (). 

39.1.2 Orig.  (also in TA110 and TA249 [N]). Probably erroneous for  . 

40  omit. 

41 A group appears to have been omitted, since divs. 40–41 (not separated by a 

div. sign) consist of seven rather than eight groups both here and in TA110. 

41.1 and the distribution of the remaining groups are therefore based on TA249 

(N):     . Div. 41 is originally followed by կթեմ. See Structure. 

53–58 The teslîm is not labelled. See Structure. 

54.4.2 The benkorč ( ) appears first to have been written in the upper octave (as ) 

and subsequently corrected. TA110 supplies  . 

58 The abbreviation ‘t‘em’ following div. 58 is omitted from the transcription since 

T is already written out (divs. 53–58). See Structure.  

Consulted Concordances 

TA110, p. 75; TA249, pp. 799–800 (N). 

J.O. 
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sazk‘ear musinin 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 18a, ll. 1–24 

Makâm Sazkâr 

Usûl Darbeyn 

Genre Peşrev 

Attribution Musi (fl. ca. 1750) 

Work No. CMOi0215 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Sāzkār Mūsīniñ’; Lat. script: ‘Sazkâr, Musî’. The following remark 

is given by the first hand to the right of the heading: ‘bu ik‘i dēfa eazılmış amma bu ēyisidir’ 

(‘this was written twice but this is the better one’). The remark is translated by the Arabic-

script hand as ‘İki defʿa yazılmış ise de bu iyisidir’. The alternative version of the piece 

mentioned here is presumably that found in TA110, pp. 37–8.   

Structure 

H1 |: 1 :|: 
H2 |: 1/T :|: 1 :|: 1/T :|: 
H3 |: 1 :|: 1 :|: 1 :|: 1/T :|: 
H4 |: 1 :|: 1/T :|: 

According to Pjşgyan (BŽŠKEAN 1997, p. 165), darbeyn should be written as seven and a half 
divisions (4+4+4+4+4+4+4+2 time units), consisting of one cycle of devr-i kebîr and 
one of berefşân. However, the placement of division signs indicates that the cycle consists of 
60 rather than 30 time units, with each subcycle being augmented, i.e. two cycles of devr-i 
kebîr (= 7 divs.) followed by two of berefşân (= 8 divs.). A k‘aṙakēt () is given after 7 divs. 
(marking the end of the augmented devr-i kebîr section) as well as at the end of the cycle in 
H1–3. It is given at the end of each subcycle in H4. 

The teslîm (T) is fully written out only once, at divs. 25–32. Reprises in H2–4 are indicated 

by ‘t‘em’. The repetition of T (which must include the preceding subsection in order to 

preserve the structure of the usûl cycle) is indicated by a ken in the first instance (divs. 25–

32) and by the second ending at the end of H2 (divs. 65–66). It is assumed that T is also 

repeated in H3 and H4. 
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That H1 consists of one cycle only and does not include T, which consequently occurs twice 
in H2 (or four times with repetitions), is supported by OA377, OA503, ST1 (pp. 117–8), ST1 
(pp. 166–7), TA110 (pp. 37–8), TA110 (pp. 75–6), TA249 (N) (pp. 1439–40), TA249 (Nec.), 
and TA249 (B), although T is not labelled in OA503, TA110 (pp. 37–8), and TA249 (B). H2 
begins one (augmented) cycle later (i.e. from div. 33) in AK56, NE211, NE214, OA374, ST1 
(pp. 137–8), TA249 (N) (pp. 1431–3), TA249 (N) (pp. 1435–7), and TA249 (N) (pp. 1443–4). 
The similarity of divs. 8–15 to T means that they may be considered equivalent to the latter, 
and indeed are labelled as such in ST1 (pp. 117–8) and ST1 (pp. 137–8). Structure-related 
issues in H4 are discussed in Notes on Transcription. 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

1.1 It cannot be securely determined whether the use or omission of the kisver 

above xosravayin () and vernaxał ( ) in this and similar phrases is intentional 

or not. Such phrases are therefore transcribed exactly as given in the ms., with 

the caveat that some instances may be scribal errors. 

2.1–2 See note on 1.1. 

2.4 See note on 1.1. 

5.1 A verǰakēt () is erroneously given following the group. It has been omitted 

from the transcription. 

5.3 See note on 1.1. 

9.2 OA377, TA249 (B), TA249 (N) (pp. 1439–40), TA249 (Nec.):  . 

10.3 OA377:  . 

11.1 The group is preceded by one or more signs that were subsequently struck out. 

14.4–15.3 OA377:    ; TA249 (N) (pp. 1439–40), TA249 (Nec.):  

  . 

22.2 OA377, TA249 (N) (pp. 1439–40), TA249 (Nec.):  . 
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28.2 OA377, TA249 (N) (pp. 1439–40), TA249 (Nec.):  ; ST1 (p. 137), TA249 (B): 

 ; TA249 (N) (pp. 1431–3):  . 

29.3–4 See note on 1.1. 

30.2 See note on 1.1. 

40–47 The cross following div. 39 indicates a reprise of divs. 8–15, as confirmed by 

the concordances. 

50.1.2  for  . 

50  omit. 

55 The verǰakēt () appears originally to have been a k‘aṙakēt (), the right-hand 

dots of which have been struck out. 

63–64 The first ending is supplied from divs. 48–49 (without parentheses) in order to 

provide a transition to the beginning of the repeated subsection (div. 50). 

67.2 AK56 (1st lay.), NE211 (1st lay.), NE214, TA249 (N) (pp. 1435–7), TA249 (N) 

(pp. 1443–4):  ; OA374:  . 

70.2–3 AK56 (1st lay.), NE211 (1st lay.), NE214, TA249 (B):   ; OA503, ST1 (pp. 

117–8), ST1 (pp. 166–7), TA110 (pp. 37–8):   ; ST1 (pp. 137–8):   ; 

TA249 (N) (pp. 1431–3):   ; TA249 (N) (pp. 1435–7), TA249 (N) (pp. 

1443–4):   . 

71.1  for  .  

71.2 AK56 (1st lay.), NE211 (1st lay.), NE214, OA503, ST1 (pp. 117–8), ST1 (pp. 

137–8), ST1 (pp. 166–7), TA249 (N) (pp. 1435–7), TA249 (N) (pp. 1443–4), 

TA249 (B):  ; OA374:  ; TA110 (pp. 37–8):  ; TA249 (N) (pp. 1431–3): 

 . 

72.3 OA374:  ; OA503, ST1 (pp. 117–8), ST1 (pp. 166–7):  ; ST1 (pp. 137–8), 

TA110 (pp. 37–8), TA249 (B):  ; TA249 (N) (pp. 1431–3):  ; TA249 (N) 

(pp. 1435–7), TA249 (N) (pp. 1443–4):  . 

75.1–2 AK56 (1st lay.):   ; NE211 (1st lay.), NE214:   ; OA374:  

 ; TA249 (N) (pp. 1435–7), TA249 (N) (pp. 1443–4):   . 

79.2 AK56 (1st lay.), TA249 (N) (pp. 1435–7), TA249 (N) (pp. 1443–4):  ; NE211 

(1st lay.), NE214:  ; OA374:  ; ST1 (pp. 137–8), TA249 (B):  . 

81  omit. 

85.2 AK56 (1st lay.), NE211 (1st lay.), NE214, TA249 (N) (pp. 1435–7), TA249 (N) 

(pp. 1443–4):  ; ST1 (pp. 137–8), TA249 (B):  . 

87.3 ST1 (pp. 137–8), TA249 (B):  . 

88.3 TA249 (N) (pp. 1431–3):  ; TA249 (N) (pp. 1443–4):  . 
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91.2 OA374:  . 

94.2 TA249 (N) (pp. 1439–40):  . 

101.2 OA374:  ; OA377, TA249 (N) (pp. 1439–40):  ; OA503, ST1 (pp. 117–

8), ST1 (pp. 137–8), TA249 (N) (pp. 1431–3):  ; ST1 (pp. 166–7):  . 

102.2 AK56 (1st lay.), NE211 (1st lay.), NE214, OA374, TA249 (N) (1435–7):  ; 

OA377, TA249 (N) (pp. 1439–40):  ; ST1 (pp. 137–8):  . 

104.3–105.3 ST1 (pp. 137–8):     . 

107.2 ST1 (pp. 117–8):  . 

109.2 OA377, TA249 (N) (pp. 1439–40):  ; OA503, ST1 (pp. 166–7), TA110 (pp. 

37–8):  . 

110.3–4 See note on 1.1. 

111.2 See note on 1.1. 

111.4 AK56, TA249 (N) (pp. 1435–7), TA249 (N) (pp. 1443–4):  ; NE211 (1st lay.), 

NE214, OA503, ST1 (pp. 166–7), TA110 (pp. 37–8):  ; OA374:  . 

113  omit. 

114.4.3  for  . Cf. 16.4, 31.4. 

116–130 The opening phrase of H2 (marked by a cross) is given as a prompt and followed 

by the word ‘t‘e[sli]m’, indicating a reprise of divs. 18–32. 

131–138 A repetition of divs. 131–134 is indicated by կ. The repeated divs. are given in 

full in the transcription (divs. 135–138) in order to preserve the structure of 

the usûl cycle. The ken is therefore omitted. 

133.1–3 OA374:    ; OA377, TA249 (N) (pp. 1439–40):   

 ; OA503:   ; ST1 (pp. 117–8):   ; ST1 (pp. 166–7): 
   ; TA110 (pp. 37–8):     ; TA249 (N) (pp. 1431–3):  

   . The interpretation given in the transcription follows OA377 and 

TA249 (N) (pp. 1439–40). 

139–146 A repetition of divs. 139–142 is implied by a second ending (div. 146). The 

repeated divs. are given in full in the transcription (and the second ending given 

without parentheses) in order to preserve the structure of the usûl cycle (divs. 

143–146). 

139.2 OA374:  ; OA377, TA249 (N) (pp. 1439–40):  ; OA503, ST1 (pp. 117–8), 

ST1 (pp. 137–8), TA110 (pp. 37–8), TA249 (B):  . 

142.1 OA503, ST1 (pp. 117–8), TA110 (pp. 37–8):  ; OA377:  ; ST1 (pp. 166–

7):  . 

146 See note on 139–146. 
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149.1–4 OA377:     ; ST1 (pp. 117–8):    ; ST1 (pp. 

166–7):    ; TA110 (pp. 37–8):     ; TA249 (N) 

(pp. 1431–3):     ; TA249 (N) (pp. 1439–40):    

 . 

151–154 Although there is no indication to repeat the previous four divs. (147–150), 

they are repeated in the transcription in order to preserve the structure of the 

usûl cycle. 

163–164 The second ending is supplied on the basis of divs. 65–66, but has been adjusted 

to conclude on the finalis (i.e. râst [g] rather than gerdâniye [g1]).  

Consulted Concordances 

AK56, fols. 10v–11v; NE211, pp. 8–12; NE214, pp. 12–18; OA374, pp. 14l–16l (H2–4); 

OA377, pp. 190–92; OA503, pp. 58–60; ST1, pp. 117–8; ST1, pp. 137–8; ST1, pp. 166–7; 

TA110, pp. 37–8; TA110, pp. 75–6; TA249, p. 237 (Nec.) (H1–2); TA249, pp. 1431–3 (N); 

TA249, pp. 1435–7 (N); TA249, pp. 1439–40 (N); TA249, pp. 1443–4 (N); TA249, pp. 1447–

9 (B). 

J.O.
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sēmayi sazk‘ear 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 18a, ll. 25–39 

Makâm Sazkâr 

Usûl Aksak semâî 

Genre Saz semâîsi 

Attribution — 

Work No. CMOi0216 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Sāzkār semāʿī’; Lat. script: ‘sazigâr semai’. 

Structure 

H1 |: 8 :|: 4 :|: 
H2 |: 4 :|: 4 :|: 4(T) :|: 4 :|: 4 :|: 
H3 | 4 :|: 4(T) :|: 8* :|: 
H4 |: 18* :|: 
H2 |: 4 :|: 4 :|: 4(T) :|: 

*yürük semâî 

The teslîm (T) is written out only in H2; it is assumed that it consists of divs. 22–25, and 
therefore that the piece as a whole ends at div. 25. The reprise of T is indicated in H3 by a 
prompt (40.1) followed by the abbreviation ‘t‘em’. The final reprise of T following H4 is 
preceded by a reprise of divs. 14–21 (indicated by a cross and ‘t‘em’).  

The irregular structure is reproduced in TA110 (p. 76), OA377, and TA249 (B) (although 
T is not labelled in the latter source). In OA374, T is not labelled and H4 begins from div. 44. 
There is a later pencil note in Armeno-Turkish in TA110 (p. 76) indicating that H3 may begin 
from div. 26: ‘3 hanē başga eērdē bundan ıdı’ (‘in another place [i.e. source], the third hâne 
begins from here’).    

In NE205 and NE211, H2 begins from div. 9, H3 from div. 26, and H4 from div. 44. H2(M) 
is designated as T, but is reprised only after H4. The same structure obtains in TA249 (A), but 
T is not labelled. 

In TA110 (p. 38) and both concordances in ST1, H2 begins from div. 9, H3 from div. 18, 
and H4 from div. 44. Divs. 26–39 are omitted. T is not labelled. In ST2, H2 begins from div. 
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9 and H4 from div. 44, while H3 (divs. 18–39) is omitted. Divs. 6–8 are designated as T and 
are reprised following H4. 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

17.2.3 The sign appears to have been corrected from  to  . Cf. 19.2. 

28.3.3  for  . 

28  omit. 

59  omit. 

71 Orig.   . The first group is probably intended as superscript, as given in 

OA377:  . 

Consulted Concordances 

NE205, pp. [374–6]; NE211, pp. 12–14; OA374, pp. 16l–r; OA377, pp. 192–3; ST1, p. 167; 

ST1, pp. [200–201]; ST2, fol. 50v; TA110, p. 38; TA110, p. 76; TA249, pp. 1449–50 (B); 

TA249, pp. 1459–60 (A); TA249, p. 1463 (N) (H3–4).  

J.O. 
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sabah dēvir naznieaz şeḫ ōsman ēfēndi 

Source TR-Iüne 203-1 

Location P. 18b, ll. 1–25 

Makâm Sabâ 

Usûl Devr-i kebîr 

Genre Peşrev 

Attribution Nâyî Osmân Dede (1652–1729) 

Work No. CMOi0283 

Remarks 

Later headings: Ar. script: ‘Ṣabā Nāz u niyāz ʿOsm̱ān Efendi devr’; Lat. script: ‘Saba, naz-ü-

niyaz, devir – Osman ef.’ The notation is followed by two headings that were subsequently 

struck out: ‘ırasd bēnli sak‘il’ and ‘sazk‘ear musinin bu pēşrēf ik‘i dēfa [eazılmış] amma bu 

ēyisidir’ (cf. no. 68).  

Structure 

H1 |: 2 :|: 2(T) :|: 
H2 |: 2 :|: 2(T) :|: 
H3 |: 2 :|: 2 :|: 2(T) :|: 
H4 |: 2 :|: 1 :|: 2 :|: 2(T) :|: 

The word ‘t‘em’ following H3 is obscured by the binding, but its presence is confirmed by 
TA110 (pp. 76–7), as well as the fact that it is followed by a second ending (divs. 65–66). The 
second ending preceding T (div. 56) would appear to function better as a transition to H4, 
perhaps implying that T is not obligatory. Although T is indicated following H3 in the majority 
of the concordances, it is not indicated in OA374 or TA249 (N). 

Pitch Set 

 

Notes on Transcription 

1.3–4 OA374, OA377, TA107:     ; ST1 (pp. 131–2):   . 
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2.3 OA377, TA107:   ; ST1 (pp. 131–2):  . 

3.2 The group is partly obscured by the binding. OA374, OA377:   ; TA107: 

  ; TA110 (pp. 76–7):  . 

5.3 OA374, OA377, TA107:   ; ST1 (pp. 131–2):  . 

6.2 The group is partly obscured by the binding. The first main pitch symbol 

appears to be a benkorč ( ), presumably intended as a paroyk ( ). Cf. 5.2. 

TA110 (pp. 76–7):     [sic] . 

6.3 OA377, TA107:   ; ST1 (pp. 131–2):  . 

7.2 Orig.  . 

9.2 The group is partly obscured by the binding. TA110 (pp. 76–7):  . The 

verǰakēt () is omitted in TA110 (pp. 76–7). 

10.1–2 TA249 (N):   . Cf. 18.1–2. 

11.3 OA374:   ; OA377, TA107:   ; ST1 (pp. 131–2):  . 

11  omit. 

12.1 Orig.   . The curved line (t‘ašt) appears to have been added in order to 

indicate that the two groups should have been written as one. It is omitted from 

the transcription. TA110 (pp. 76–7):  . 

12.2 The group is partly obscured by the binding. TA110 (pp. 76–7):  . 

12.4.4 Orig.  (also in TA110 [pp. 76–7]). Presumably erroneous for  . 

13.2 OA374, OA377:   ; TA107:   ; TA249 (N):  . 

15.1 ST1 (pp. 131–2):  ; TA249 (N):  . 

16.3 See note on 2.3. 

17.1 OA374, OA377, TA107:   . Cf. 7.1. 

17.4 The group is partly obscured by the binding. TA110 (pp. 76–7):  . 

17  obscured by the binding.  

18.1–2 TA249 (N):   . 

19  omit. 

20.2 OA374, OA377, TA107:   ; ST1 (pp. 131–2), TA110 (pp. 62–3):  ; 

ST1 (p. 136), TA249 (N):  . The group is preceded by one or more symbols 

that were subsequently struck out. 

21.3 OA374, OA377:   ; ST1 (pp. 131–2):  ; TA107:   ; TA249 (N): 

 . 

22.1 OA374, OA377:   ; TA107:   . 

22.4 Div. 22 consists of three groups only (also in TA110 [pp. 76–7]). The final 

group ( ) is supplied from TA249 (N), which in this case offers the closest 
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variant. However, the other concordances indicate that the missing group is at 

the beginning rather than the end of the division. According to these sources, 

the following should be inserted (and adjusted to account for rhythmic 

augmentation if necessary) before groups 22.1–3: OA374, TA107:  ; OA377: 

 ; ST1 (pp. 131–2), TA110 (pp. 62–3):  ; ST1 (p. 136):  . 

23.3.1 The symbol is obscured by page damage. Supplied from TA110 (pp. 76–7): 

 . 

23.4 The group is partly obscured by the binding. Supplied (without durational 

values) from TA110 (pp. 76–7):  . For durational values, see OA374, 

OA377:   ; ST1 (pp. 131–2):  ; ST1 (p. 136):  ; TA107:  

 ; TA110 (pp. 62–3):  . 

23  obscured by the binding. 

24.2 OA374, OA377, TA107:  ; ST1 (pp. 131–2), ST1 (p. 136), TA110 (pp. 62–3): 

 ; TA249 (N):  . 

25.3 OA374, OA377, TA107:   . The group is followed by one or more symbols 

that were subsequently struck out. 

26.3 Cf. note on 2.3. 

27.2 OA374, OA377, TA107:   ; ST1 (pp. 131–2):  ; ST1 (p. 136):  . 

27.4 OA374, OA377:   ; ST1 (p. 136):  ; TA107:   ; TA249 (N):  . 

28.2 OA374:   ; OA377, TA107:   ; ST1 (pp. 131–2), TA110 (pp. 62–3):  . 

37–38  That the second ending of T given in H1 (divs. 19–20) serves as a transition to 
H3 as well as H2 is confirmed by OA374. 

39.1 OA374:   . 

39.3 TA249 (N):  . 

40.2 OA374:   ; ST1 (pp. 131–2), ST1 (p. 136):  ; TA249 (N):  . 

41.2 The group is partly obscured by the binding. Supplied (without durational 

values) from TA110 (pp. 76–7):  . For durational values, see OA374: 

  ; ST1 (pp. 131–2), ST1 (p. 136), TA110 (pp. 62–3), TA249 (N):  . 

42.2 OA374:   ; ST1 (pp. 131–2):  ; TA110 (pp. 62–3):  . 

43.1 OA374:   . 

44.2 TA249 (N):  . 

45.4 OA374:   ; ST1 (pp. 131–2):  ; ST1 (p. 136):  . 

46.1 OA374:   ; ST1 (pp. 131–2), TA110 (pp. 62–3):  ; ST1 (p. 136): 

 ; TA249 (N):  . There is a cross (the meaning of which is unknown) 

to the upper left of the group, probably written by later hand. 
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48.1 The group is partly obscured by the binding. TA110 (pp. 76–7):  . 

49.4 OA374:   . 

52.3 OA374:   . The group was written twice and the first struck out. 

53.3 The group is partly obscured by the binding. Supplied from TA110 (pp. 76–7): 

 . Cf. OA374:   ; ST1 (pp. 131–2):  ; TA249 (N):  . 

54.4 OA374:   ; ST1 (pp. 131–2):  ; ST1 (p. 136):  ; TA249 (N):  . 

56 The second ending at the end of H3 (div. 56) possibly implies a direct transition 

to H4 (see Structure). Alternatively, it may be replaced by a more modally apt 

transition to T, as supplied in ST1 (pp. 131–2):   ; ST1 (p. 136):  

 ; or TA110, pp. 62–3 (beginning from div. 54.3):     . 

56.2 OA374:   ; TA249 (N):  . 

65  omit. 

69.2 OA374:   ; TA249 (N):  .  

70.2 OA374:   ; ST1 (pp. 131–2), ST1 (p. 136), TA110 (pp. 62–3):  . The 

group is preceded by another group that was subsequently struck out. 

71.3 The group is followed by one or more symbols that were subsequently struck 

out. 

72.1 The stor () is added on the basis of the surrounding groups as well as the 

sequences at 67.4–68.3 and 85.4–86.1.  

74.1 OA374:   ; ST1 (pp. 131–2), ST1 (p. 136):  ; TA110 (pp. 62–3):  . 

74.2 The group is partly obscured by the binding. Supplied from TA110 (pp. 76–7): 
 . 

74  obscured by the binding. 

75  omit. 

76.1 See note on 74.1. 

77–80 The alternation between  and  in this passage appears to be intentional 

(rather than a result of erroneously omitting the kisver), since it also occurs in 

the concordances even though they represent substantially different versions.  

77.3 OA374:   ; ST1 (pp. 131–2):  ; TA110 (pp. 62–3):  . 

78.3 The group is partly obscured by the binding. Supplied from TA110 (pp. 76–7) 

and 77.3. 

79.1 OA374:   ; ST1 (pp. 131–2), TA110 (pp. 62–3):  ; TA249 (N): 

 . 
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79.2 OA374:   ; ST1 (pp. 131–2):  ; TA110 (pp. 62–3):  . Based on 

TA110 (pp. 62–3) and analogous phrases at 77.3 and 78.3, the scribe may have 

omitted a kisver above the ēkorč ( ). 

81.1 OA374:   . 

82.2 Orig.  . 

83.1.3 Orig.  . Possibly erroneous for  . Cf. 78.1. 

83.4 Orig.  . 

83  obscured by the binding. 

86.2 Orig.  . 

87.1 The group is partly obscured by the binding. Supplied from TA110 (pp. 76–7): 
 . 

97–98 There is no second ending given following the final reprise of T. It has been 

supplied from ST1 (pp. 131–2), since this provides a suitable concluding phrase 

for the whole piece (unlike the second endings given in H1 and H3). 

Consulted Concordances 

OA374, pp. 76r–78l; OA377, pp. 164–5 (H1–2); ST1, pp. 131–2; ST1, p. 136; TA107, pp. 25–

6 (H1–2) (later foliation: 17v–18r); TA110, pp. 62–3; TA110, pp. 76–7; TA249, pp. 1823–4 

(N); TA249, p. 1853 (S).  

J.O. 
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